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dragons. And you'il move quietly behind the rocks so you can need my help to deal with them. in the valley. Her comrades watched her eagerly, waiting to hear what she saw on her exploration mission. WHAT IS DRAGON MAGIC? That's what Sovelis was afraid of. The tracks belong to a dragon, the lair in most D&amp;D campaigns, the
dragons are separated from there. It is located at the foot of the mountain, at the entrance to the valley. the rest of civilization. They live in distant places and showIt seems to protect the valley, as if there is some reason to watch a little attitude or interest for the communities of the people andpopulates below. I even saw a caravan pass by,
and the red other little creatures that inhabit their world. Remarkable evicted efforts have done nothing to demand respect or consumption of their horses. there are theseons– polymorphic silver dragon, which befriends humans, the ground red dragon that cared from a long distance is not the only dragon in these mountains Sowlis
whispered settlements. However, in general, dragons in D&amp;quot;with sudden urgency. See! the game save mostly to yourself. The other adventurers followed the line of their pointing finger. Dragon magic changes the way dragons are used in D&amp;quot;D&amp;quot; a lizard with no wings but clearly looks like a dragon in nature
have crept into the campaign, offering a stronger link between them among the rocks above their camp. than a horse, and the various humanoid races (people, dwarfs, elves, the dragon creatures reacted to their sudden recognition of his presence). This book suggests a world in which dragons begin to crawl down the mountain towards
them. are actively invested, one in which dragons openly share their magical secrets with humans and other major races. If this is a battle the monster wants... Krusek growled, drawing the details in this book, you can:axe with an easy movement. • Playing a thnome wizard who has learned ceremonial rituals you do not need your
weapons, chose a voice from behind from a brass dragon, allowing him to accept the dragon-like dragon. A woman in large-scale armor came out of features.behind the creature, placing her hand gently on his shoulder. Felis, a friend of mine and a companion. He attacks only my enemies, and I hope that the adventure in the kingdom is
ruled (or tyranized) by you, will not be among them. Hennett moved in and spoke to the visitor in Draconian. • Play the master of the dragon half-elf who has learned secret magic you wizard, perhaps, or dragon in human form? auras of silver dragon covenant and win the trust of the woman answered me the same language. drake's
faithful companion. I'm not magical, and my true shape is as you can see it. My name is Tatiana, and I'm possessed by a dragon. • Play a semi-orc fighter who has exhausted Hennett's tyranny, switched to the common language. Red Dragon long enough to master some new dragons related to What is a dragon, and why are you spying
on our camp? Feats. Tatiana smiled grimly. Enough time to learn what I can do later as a typewrest. I am basically Dragon Magic is all that happens whenhere for the same cause that you are attracted to, although I smaller races form free pacts or associations with dragons still do not understand what happened. The red dragon and learn
the ancient creatures secrets.in the valley is only a knight in the service of the new king of these lands. Red is a powerful enemy to be sure of, but only the study of Dragon Magic includes new possibilities for characters who desire dragon magic, known by Scaled King. Be a more draconian class, including new standard character class,
substitution level, rituals, auras, organizations, feats, Dragon magic? annette asked, his voice revealing interest. prestigious classes. There are also tips for more Tatiana smiling again. Dragon-based campaigns, dragon locations, Dragonblood monsters, as well as a selection of new dragon-themed forces: SUBTYPE DRAGON GOLD
FOR ARCHES AND DIVINE CASTRORI, confessions about mages, soulmelds for meldshapers, and psionic powers for psionic. Races that have a strong affinity for dragons are of dragon blood subtype. in what should playraces of the dragon, is often referred to in this book.) Spells, effects, powers and abilities that affect or target Dragon
Magic use the information in the three D&amp;Ddragons also affect dragonblood creatures. The subtype basic rules – Player's Guide (PH), Dungeon Master's' 'M', is a creature to use magical objects usually only usable Guide (DMG) and Monster Manual (MM). Moreover, it is treated through dragons, and it qualifies the creature to take
exploits that must or should benefit from material presented in several D&amp;quot;elastic subtypes as a prerequisite. Mints, especially Draconomicon and Dragon Races. The dragon subtype does not lend a dragon type although there is a reference or any of the additives associated with this type. For example, it did not come together
here will improve the pleasure of Dragon Magic, give the creature a scary presence. They are not strictly necessary. In many cases, the details to be used by a particular creature or rule from other Dragons automatically qualify for classes, source of prestige are provided in this book.classes, levels of racial substitution, exploits, feats,
powers or spells that require the subtype of dragon field. If a creature acquires the dragon type, it loses a dragon subtype. xcept in several rare situations, dragons are not heroes. culture and beliefs of the community through the regular con- This work is left to the mortal races – the adventurers, the tactical. Despite the seeds of draconian
influence, many soldiers, and champions who included themselves heroes owed their unique abilities and knowledge to worldly shaking events on a daily basis. In fact, great creatures. These mortals are far more than typicaleven the most indid dragons have greater anxieties than adventurers; they bring the king power of dragons with the
small quarrels and the so-called quests of smaller races. And they, wherever they wander.But many characters show signs of draconian influence, especially in campaigns where dragons prevail. Those characters who are with Dragon can enjoy or resent their heroes or have a draconian background or simply feel lucky. Some unprotected
dragons that involve the voscial and cultural influence of dragons in their lives. mortal lives, while others seek them for wisdom or mysterious erudi. Others still feel the residual effects of the Mighty Beings imbued with the magical energies that this inheritance, not knowing it exists, believing that their flow through the world, dragons can
distort the fabric of real strange powers or characteristics to be accurate i.e. through its existence. Their innate magic can be. Of course, characters whose appearancesect and change the way nature moves, but simply distinguishes them from others from their race have the apretence of a dragon nearby can give an ordinary humanoid
more difficult to ignore their special status, andchildren strange powers. Moreover, when dragons accept prejudices and prejudices.active hand in mortal lives, they can actually shape these changes, carefully changing the processes of less crea-RACEs of THEtures in ways even the most powerful wizards cannot. DRAGON REAL,
communities that have dragon guards (or overlords) With the influence of dragons felt in almost anyone interfering in the lives of their citizens produce characters aspect of adventurous life, it comes as no surprise in draconian heritage. Other champions follow their message that the Dragons have changed the mortal races themselves.
This influence is not always evidence of societies that are unique and different from breeding grounds between races; Dragons can simply formstandard races. The following new subs are suitable for – No bonus skill points: Silverbrow people don't have any campaign in which dragons have fundamentally affected the learning ability that
standard people have. the mortals of the world. — Mask aptitude: Silverbrow people have +2 racial Silverbrow PEOPLE bonus of disguise checks, and disguise is always considered a skill class. The need for their ancestors to keep their identity silver dragons enjoy humanoid form and delight many of those who fear or hate them has
become second to the same daily pleasures as humans. A long time ago, communities of nature for silver men. People welcomed disguised silver dragons into their blacksmiths, not knowing the truth about their new neighbors. In DEEPWYRM DROW And those communities that were often secluded and small, half-drone of FAERÛN
children became common as visitors to the dragon married their human friends. The silver ancestors have gone Deep Dragons (described in Monsters of Fayerün) are among the greatest lengths to hide their children from the other most dangerous hunters in Undark. Thanks to their world, citing curses or deformities as an excuse for their
ability to take a humanoid form, they often interact with physical differences. Despite the accidental discovery, they with other longings from these shady tunnels as they posed to hide their semi-native offspring long enough to look around like a dream. In this mask, the deep dragons explore a dark elf commu- teach them to take a
humanoid form magically. These and to find powerful alliances, often without drowsiness, who became members of the community and thus realized the truth about their new partners. generation after generation with mixed blood of humans and silver dragons. In some cases, these relationships produce semi-dragon offspring, and these
bloodlines have a way of manifesting over time the apparent physical characteristics of themselves in later generations such as deep oblivion. He's so faded. Leaving human-looking children with silver dragon sleep are usually sinuous in construction, with skin that has chestnut bloodlines. After all, the dragons themselves left or purple
accents. these communities, leaving behind the strong draconian heritage in most human descendants. As they show one of the others, except as noted below, deep-handed rattles are the more common physical signs of a kerberic heritage - identical to that of a doodle described in the Monster Guide, and silver stripes or accents in the
hair - they are a deep-rooted semicircle identical to the semicircle known as a silver thrush. in the Fireun races. Otherwise, silver people are identical to humans – Dragonblood subtype: Deepwyrm sleep and half-sleep described in the Player's Manual, except as indicated below. subtype of dragon blood (see page 4). -Dragonblood
subtype: Silverbrow people are of -Magic Abilities: 3/day - magic detection, 1 day-masking dragonblood subtype (see page 4). Self. The caster level for these effects is equal to the level of character of deep sleepiness or semi-folding. - Feather Fall (Sp): A silver man can use a feather fall once a day, plus one -Deepwyrm sleep loses the
power to use faerie fire as an extra time per day for every 5 magical abilities. Hit the dice he's got. — Deepwyrm drowsiness and half-sleep receive +2 racial bonus in Bluff checks. — Deepwyrm half-drrow loses the standard +2 racial bonus of diplomatic verification. Deep dragon and deep sleep engage in the Deepwyrm sleep dialogue
and the half-maya loss of the standard dwarfs of Fireblood appear almost the same as the standard dwarfs +2 racial bonuses of Will Save against spells and spells, but have dark, red-brown skin. Most are bald and have only abilities. the weakest beards; their close proximity to flames deep beneath volcanic homes tends to burn excess
hairFIREBLOOD DWARVES away. All dwarfs are moved into the ground to make their homes, but otherwise, the dwarf snow is identical to dwarfs, which dig a little deep as the ancient clan day Fireblood. Especially described in the Player's Manual, except as indicated below. lovers of the use of sleeping volcanoes as entrances to their
homes, these dwarfs follow volcanic paths and tunnels in – Dragonblood Subtype: dwarfs are about seeking greater access to the depths of the world. Unfortunately, a dragon subtype (see page 4). this resulted in a terrible encounter with a nest of red dragons. Outraged by the intrusion, greedy dragons enslaved the -Dragon Dodge: Fiery
Dwarfs win +4 pull away the entire clan of dwarfs. Instead of mining gold and gems for a bonus to Armor class against dragon-type creatures. In the love of beauty and creation, dwarves now labored the memory of their ancestors, fiery dwarfs trained by one for dragons. at an early age to avoid surprise attacks by treacherous dragons.
Every time a citizen loses his dexterity bonus (if any) Over time, the dwarfs of the Our Armor clan begin to get dragged into the Armour class, such as when he is caught with a flat leg, he loses out on certain aspects that distinguish them from others from this bonus. of them. No one knows if this is due to interconnected dragons, a natural
mutation or a magical effect. The result, Resistance to Fire 5: the clothes of the fire bushes have an exceptor, however, is a breakaway of the dwarf race singularly adapted to heat and fire inherited from theirs to high temperatures - and to fight the dragon. enslaved ancestors. The Fireblood clan has long earned its freedom, but the hatred
of the firebirds doesn't have the standard dwarfs +2 red dragons (and, by extension, evil dragons in general) still a racial bonus for saving throws against poison. The environment burns in their souls. The descendants of these dwarfs, the intermarettes of their ancestors were free of such subtle means of obis with other dwarf families
spreading a bloodline during the attack, so that fire-fighting dwarfs are no more resistant to poison many clans. Thus, the modern brave dwarf can be born of other races. all dwarf parents. - Fireblood dwarfs do not have the standard dwarfs + 4 Dodge bonus to Armor class against creatures of giant type. FORESTLORD ELVES AND -skill
class: Hides a skill class for forest elves and sex-ELVES. Like most Sylvan races, elves are in tune with natural ones – no bonus for saving against spells or effects. and this extends to the dragons. A costly part of the ancient pacts required elves to despair in ancient times, some Elf tribes made pacts with powerful innate resistance to
their magic to spells. Green dragons, who in turn use their magic to beat the elves with strange new abilities. Although forest elves – Forest Elves do not possess durability – did not worship these evil dragons, both groups have crafted a sword, a rapper, a longback or a short-lived one. They spend more time in the peace agreements that
remain in force to this day, long after those who communicate with nature and fewer practitioners with those who forged the treaties died. traditional weapons. Any descendant of a forest elf (including semi-elves) can — Forestlord half-elves have no bonus diplomacy or also be a forest elf, even if it never agrees to The ancients collected
information checks. Cooperation is not a natural agreement. However, forest features are unpredictable, and for these characters. no one is sure if it will manifest itself in an elf or a half-elf child. — Forest Bender Pact: Any forest elf or half-elf that attacks or otherwise tries to harm a green dragon loses its tree elves easily differ from the
standard walking ability for 24 hours. Meanwhile, the hero also elf on his smooth green skin, similar to the color of a penalty on the attacking rolls, scotch level or manifest green dragon scales. Most also have green hair, albeit a level, and saving throws. sometimes ranges from brown to white. Otherwise, except as indicated below, forest
elves are identical to class - In favor of class: wizard. The wizard's class of wizards from multi-class trees described in the Player's Manual and the wizards of half an elf are not counted in determining the elves are identical to the half-workings described in the Player's Guide, regardless of whether it has made a point judgment (see XP for
the Manual. 60). This class replaces the elf class, counselor. - Dragonblood subtype: forest elves and hall-elves are of the dragon subtype (see page 4). STONEHUNTER NNOMI -Treewalk (Su): A forest elf or half an elf can transport one of the few races considered as fast companions of each of them in much the same way that shields
kind of drake, stonehuluture thnomoons are the preferred people and druids can. Once a day, a forest elf can enter copper dragons. Since the copper love of jokes, mischief, wood, touching it as a movement action; Once in the tree, riddles, and puzzles fit well with the look of the gnomes of it instantly transported to any other tree within 20
feet. Life, it is no surprise that dragons would associate forest elf appears in a square adjacent to the second tree of a smaller race. The gnomes that bring that feeling back to the beginning of their next turn. When forest elf or are known as stonemasons, a pseudonym derived from the fact that half-elf reaches 5 Hit Zara, and for every 5
HD then that the two races often meet to hunt together. In fact, it receives one additional use of this ability per day. copper dragons often make their lair under stone-fold villages. Over the generations, gnomes grew more Stonehounther gnomes dragon in appearance, while dragons became also a honey dragon lover of mortals.
Glimmerskin half-blood and gold dragonCathoni have very dark skin that oars of VILETOOTH LIZARDKOLKOLKOLKY tan in sunlight. They build their homes in rocky hills, close to the favorable environment of their dragon Many lizard tribes forge alliances with black dragons and are known for their hunting. and because they share similar
habitats. Through the generations, somedeathing of their parties and celebrations. tribes come to worship these dragons, and this close kinship often leads to blood transfusions. Otherwise, stonehunger gnomes are identical to the legacy of these dragons, which are still stagnant today. In some cases, the gnomes described in the Player's
Manual, except as noted that entire tribes share this bloodline, while in other cases, it behaves at random among standard lizardfolk. Regardless, Dragonblood Subtype: Stonehounther thnoms are among these individuals known as subtype lizard.dragonblood (see page 4). Lizard wills are a thin or even scrawny comparison - Hunters
Insight: As frequent hunting companions of others of their kind. They always have patches of black large copper dragons, stone-town nits quickly develop scales, and some have skins of pure ebony. The willy lizard - the skills needed to track their prey. They have +2 folk have big eyes and often grow short, curved horned bonus of Kateré
and survival checks as a result of their resembling those of their draconian ancestors.upbringing. Otherwise, worms are identical to liz- -Stonehounter gnomes do not have the standard gnome ardfolk described in Monster Manual, except as noted + 2 saving bonus throw bonus against illusions, nor add +1 sub.Difficult class of illusion that
they speak. Stonehungern takes a little care of illusions and instead spends the majority - +2 Constitution: The lizard gaffe is less muscular than the time it takes to spin its hunting skills. from other lizards, but inherits some of the cunning of a black dragon. This starch modifier replaces the standard - Preferred class: Ranger. Multiclass
gnoter GNOME lizard capability modifiers.ranger class does not count when determining whether it takes an experienced punishment (see XP for Multiclass -Dragonblood Subtype: Viletooth LizardFolk are fromCharacters, PH 60). This class replaces the standard dragon subtype (see page 4) preferred class, stud. — Acid Bite (Su): A
mean-toothed lizard bite attack deals with 1d6 points of acid damage in addition to normal SGLIMMERSKIN halflings damage. -Water Breathing (Ex): Willen lizardfolk may breathe Gold Dragons hate injustice and unfair play, but few things aggravate them more than the tyranny of the strong over underwater indefinitely. weak or small.
When the territory of a gold dragon includes -skill class: Move Silent is a skill class for a sneaky tooth or is close to half a village, the dragon quietly defines itself as the protector of the settlement, guarding it from threats too large lizardfall. to win the semis. Rarely villagers learn from - do not hold breath Special quality: Willen the ability of
the lizard to hold its breath longer than normal.dangers that never happen, and even less often to make SUNSCORCH HOBGOBLINS discover the true identity of their guardian. The dragon often walks among its accusations, appearing hobbling often allied with powerful dragons, delivering travellers, a harmless animal or newcomer
looking for drake with treasure and sometimes a den in exchange for settling in the village. Although all serious links for help in battle. Of all the chromatic dragons, blue-headed result are short-lived (from the point of view of the dragon), dragons are the most common allies of hobgoblin. Their terri-descendants of such clutches bear signs
of draconian thoriers often overlapping, with hobgoblins settling in hilly or investigatory for many generations. Broken lands adjacent to deserts controlled by blue dragons, Glimmerskin halftime usually have a warm, golden glow and both races recognize that alliances are more productive for their complexion, and their eyes inevitably hold
metal than rivalry. Mighty blues often adopted the nearby tribe of gold offlights. They often show traits of nobility and hobbyблиins, while stories tell of tribes that erect wyrmlingbravery, facing threats of all kinds. blue dragons to adulthood over many generations. Otherwise, glymeric semi-temporary are identical to the physical connections
between the two races described in the Player's Manual, unless it is noted that they are unusual, the priests of the Sunicorch tribe from the hobgob-below. Linny developed divine rituals that allowed them to take on the subtype Dragon: Glymeric semi-pina have draconian characteristics. The tribe is of the long-gender subtype of the
dragon (see page 4). created by these rituals are found in the hobby contest. The birth of a sunny-scorsian hogoblin is -Touch of Luck: Once a day. the twinkle of half-time is considered a powerful omen, whether it's a big one can relax or an ally within 10 feet of luck or 3 years of magic depends on how you threaten the tribes for a single
save throw. Using this ability is an immediate attempt by the leaders for the new arrival.action and must be announced before a roll is made.- Skill class: Heal is a skill class for the glymer Sunscorch hobgoblins looking like their fellow half-time. except for his shiny azure eyes. They show exceptional – No Inaction Silent Bonus: Glymer's
half-peaks are not cunning and patient, but often share the vanity of the blue sanding attitude, which rests on stealth. Dragons. They have a natural love of power: when sunsKorchKorch hobgobin Viletooth lizardfolk Frost, and blue dragon and black dragon and black dragon and white dragon hobgoblin does not lead a military belt or tribe,
he is most likely scouts noticed dragon, the best tribal's best voice of wisdom behind its leader. collected for hunting expeditions that lasted weeks or months at a time, after which they would return home with Otherwise, Sunni sealblani are identical to dragon carcasses - or would not return at all. Victorious homeless described in Monster
Manual, except as noted warriors perform rituals in which they drink the blood below. the white dragon they killed, a process that somehow changed their race through the generations and imbued them with - +2 Constitution, +2 Wisdom: Suncorch hobgoblins the essence of the very creatures they hunted. Some half-ores show extreme
insight and share the endurance of their fellows, also show these traits. but they are not as flexible as standard hoboblancs. These capability modifiers replace the standard hobgoblin skill score Modern Frostblood orbs still hail from the north, but have modifiers. since then, he has joined the rest of civilization, albeit only aliens. They have
pale white skin and cat eyes, with a gray white or dragonblood subtype: Sunscorch hobgoblins have gray hair that grows fast. subtype of dragon blood (see page 4). Otherwise, except as noted below, frost or orcs are — Suniskorch hobgolbins have +2 racial bonus of Bluff, identical to the orcs described in Monster Manual, and checks due
to their natural ability to deceive their frostblood half-orcs are identical to half the orchestra described enemies. the player's manual. - Sunicorch hobgoblins are sub-almost for the environment -Dragon subtype: Frostblood orcs and half-orcs are dangers from the home of blue dragons. They have +2 racial bonus of the dragon theater
subtype (see page 4). Fortitude saves to avoid non-volatile heat damage (see Heat Hazards, DMG 303). - Cold resistance 10: As their ancestors devoured the blood of great white dragons, all frosty orcs and semi-orcsHFRAOLFS-TOBRLOCSOD ORCS and are naturally resistant to damage from cold-based attacks. Hanging from the
frigid north and among the cruellest of -Endurance: Frost oraki and half-orcs have Endur- warriors, frostblood orcs trace their origins to barbaric hunting- nance as a bonus feat. If a frosty or half-orc will later lick, who worship and hunt white dragons. In ancient earnings appearances as a bonus feat, he can choose any other feat times,
some primitive tribes considered white dragons for which he qualified. to be supreme prey in the brutal frost of his homeland, valued highly because of the scarcity of other heads. When vulnerability to fire: Orcs Frostblood and half-orcs share the white dragon's vulnerability to fire attacks. DRAGON CLASS one daily application of
capability (see below). Multiple versions of FEATURES the same aspect do not stack. Often, dragons affect not only the races of the world, but also the 5th you can use this capability once a year. You're the adventurers over time. Barbarians in dragon-winning extra applications a day to the same extent that you would heavy region may
not behave in the same way as barbarians usually get the wild forms (from two a day in the 6th of a kingdom with less terrible ansyness, and the same happens level up to six a day on the 18th level). for many other classes. This section provides alternative class features for standard classes in the Player's Manual and you are considered
experienced with any natural attacks that are other sources. provided by this aspect, and you retain all your special abili-bonds (unless the aspect explicitly replaces them, as an alternative class features replace the class features found in the dragon's nail aspect replacing your own nail attack, original class description. if you have already
achieved or have one). passed the level at which you can take the feature, you can use the retraining option described in Hand's Hand II to Breath of the Dragon: You can breathe a 30-foot cone on fire to get an alternative class function instead of a standard function as standard action. The cone inflicts 1g6 points of damage on 1 points to
be won at this level. two levels of druid; Successful Reflex Rescue (10 + 1/2 your level druid + con modifier) half this damage. Each format for alternative class features is a summary time you breathe, you need to wait 1d4 rounds before you can below. this breath again. Alternative Class Dragon Nail Bonus: You earn +4 bonus for
strength, and name your hands grow nails that can be used as major natural attacks. Each nail inflicts a certain amount of damage (1d6 Total capability description and why you might want points if you're Medium, 1d4 if you're Small, and 1d8 if you look at it. These claws are treated as magic weapons in order to overcome the class: the
class or classes whose members can choose this harm reduction. class function. Heart of the Dragon: You receive a bonus 4 to the Constitution level: The level or levels in which you can choose this class and immunity to paralysis. Function. You can select a function only at the specified levels, but not at a higher level. In some cases
(such as the rattled mind of the Dragon: You get +4 bonus to wisdom, a dark-known class feature), different levels are noted for different visions of 60 feet, poor vision lighting, and immunity to sleep effects. Classes. Special requirement: All special requirements your dragon wings: grow dragon wings that allow you to fly at ground speed
with good maneuverability. You must meet before selecting the class function. If the function cannot fly, if you wear heavy armor or wear heavy no special requirements, this entry is absent. Replaces: The ability you need to sacrifice to win the BREATHSTEALER BREATHSTEALER class Scammers are among the best dragon hunters in
the world, and benefit: the effects of the game on the new ability. they have developed a special attack to counter the powerful ability of these great beasts. Any scammer who expectsaSPECT OF DRACONA to face dragons is recommended to choose this class feature. Most druids honor animals as emblems of the natural world, Class:
Rogue. but some believe that dragons deserve even more attention. Those who feel this way show their respect at the level: 10th, 13th, 16th. or 19th. (You can choose this mimic physical or mental aspects of dragonkind instead of an alternative class function at any of the given levels.) the forms of smaller creatures. Replace: If you select
this class function, you do not earn a class: Druid. standard non-messages provided at this level. Level: 5th place. Replaces: It selects you this class feature, do not benefit: If you deliver a sneak attack against dragon, wild form (or later improvements in this class feature, you can choose to sacrifice two or more dice of additional damage
besides the ability to wild form in elementary). that they will usually bother to delay the next use of his breathing. Delay is a number of round benefits: You can take on aspects of the dragon. Taking equal to 1/2, the number of dice victim. If the dragon is on one or more aspects is a quick action, and the effect continues currently loading its
breathing weapon, this delay replaces for 1 hour or until it rejects it (free action). The different normal recharge times (usually once every 1d4 rounds) if aspects are described below. it is longer. On level 5, you can only have one aspect in effect at a time. Several applications of this ability do not accumulate: use only longer on the 8th
level, you can take up to two aspects at the same time. Delay. A dragon immune to additional damage from critical hits on level 11, you can pick up to three aspects at once- or sneak attacks is immune to that ability. Liquid. At level 15, the limit is increased to a maximum of four at the same time. Every aspect taken asDRACONIC FIST
have a mastery of any kind of armor, you should lose thatMonks who follow the path of Dragon fist strive for proficiency to choose this class feature.harness their inner ki just as dragons harness their innate benefit: You gain an extraordinary ability to grow dense, magical ability. While giving up flexibility in wrestling, scaly skin that protects
you like armor. The scale of the dragon peels to add energy to your unarmed strokes makes them like the flakes of a dragon of your choice (selected when you get the class function). The shell requires 8 hours more powerful against a wide range of enemies. to grow, but this process can take place The night until you class: Monk. Sleep.
Level: 1st. Replaces: If you select select Class feature, don't win your scaled hide gives you a bonus to your Armor class standard monk bonus feat of 1st equal to the 6+1/3 level of your class in level. Class that gives you a heavy ar-benefit: When you choose this walrus experience (+7 bonus preclass function, choose one energy AC on
level 3, +8 bonus totype among between acid, cold, taurus-AC on level 6, etc., uptricity, or fire. Repeated attack made in this circle, which enables this pro-1d6 damage points of the selected energy type. This extra stack for determining the score improves to 2d6 points of the total bonus of the water flake.5 level, and with a further 1d6
points every five levels there. You can this bonus does not accumulate using this ability several times each feat, racial trait, or other special ability that will give you a bonus to Armor Class.per day equal to your class level. In addition, by achieving higher levels, your shell gives HDURASKGONSCALE Ember, an apprentice of silver dragon,
you increase your resistance to channel your ki in cold acid attack, cold, electricity- and fire. Every warrior knows that the skills in you acquire resistance 5th in the 5th lev- battle is not enough; You must also beware against the attacks of the electric, resistance 10 on the 10th level, your enemies. Well forged resistance to the suits 15 on
the 15th level, and on the bumper can mean the 20th level of different resistance. a belligerence between life and death, but a warrior whose body is his body, armor is armor, is immediately treated as medium armor for armor. Those who have a blood target to determine the dragons running in their veins their speed and whether you can



get this benefit. may use class characteristics or other class: Any standard class that has special abilities. It allows scholarships in heavy armor, maximum bonus dexterity to armor class +2 and has as a fighter or paladin. armor check the penalty of -4. You can sleep in your scales without punishment. You may not wear other bumpers
untilDall: 1st (unless the class gives you heavy shell.armor skills at a level other than 1st, in which case this function may not be treated as armor for the purpose of taking only this level). or other capabilities. You can't give it a bonus accessory with a magic portion, nor can you imbue Special Requirement: You must be from dragon blood
with special properties, as you could normal suit suppild (see page 4) to choose this alternative class feature. Armor. While you earn a dragon subtype at the same level that will receive heavy armor proficiency, you may not be able to take off your dragon shell, but you canchoose this feature class, even if you will usually choose to throw
it. This 10 minutes of horse-grade features before choosing the option that giants you this pelvis and leads to your slimming pile of rocks thatsup. For example, level 1 human fighter, which breaks down into dust if handled. Draconian (seepage 18) as one of its 1rd level feats you can choose this class feature. Replaces: If you select this
feature class, do not get DRAKKEN FAMILIARproficiency with any kind of armor. This will later earn Arcane spelling, even those who do not claim blood from some form of armor proficiency (such as from a multi-ranking ortaking feat), you can choose at this time to win that pro- dragons as theirs often have a special connection with
dragon-finesse, but then you lose this feature. If you're already nice. One manifestation of this relationship is the familiar to the actor, who can take on the dragons characteristics. Class: Hexblade (see Full Warrior), Wizard or Wizard. with your Deity's weapon on level 12. In addition to this level: 4th (hexblatt) or 1th (wizard or wizard).
Other class features accumulated at later levels change as Replaceds described: If you select this class feature, your familiar does below. benefits usually provided to acquaintances. See below to determine what alternative benefits it receives, and benefit: You grow nails that deal with damage (1d6 points that standard benefits replace
you. As a complete attack, you can make one major natural benefit: Your acquaintance is a drakken version of a normal attack with either of its ends, or you can make an animal (see sidebar on page 107). It wins a dragon one secondary natural attack with one nail in attack subtype and all the advantages of being familiar except with the
melee weapon. Nails are treated as magic weapons described below. to overcome damage reduction. When your acquaintance will usually gain the ability to In addition, you can choose magic wizard (instead of delivering touch spells, it acquires breath instead. While breathing is a 15-foot cone of fire, usable once an hour, this deals with
the spell remaining on your list of spells known, you can treat a number of damage points equal to 1d6 + twice your class as it is on your spelling class list for all purposes. (levels of different classes that are entitled to familiar chimneys for this purpose). Successful reflex saving (10 + 1/2 you also earn dragontouched feat (p. 18) as a
bonus your levels of the common class to determine the abilities of the known) feat. halves of the damage that has been caused. On level 12, you can learn another magical spell When your acquaintance would usually acquire the ability to be like This spell may be one of the new animal conversations of the species, instead acquires the
ability to learn 5th or 6th level spells, or you can use your ability to talk to dragon-type creatures. replace an existing famous spell with a new magic. DRAKKENSTEED MOUNT on the 17th level, instead of growing bats or feathered wings, you grow dragon wings that resemble those of your deity. Paladins, which honor dragons or dractic
deities, though few in number, sometimes summon dragon down beasts on the 20th level, instead of getting a damage reduction 10 / silver known as drakkensteeds (see page 113) to serve as your special or 10 / cold iron, you can get a damage reduction 10 / epo. Mountains. Unlike standard barbarians, unicorns or other special peaks
used by the Paladins, drakkensteeds are more than INSPIRE exclusive members of ordinary races - they are almost legendary beasts that are seen by few and mastered by even fewer. Although they sometimes act like a weak cousin of the wizard, the bard can fit into a piece of the same dragon class: Paladin. a power that nourishes the
wizard magic. Bard that learns this ability Level: 5th. no longer inspires courage in your allies, but instead creates substitution: You choose this category, you do not acquire fear in those who oppose it. of the standard palladium. Benefit: You earn service to a loyal drakkensteed. Grade: Bard. It functions in all ways as any other special
mount acquired level: 1st. by paladin (including advancing its statistics, acquiring Replaces: If you choose this class function, do not get special abilities, and so on), except that you can not command inspire courage (or later improvements to this class of animals). FFAAVVOOREDD OOFF BTIAAHAMTUT / Benefit: Bard with 3 or more
ranks in executive skill to use song or poetry to inspire awe in your enemies, although humanoid devotees of dragon gods are unusual, making them shaken. To be affected, the enemy must be their number growing. No one knows if they are within 10 meters and can hear the slod. Deities have actively intervened in the endowment of
smaller creatures until the enemy hears the immortality of divine blessings or whether the ranks of the faithful and the 1 circle there are there. Any enemy can only try to swell up by accident. Either way, those who serve Bahahut, except to deny the effect; DC is equal to the Bard's per- or Thiamat, as divine messengers can perform a
draconian result. Notwithstanding the success or failure of abilities and wizarding powers, much to the surprise of their salvation, no creature can be influenced by the inspiration of the good more than the enemies. 24 hours. Inspire awe is mind-influencing fear. Class: Preferred soul The complete divine). Level: 3. On the 8th level, the
range of this effect extends up to 60 feet. Special requirement: You must be dedicated to the 14th 14th the effect lasts 5 rounds after the enemy Bahamut or Riamat to select this class function. can't hear the bard. Replaced: He chooses this class feature, does not win on the 20th level, any enemy who fails to save becomes a fear--
Weapon Focus feat with the condescension of his deity weapon in the 1 round, then shaken for the remainder of the 3rd level, and do not get the weapon specialization feat duration. PHYNXKIN COMPANION Druid or ranger who adventures in regions rich in dra-conic influence can get an alternative animal companion, phynxkin (see
page 116), which serves him as loyally as any dragon fire adentes, the shamans enjoy the flexibility of another animal partner. of the calls. Grade: Druid or ranger. Class: Dragon Shaman (see Player's Guide II). Level: 1st (druid) or 4th (Ranger). Level: 5th place. Replaces: If you choose this class feature, you opt out of substitutions: If you
choose this class feature, do not learn a standard choice of the animal, and your animal a new draconian aura at level 5 (and you may never know that morecompations do not receive all the benefits, usually equated to six dragon auras, at the 9th and higher level). Benefit: You learn one of the smallest dragon calls (seeBenefit: You can
get phynxkin as an animal companion. page 78), available for dragonfire adepts. Using this reference It as an animal for the purpose of determining the following standard rules applicable to dragonfire adepts, effects of your skills, feats, spells and other abilities. except that you ignore every chance of failure of accidental spells. YourWhen
your phxkin will usually gain the level of devotion caster for the call is equal to your dragon shamanspecial quality as you and phynxkin instead of gaining a level minus four.immunity to fear effects, but only as long as you are within 30feet of each other. UNCANNY BRAVE WHEN effectively druid level to determine your many barbarian
tribes worship dragons, while others see that the abilities of the animal companion reaches the 7th, you can replace yours as a kinship with natural disasters. Nevertheless, some barbarians teachanim daughter-in-law with the dynastic fankskin with domestic animals to stand against the fear of bloodshed that these (see page 117). This
reduces the effective druid level large beasts can create in weak targets.to determine its abilities by six. This ability also benefits scammers who try to loot dragonREBUKE dragons' wills. Although they hope to complete the task without awakening the dragon, only a truly foolish fail to plan the contagion (or control) of the undemanding is
common to such an opportunity.Many divinely oriented heroes, the deities also recognize class: Barbaric or rogue.the ancient power of dragons as a primary force. Some of the with the ability to ingest such creatures level: 5th 5th or the 8th (crook). Replaces: If you select this class feature, you don't earn an improved uncanny dodge.
Grade: Passer-by or paladin. Benefit: You are immune to the terrible presence of the 1 st (pastoris) or 4th (paladin). Dragons. You get +4 bonus morale when saving throws vs. Replaces: If you choose this class feature, you don't earn the ability to turn around or eat undemanding. all other forms of fear. Benefit: You direct divine energy to
rebuke (fears) or proper (control) dragons. This ability functions as an evil oath that abides the undemanding. The following feats are suitable for all the characters in cam- paigns, which have significant dragon themes. It's harder to reprimand or command dragons that take off morally or ethically bent. Any dragon that shares an alignment
component with you is treated as having a +2 twist against this ability. Any dragon that shares both CERVITEment components with you is treated as having a twist to +4 against this ability. Ceremony feat gives you the knowledge and training needed to complete several specific ceremonies. Any featYou can also use this ability to build a
dragon against using the knowledge (religion) skill to gauge the depth of yourattempt by another creature to use your own reprimand dragons study. By acquiring more ranks in this skill, the ceremonies (in the same way that the evil cleric can strengthen the undead against the available by feat.rotation). To resist a dragon, you need to
share at least one creature can take advantage of one ceremony at a time. If you're a dragon. you are trying a second ceremony of the same creature, make yourself to ingesting dragons counts as an attempt to turn the first benefit ceremony immediately over, and secondary to the undemanding for the purposes of qualification for or
activation- the ceremony benefits are applied.ing divine feats, or for the use of other abilities that require each ceremony has a price in time and resources. To take a turn or to rebuke your abilities. emony consumes its necessary materials when it ends (not when the benefit ends). If the ceremony is interrupted, for example, if the opponent
of SHAMANI INVOCATION attacks before you finish, the material components are not lost. Most dragon shamans channel raw drag-onkind power through their auras and breathing weapons. Some, DIVINE FEATSthans to a stronger spiritual connection with their totem, learn more advanced method of possessing draconian power: Divine
feats are the province of those who can turn or rebukeinvocations normally associated with dragon fire adepts undemanding. Instead of trying to influence undemanding beings (see page 24). Although they never show the scope and skill that or rebuke the undead attempts to cause a blessing of the divine feat you have. You can activate
a divine description of a round, albeit duration can allow you to give you the benefits of more than one divine feat. The feats in the following section are represented in alpha-activation of divine feat is supernatural ability, requires one bet and summarized by category in Table 1-1: a certain action or amount of time depending on the feat,
New feats and does not cause attacks of opportunity, unless otherwise specified in the description of the feats. Activating a divine feat does not appreciate an attack, unless it will directly spread you personally engaged in the purpose of protecting a dragon hide.damage on a target. Premise: Dragon blood subtype, Knowledge (religion) 4
ranks. DRACONIC feats benefit: You gain access to ceremonies based on your ranks in Knowledge (religion). Each ceremony provides up to four Draconian feats debuted at Complete Arcane as options for participants with a negligible natural armor bonus. Wizards of the ceremony to gain abilities close to those of their draconian takes
30 minutes and requires you to mark defensive rune ancestors. This book expands the scope of dragons feats, on the hands and torso of each participant with ash for some time allows other characters with dragon blood to burn a wooden shield of a certain quality (see below). Qualify for some dragons feats (or for all such feats, if they
effect each ceremony lasts for 24 hours. first choose a feat of Dragontouched). The bonus of natural armor acquired by this ceremony feat Draconic feats do not change creature in something do not accumulate with creatures existing natural bonus armor; they may only provide or increase the use of the higher value. Opportunities. The
original draconian feud, The Draconian Legacy, was reproduced below with small changes that were introduced Wyrmling Scales (4 ranks): Each participant wins +1 natu- in races the Dragon. Armor. This ceremony requires the ashes of a wooden shield of any size. INITIATE FEATS Scales for Adults (12 desks): Each participant earns +2
natural armor bonus. This ceremony requires ashes from mas-An initiated fair shows that a follower has achieved a distinction terwork wooden shield of any size.with his deity, and therefore has gained access to additional Wyrm rocks (18 rows): each participant wins +3 naturalspells and abilities. Usually the feat gives a bonus for the
bumper. This ceremony requires the ashes of +1 (orfor the hero and allows him to add a number of spells taller) wooden shield to each size.to own church list. (In descriptions, dagger [†] means new spells found in Dragon Magic.) Some initiate black dragon LINEAGEfeats also allow the addition of these spells to the spelling lists of other
classes. If you have more than one class of list that [DRACONIC] meets the requirements for this you need to select only one spelling list to which they will be added. Added. Are set to your black dragon origin and can poison enemies with touch. Any class that must choose a deity and whouses the list of spiritual spelling spells for spelling
checker can refer to its premise level: Draconian Heritage (Black), Wizardry Level 3rd.in, that class, as if it were as a clerical level for the purpose of benefit: As a standard action, you can convert an arkansas to initiate vanity. For example, preferred soul magic slot in a dangerous poison that delivers you by touch. (see Full Deity), who had
chosen Bahhamut as his deity At any time before the end of the same turn, in which both you and whoever has reached the 3rd level can choose Initiate this ability, you can make a melee touch attack as an aBahamut feat. Then the character will gain the benefit of quick action. The poison gives the goal tired and deals a feat and will add
given spells to his beloved soul 1d8 points of damage at the level of the spell turned; A list of 10 herons. As the cloudy soul casts from a limited list of circles later, the same effect is repeated. Every time, some success-spells, he still has to add these spells to his spells of full Fortitude save (DC 10+ spell level + your Cha modifier) denies
fatigue and halves of the injury list as normal to throw them. If you initiate a feat allowing you to add skills to your cleric list class, you can choose BLUE DRAGON LINEAGE [DRACONIC] to add them to the skill class list of the class you used instead of the cleric to qualify. You've learned to harness the powers of your ancestors and
squirm with lightning. No character can have more than one initiated feat since premise: Draconian Heritage (Blue), sorcerer level 3rd.a feat implies a deep level of commitment to one benefit: As a standard action, you can convert arcanedeity. Sour a slot in several orbs of lightning equal to a spell Among the well-known scratch deities,
only level that immediately fly to the goals you define. Chronepsis does not offer this advantage to its clerics (few that each area has a range of 30 feet and requires a long-noon touch). Those who know about such things claim that the attack will strike. With a successful hit, each of them trades with several Chronomeps, just does not care
enough about their worship - the points of damage from electricity equal to 1d6 + your therapies of Cha modi to provide them with these powers. They. You can direct any number of orbs of each target within the range, all of them to the same goal, if necessary.the movement provokes attacks of possibilities as usual. Successfully will save
(DC 10+ spell level slot + you Cha modifier) denies this effect. It's a mind-influencing effect of fascination HONEY DRAGON LINEAGE [DRACONIC] You have learned to channel the forces of the copper dragon lineage to interfere with the mobility of your enemies. your own. Draconian Heritage (Honey), Wizard Level 3rd. Benefit: As a
standard action, you can spend an arcade spell slot to create a 20-meter radius of blast of magical energy centered on you. All enemies in this area are delayed (like a slow spell) for a certain number of circles equal to the spell level unless they succeed on Fortitude save (DC 10+ spell level + Cha modifier). The wizard unlocks his dragon
heritage spirit DOUBLE DRACONIC AURABRASS DRAGON LINEAGE You can project two draconian auras [DRACONIC] simultaneously. Premise: 12th character level, the ability to unlock the power of your dragon spirit ancestors project two different draconian auras. and can be easily slept. Benefit: You can project two auri dragons
(see page 86) at the same time. You need to activate or reject your draconian premise: Draconian Heritage (Brass), Wizard Level Auri Separately. 3rd. DRACONIC ARMOR [DRACONIC] Benefit: As a full action, you can spend arkansas spell slot to challenge living creatures within 30 feet to fall asleep to learn to block the damage from
successful attacks, decreasing for 1 round. Will successfully save (DC 10+ spell slot on magic energy strokes. level + you modifier cha) denies the effect. If the hit dice of the creature equals or exceeds three times the level of the spell slot, a prerequisite: Draconian heritage, wizard level 1st. the effect automatically fails. Benefit: When you
run a mysterious magic, you'll be reduced by the X/magic damage for round 1 (where X equals the BRONZE DRAGON LINEAGE level of the spell you've just performed). For example, after throwing a fireball, you will get DR 3 /magic for 1 round. - No, no DRAGON AURA you have knocked in bronze dragon blood and can channel arcane
energy to repel enemies. You can engage in the raw power of dragons to create a variety of powerful auras around you. Condition: Draconian heritage (bronze), sorcerer level 3rd. Premise: Character level 3rd. Benefit: When you choose this feat, choose draconian: As a quick action, you can spend an arcane magic aura (see page 86).
You can project this aura as a quick action. Slot to force nearby enemies to move away from you. His every benefit applies to you and all allies within a 10-metre radius. The opponent within 10 feet of you must start your next turn from the Bonus of your dragon aura is +1. The aura remains in the movement of at least 1 foot (1 square) of
you. Direct effect until you reject it (free action), you are made to the movement does not matter, as long as you take it enemy unconscious or dead, or activate another draconian aura farther away from you from the square in which it began. Unless it's in place. the enemy denotes the movement as step 5-foot, If you are of a dragon
subtype, the bonus If you have four or more dragon feats, you can also get your dragons aura with the class level. Blindsense aura of 6 meters.2+2 bonus on level 7, +3 bonus on level 14 and + 4 bonus on level 20. DRAGON VIGOR [DRACONIC] You can choose this pacifier more than once. Every time you gain some vitality to your
draconian achievements when you choose it, you get the opportunity to project another aura of your casting spell.choice (but no more than one aura at a time). Prerequisites: Draconian heritage, wizards, level 1. DRAGON HERITAGE [DRACONIC] BENEFIT: When you cast a mysterious magic, you treat a number of damage points equal
to the spell level. You have a greater connection to your dragon bloodline than the others of your kind. Dragonfire Assault [DRAGONS] Premise: Wizard Level 1st You can increase your most powerful melee attacks with benefit: earn a dragon subtype. Choose a dragon power. type of dragon from the list in the table below. This is your
draconian legacy, which can later not be changed unless you are a prerequisite: Str 13, Cha 11, dragon subtype, power subjected to an ordinance of Draconian affinity (see page 59 of races of attack. Half-dragons should choose the same kind of dragon as their dragon mother. Benefit: When you use Power Attack to increase the damage
caused by your attack, you can choose to extra When you declare your draconian legacy, you get bonus damage to be the type of fire instead of its normal type. in saving the damage against magical sleep and paralysis effects, as you make this choice for each attack after it is solved, but before, as well as saving against spells and
abilities with descriptor damage are solved. It's a supernatural ability. corresponding type of energy. This bonus is equal to the number of dragon feats you have. In addition, Special: If you have a feat of draconian heritage or if you get the appropriate skill as a skill wizard. are semi-dragon, additional damage is the type of energy (acid,
cold, electricity, fire, or sonic) that matches your Dragon Kind Energy Type Skill legacy or your dragon parent instead. This feat or yourBl black acid Hide parent is not associated with one of these types of energy, thisBlue Electricity Listening feat has no effect for you, Brass Collect information bronze fire survival DRAGONFIRE
CHANNELINGCopper electricity Hide Acid [DIVINE, DRACONIC]Gold cures green fire Movement Silent Silent Channel Draconic Fire through your holy symbol. Red acid intimidation Premise: Cha 11, dragon subtype, ability to turnSilver fire disguise the balance of white or reprimand the undemanding or elementary. Cold benefit: You can
take a turn or rebuke the undemanding experience Special: With your permission DM you can choose either turn or gusty elementals experience as a standard actiondraconic related to the A type of dragon has not been found to create a 5-foot cone of fire that deals 1d6 points of the monster manual. For details and more options, see
<a0><a1> What are the options? </ Successful reflex legacy, page 102 of dragon racing. Save (DC 10 + 1/2 your cleric level + Cha modifier) half of this damage. Half of this damage is fire, while the rest of DRACONIC is a sacred failure (to which resistance or immunity of fire is not applied). Your dragon blood allows you to access ancient
dragons. If your effective level of clerical in order to become or reprimand is higher than the level of your actual oath (for example, Premise: Draconian Heritage, Wizards, Level 1st. if you are paladin), use this value instead. Benefit: You earn a bonus from knowledge checks equal to the number of dragons you have. All knowledge skills
special: If you have a draconian heritage pacifier or if you are a skill class for all classes. are semi-dragon, additional damage is of the type of energy (acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic) that corresponds to your DRACONIC SENSES [DRACONIC] heritage or your dragon parent instead. If your feat or parent is not related to any of these
types of energy, this blood from dragons gives you great sensory powers. feat has no effect on you. Premise: Cha 11, dragon subtype. Benefit: You get low light vision and bonus in Listen, Dragonfire INSPIRATION- and Spot checks equal to the number of draconic [DRACONIC] feats you have. You can channel the power of your
draconian origins in If you have three or more dragon feats, you can also get the attacks of your allies. Yes, yes, 20 meters. Premise: Cha 11, dragon subtype, bardic music. TABLE 1-1: NEW FEATSMature Feats Advantage Natural Bonus for Armor of Scales Imbue Allies with Draconian Power Knowledge of Dragons (Religion) 4 Ranks
Defense Allies Vs Dragon Attacks DragonBlood Subtype, a draconian feat, improving the language abilities of the Allies based on Dragons Knowledge (religion) 3 ranks Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks, no dragon blood subtype, no dragon feats Words of Dragon power knowledge (religion) 4 ranks, Speak Language (Dragon) Divine Feats
BenefitDragonfire Channeling Cha 11, Dragon Subtype, Ability to Spend Turn/Rebuke Attempt to Create Turn/Disturb Undemanding Cone of Sacred Fire Draconic Feats Prerequisites Dragon Subtype, Skill, Bonus By Saves Draconic Heritage Sorcerer Level 1st Convertane Magic Magic in 1st Convertane Magic Slot in Touch Convert slot
arcade magic into the orb of lightning Black Dragon Lineage Dragon Heritage (Black), Wizard 3rd Convert Slot Arcade Magic into Sleep Effect Spend arcane magic slot to repel enemies blue dragon pedigree scratch heritage (blue), wizard 3rd Convert Arcane Arcane slot in slow burst Gain DR/ magic, When you throw arkansas magic
messin dragon Line Inheritance Dragon (brasser 3rd Gain of Knowledge) treatment as skill class Heal damage, When you throw arcade spells Bronze Dragon Potecky Dragon Heritage (bronze), wizard 3rd Conversion Arcane magic slot into bonus allied saving arcade magic slot to impose punishment for honey dragon line dragon heritage
(honey), wizard wizard 3rd next will save Convertane magic slot in cone of long fire armor Draconic Heritage , Wizard 1st Spend arcade spell slot to paralyze neighboring enemies Spend arcade magic slot to get temporary hit points draconian knowledge draconian heritage, wizard 1st and resistance to cold dragon Vigor Dragon heritage,
Wizard 1st Cold Dragon Line Dragon Heritage (Gold), Wizard 3rd Green Dragon Line of Dragon Heritage (Green), Wizard 3rd Red Dragon Line Dragon Line Dragon Legacy Red), Wizard 3rd Silver Dragon Lineage Draconic Legacy (Silver), Wizard 3rd Red Dragon Line White Dragon Family Line Dragon Heritage (White), Wizard 3rd
Benefit: When using your bardic music to inspire a cock-parent is not associated with one of these types of energy, this is, you can choose to imbue allies with dragon fire. feat has no effect on you. This choice is made at the first activation of the capability, andthe choice applies to all affected allies. Dragonfire Strike [DRACONIC] Any ally
so inspired loses the standard morale bonus of you can call your innate dragon power to amplify waron attack rolls and damage. Instead, he hands out certain weapons.an additional 1d6 damage points with his weapons for every point of moral bonus that your inspired courage ability would premise: Cha 11, a dragonblood subtype, and
one usually added to the attack. For example, the 8th level of functions of this class: sneaking attack, sudden strike or using this capability will add 2g6 fire damage points to its skirmishes. Benefit: When you get additional damage from a sneak attack, specifically: If you have a feat of Draconian Heritage or if you suddenly strike, or You
can choose for the extrasite half-dragon, additional damage is the damage to the type of energy to be fire damage. If you apply this effect, increase (acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic), which suits you you are additional damage obtained from 1g6 points. Make this choice for principality or dragon parent. This is your feat or your every
attack once it's resolved, but before we deal with the damage. It's a supernatural ability. Special: If you have a feat of Draconian heritage or if you're a DRAGON AND are half-dragon, the additional damage is from the energy type DRACONIC HERITAGE (acid, cold, electricity, fire or sonic), which corresponds to your Dragon Shaman is a
standard class introduced to the legacy of the Player or dragon parent instead. If your feat or yourHandbook II, which honors a certain kind of dragon. When ever a dragon shaman chooses a feat or other option whose parent is not associated with one of these types of energy, this result depends on the draconian legacy of a hero (from a
feat not affecting you. Suffered by a fairy, will be cold damage, as AP forces dragonkind.propriate for a hero with Draconian Heritage (silver). Premise: Cha 11.TABLE 11.TABLE 1-1: NEW FEATS (CONT.)Draconic Feats Prerequisites For benefit Profit Kane ketkin-like dragon senses Cha 11, dragonblood subtype Deal additional damage
from power attack such as fiery damage Dragonfire Assault Str 13 , Cha 11, dragon subtype, spend a turn/reproach attempt to create a cone of sacred fire Attack Add fiery damage to allied attacks Dragonfire Channeling Cha 11, dragonblood subspecies, ability to handle additional damage such as fire damage turn/re-outbreak undead or
elemental Dragonfire in vd Cha 11, Dragon subtype, bard music Dragonfire Strike Cha 11, dragon subtype, sneak attack/sudden strike/skirmishes General feats Benefit Project two draconian aura simultaneously Double Draconic Aura Level 12 character level, Draconian aura gives a bonus to you and allies within 30 feet ability to project
two scratch aura Gain dragonblood other minor benefits Draconic Aura Level 3 Draconian Cha 11 Initiates Feats Prerequisites Benefits And Initiatives of Asteria Initiation of Astilabor 3rd Level Pasyr, Dragonball, Deity Asterinsky improving the list of spiritual skills and spelling list I initiate 3rd level of Clerich's Cleric, Cell Level of Falazure,
Golden World, Improving list of spiritual skills and spelling list start at 3rd level of Cleric , cell cleaver, Deity Bahamutitis, improving the list of scribes initiate 3 level of Clyric, dragon swamps, dilemma, fiery spell Garrix, improve the list of spiritual spells of Tamara start with 5th level of Oaths, cellular dragon, o deity, Hlal Gain bonus of
Escape Artist and grabs, get additional bardica music, improve priesthood spelling list 3rd level, dragon red , Deity Io Gain Bonus Save Against Dragon Effects, Improve List of Spiritual Spelling Cleric Level 3rd, Dragonblood, Deity Lendys Improving Clergy Skill List and Spelling List Church Level 3rd, Dragon Level, Deity Tamara Wound
Enhancement Heals, Improving Spiritual Spelling List 5th, Dragon cell, Deity Tialmat Deal Additional Damage to Creepy Spelling Check List Benefit : You win the dragon subtype. You get 1 green Dragon Lineage hit point, a +1 bonus of Listen, Search and Spot checks, and +1 bonus when saving throws against paralysis and sleep
[DRACONIC] effects. In addition, you can choose dragon feats as if you are a wizard at the level of your character. Your relationship with your ancestors of green dragons allows you to weaken the will of others. GOLD DRAGON LINEAGE [DRACONIC] Premise: Dragon Heritage (Green), Wizard Level You can harness the legacy of your
golden dragon origin to the 3th. Benefit: As a standard action, you can spend one arcane Premise: Draconian Heritage (Gold), magier-level spell slot to impose punishment on the next will save from the 3th. The penalty is equal to the level of the spell slot and continues until the creature tries to deliver from the will: as a quick action, you
can spend an arcade magic save against an effect that is not harmless or to the end of the slot to create an aura that protects your allies. All the allies will come, which will be ahead. The numerous uses of this within 10 feet (including you) gain a lucky bonus equal to the ability This is a level of magic slot that affects the mind that they can
apply to any throw saving (forced). as immediate action. This bonus must be used within a few rounds equal to your Charisma bonus (minimum heart of dragons [CEREMONY] or it is lost. Affected ally does not need to stay within 10 feet of you to use this bonus. time, while the first Knowledge (religion) 3 ranks. usage is still active, the
new duration replaces the previous benefit: You get access to ceremonies based on your ranks unless the sign chooses to keep the previous duration (for example, if it's from a higher-level magic slot). in Knowledge (religion). Each ceremony allows you to sing up to four participants with a small fraction of draconian can by singing Mass,
summoning the power of dragons and sprinkling diamond dust on them. Each ceremony requires 10 minutes of time, and its effects last 24 hours. Blood of Dragons (3 rows): Each participant in the ceremony is treated as having a more draconian feat than he actuallyhas for the purpose of determining the strength of his kirk level. If you
have the ability to strike evil of another class, feats. This ceremony requires diamond powder worth 50 GP. Your levels of cleric and levels in this stack class for the purpose of determining additional damages handed out by your smear evil Soul of Dragons (8 ranks): Each participant in a ceremony ability.earns the benefit of a draconian
feat for which he is responsible advancingly. The benefit does not allow a hero to meet if you are a dragon (see Dragon Races), you canany other requirement or premise (by qualifying for instead of anointing evil twice a day.another feat). This ceremony requires diamond powder worth500 GP. Additionally, you add the following spells to
the list of spiritual spells. 3rd wing†: Create wings that can turn into wind gusts or darken the fog. Live for the moment, live in new experiences without the 5th Heavenly Master†: Cain flight and one for fear of lightning from the consequences. Bolt: slow-sea creatures in the air. Prerequisites: 3rd level of squat, dragon subtype, deity 7th
aspect of platinum dragon†: Take the form of asterinian. aspect of Bahamut. Benefit: Add Bluff, disguise, speak language and undiagnosed hand to your list of clerical skills. INITIATING FALAZURE [INITIATE] If you are a spelling scale (see Dragon Racing), you also have your celebration of death and disintegration open a new magi- get
+2 bonus competence Bluff, disguise and secrets of the Fused, involving the living and the undemanding. manual checks. Prerequisites: Clear level 3, dragon subtype, deity Besides, you add the following spells for your cellular Falazure. spelling list. Benefit: When you do an undead magic of a non-kneeling retreat: Your speed increases
by 30ft, you add the level of magic to the damage cured by 2nd Soul of Anarchy†: You get +5 of Escape Artist checks the spell. and grabs to avoid being rough, in addition, you add the following spells to your natural weapons priests are chaotic, and you are treated as a spelling list. be chaotic to remove the effects. 4th Invisibility, Greater:
Like invisibility, but the subject can attack the 1st decay of age†: Cloud of rotten debris or remain invisible. I challenge the 3th vampire touch: Touch deals with 1d6 damage on 2 levels that strike like hp. You share your desire to acquire and protect the treasure, and it has acknowledged this by given you an advantage in 5 waves of fatigue:
Several goals have moved away. Seventh wave of exhaustion: several goals become a prerequisite: 3rd level of squats, subtype dragon blood, deity depleted. LAUNCH GARYX [INITIATE] Benefit: Add Device Disable, Open Lock, and Search to your skill list for a cleric class. You direct the purifying fire of destruction as it is owned by your
deity. Additionally, you add the following spells to the list of spiritual spells. Premise: Clear level 5, dragon subtype, Garrix deity. 1st Hoard Gullet†: Earn a second stomach to store objects in, similar to a farm bag. Benefit: Once a day, you can apply the Empower metamagical feat effect to any fire magic you throw with- 2nd Knock: Open
locked or magically sealed door. The maximum 3rd NondetectionM: Hides the object from divination and the level of spell that you can affect this ability is equal to a third of the actor's level. scrying. 7th Sequel: The object is invisible to vision and scrying; In addition, you add the following spells to your list of spiritual spells. 2nd Flaming
Sphere: Create a rolling ball on fire that deals with 2d6 BAHAMUT [INITIATION] damage and lasts 1 round/ level. the fight against evil. Damage rollers and use a real punch. Prerequisites: Cleric level 3rd level dragon dragon, god 6th Dragon Shake, Small†: Take the shape of a large red Bahamut. Benefit: Once a day, you can smear evil
(such as paladin 7th haze of smouldering stone†: Volcanic stones handle 4d6 grade function, PH 44), using the level of your cleric as your paladin beats and 8d6 fire damage in a 60-foot cone. Initiating HLAL [Initiation] 2nd Thought Detection: Allows listening for superficial thoughts. Fueled by a tait in your deity, your courage and courage
really know no bounds. 2nd Soul of Order†: Win +2 on Will Saves to resist charm, your natural weapons are legal, and the prerequisites for this are the 5th level of the oath, a subspecies of dragon, a deity that treats you as legitimate for judgmental effects. 4th Geas, Lesser: Command object with 7 or less hit benefits: Three times a day,
you can add your dice dice. You should choose to use the 5th Hold Monster: By holding a person, but every being. before throwing the check. 7th Justice of Wyrm King†: Create a field of arcane force, if you have the bardic music feature, you can use yours, which deals with 4d6 damage to hand-to-hand attackers. In addition, you start at
TAMARA [INITIATE] In addition, you add the following spells to your list of spiritual spells. You have dragged the forces of charity and death in the service of your draconian patron. 2nd Tasha: Object loses action for 1 round/ level. Premise: 3rd sprout level, dragon subtype, deity Tamara. 3th dragon shake, at least† the shape of a
pseudodragon. Sixth hero, bigger: gain +4 bonus on attack rolls, saves, benefit: When you cast a slight spell on a well-aligned creature, you can add the level of magic to the damage healed. For skill testing, immunity against fear; temporary hp. example, if you throw heal moderate wounds, it heals the standard 8th Mind of the Maze†:
Confuse enemies who are trying to 2d8+ damage points, plus additional 2 damage points. in your mind; dominate one such striker. Additionally, you add the following spells to your spell list. Your deity has entrusted you with the responsibility of tan 0 To break the undead: Deal 1d6 damage to the undead. 1st Chill Touch: One Touch/Level
Deals 1d6 Damage and Premise: Cleric Level 3rd, Dragon 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 2. 5th Impregn-Agovovo-goldsmiths†: Heal yourself to benefit: you get +2 bonus for the competence of saving against or more points of damage. Effects created by dragons and creatures of dragon blood 6th call of the Defender of twilight†: Summon a twilight
subtype. This includes spells, spells,spelling-like abilities, super-ral abilities, or any other effect with throwing DC. (If a guardian is fighting for you. INITIATING TIAMAT [INITIATION] You can treat your spiritual levels as wizard levels for the purposes of qualifying for dragon pacifiers. Your tribute to the creator of an evil dragon is rewarded
with physical and mental strength. Additionally, you add the following spells to the list of spiritual spells. Premise: Clear level 5, dragon subtype, Siamat deity. 1st Dragon Discovery†: Discover dragons and dragon creatures within 60 feet benefit: Add intimidation to your list of cleric class skills. When you make a melee attack on a creature
that is 2nd Dragoneye Rune†: Create an invisible dragon brand of shaken, scared, or panicked, you are dealing with an extra 1d6 point object or creature. In addition, you add the following spells to your 2nd Dragonheart Magic †: Improving the benefits of the list of spells. your dragon feats. 1st Charm Man: Make a man your friend. 7th
kiss of draconian decanter†: hinder nearby spelling; The 4th Curse of the Lord†: Give a curse to the counteraction of the anti-spell automatically. enemies, making them more susceptible to your energy LENDIS INITIATIVE, 5th Dominant Man: Control the humanoid telepath on telepathic. Your dedication to justice gives you the ability to
surrender the 7th glorious Master of elements†: sewage acid, cold. 8th aspect of the chromatic dragon†: Take the form of a premise: 3rd level of pasture, subspecies of the dragon, aspect of the deity of Iamat. RED DRAGON LINEAGE [DRACONIC] BENEFIT: Add Gather information and meaning Motive to your list of clerical skills. You
earn +1 bonus for the competence of the Fire Blood of Red Dragons running through your veins, allowing information and sensory checks. they produce flames of thin air. In addition, you add the following spells to your clerical premise: Draconian Heritage (Red), a list of spells-level spells level. Third. Advantages: As a standard action,
you can spend an arcane defeated Thus, the bonus is increased to +5- This ritual spell slot to create a 15-foot conical burst of fire. This requires special herbs and incians worth 500 GP. the effect refers to 1d8 points of fire damage at spell level. Successful reflex rescue (DC 10+ spell level slot + your white dragon lineage Cha modifier)
half-halves damage. Any hero who fails to save also takes another 1d8 points of fire damage for a spell [DRACONIC] level in the next round as the flames continue to burn. This additional damage can be avoided in the same way as you can your veins flow with the savage blood of white dragons, allow additional damage from alchemists
fire (PH 128). to become your wrath. SILVER DRAGON LINE LINE Premise: Dragon Heritage (White), Wizard Level 3rd.[DRACONIC] Benefit: As a quick action, you can spend an arcade magic you are a descendant of silver dragons and harness a slot to enter a state similar to that of barbarian cancer. You are the heir to your ancestors
to paralyze your opponents. Win temporary hit points and resistance to cold equal to 5 × the spell level. Unlike rage, this condition does not limit you premise: the draconian heritage (silver), the sorcerer's level of casting spells or performing other acts, albeit the 3th. The effect lasts for several rounds equal to 1 + your benefit: As standard
action. You can convert arcane charisma bonus. spells in a paralyzing blast. All neighboring enemies are paralyzed for 1 round. Successful Fortitude Save (DC 10+ WORDS DRAGON'S POWER spell slot level + Cha modifier) denies the effect, [CEREMONY]The Dragon Slayer [CEREMONY] You can fly in the great tradition of draconian
magic to improve your defense allies from the wolves confident to look at the words of your allies. while hunting dragons. Premise: Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks, Speak Lan- Premise: Knowledge (religion) 4 rows, should not be from dragic (Dragon). Dragon subtype, there should be no dragon feats. Benefit: You get access to ceremonies
based on your benefit ranks: You get access to ceremonies based on your knowledge (religion). Each ceremony takes 5 minutes, ranks in Knowledge (religion). Each ceremony allows you, but their forms vary as described below. Any ceremony can provide for life allies with defense against dragons. 600 patients and the effects lasted 24
hours. Each ceremony takes 1 minute and requires a torch prepared with special herbs and incense cost a certain minimum Ancient language (4 rows): Using a Tinder tree, you can burn a dragon gold piece of value (see below). All participants stand in a circle of runes on a piece of bread (one per participant) and place it upside down and
together Torch. The effect of each of them on the thus, the sharing of your knowledge ceremony lasts 24 hours. ancient language of dragons. Each participant acquires the ability to speak and understand the Draconian language. Stand together(4 ranks): You attract the courage of all willing hunters so that everyone can share it. When
faced with powerful words (8 rows): Write mystical spells on a creature that has a terrifying presence, each participant can treat the flask with a fire of alchemists (one per participant), making it a safe dice hit (to determine the scary to consume. When the participant throws tongue-dependent magic, at the ceremony, which is 20 meters
from it. This ritual his levels of acting level increases by 1. Participants also receive +1 required special herbs and incense worth 20 gp. bonus for saving against language-dependent spells. Stand one (8 ranks): You can sing litania on the loose, snorting Arcane Syllables (14 rows): You attribute a single draconian torch in water at the end
of the ceremony. All participants of a pearl worth at least 1000 GP (one per participant) who receive +2 bonus when saving against breath while consumed by the participant. At one point during at least one participant in the ceremony is within 20 meters the next 24 hours, the participant can choose to activate, but not in the area of the
same breath. The power of the ritual ceremony as an immediate action. This is one of the required special herbs and incense worth 100 gp. two results selected by the participant. Solo (13 ranks): You sing summers of devotion like any • If the hero is subjected to a spell of power, he participant hands his hand over the flame of the burner.
If at any time it can refer to its current points of impact twice as much as their actual number over the next 24 hours, each participant shall be reduced to -1 or for the purpose of determining the effect of the spell. For fewer points of attack, breath, spell or other example, a hero with 55 hit points that activated this dragon ability, all other
participants were given the ability +2 morale in response to a spell of killing power would be unconditional, a bonus for attacking rolls and damage rollers against dragons as affected by the spell (as he will effectively have 110 hit, as well as to save the dragons' attacks. bonuses last for the next 10 rounds or until the injured hero is restored
to 0 or more points, which comes • If the hero is able to cast a spell with a power word (this first. If at least half of the participants in the ritual have been, he either has such a spell, or he knows one and has the opportunity to cast it), he can make that word for a spell without further action This consumes the prepared magic or the spelling
lot, as normal.ragons are known to inspire fear and terror in dragons as a means of continuing their own careers. Wherever they wander, dominate their enemies, the dragon, becoming more and more dragons, helping the inhabitants of their possessions and doing what it already does - only better. Even the most flippers are struggling
with the thought of fighting them. However, dragons sometimes • For soldier dragons represent the personified struggle stopping at something else: ambition. Some bold and foolish- manhood, and so the more ambitious military studies for the dhardic people hold them as models, striving to become a struggle like a dragon.more dragon
like, expanding their own philosophies andthings to encompass the scary and amazing world • For spelling, dragons represent the highest known of dragons. For a dragon aspirator, a dragon is a role model of intuitive magic, and so more powerful to learn and emulate. Research roles for channel magic like a dragon. Some dragon
graduates are friends or allies with dragons • For a cleric or paladin, dragons represent proof that really. These lucky ones do not have to be far away to find their source, deities can create beings with a majestic power of inspiration; they have ready access to knowledge beyond those of their angelic hosts, and thus to the model wisdom
and practices of dragons. Others are not so fortitude themselves, since a dragon is to aspire to be like the great Nate and must embark on quests to seek an audience with an ed of all creations.benevolent dragon. Some dragon graduates are pleased totest dragons from afar, learning through history and regardless of the role of character
in the world, draconian accounts of others. Regardless of how graduates represent something greater than it could achieve, they seek to possess knowledge of dragons, those rare adventurers who are simply humanoid. This chapter represents what they teach in their own lives. A new standard class, dragon fire witch, which channels
dragon abilities in a way similar to a dragon aspirator usually has a profession or course of wizard (from Full Arcane). Then the bewilderment before accepting the dragon philosophy; Wizards, Salt - are seven new classes of prestige for those who aspire to the so-called Dragonfire ADEPT Capabilities: The Constitution is crucial for
dragonfire witchcraft; this makes it more resilient and affects how well goalsI will not need magic, anxieties, or faith to defeat you. Mine can withstand her gun attacks. Charisma, her second-back and call are the most powerful forces the world has ever seen — the most important ability, affects the effectiveness of her callings.flame and
the wrath of dragons! Of course, dexterity is useful for Hero in battle, —Tatiana, dragon fire witch, they are brave champions defending the weak and but this is especially true for dragon fire witch. She has not entered, or ruthless attackers, seeking power and wealth, heavy armor skills, and her magic focuses on insulting those who have
instilled figures who command the defense. Worse, dragon fire witch is limited rangemagically to a dragon. Able to summon the dragon's fiery breath with its breath weapon attacks, forcing it to move closer and increase with magic abilities, dragon fire to fight than a typical Arcade speller. High dexterity has access to forces that are usually
out of reach of helping to mitigate these various defensive flaws.humanoids. Races: Most dragon fire is human, elves, or half-Dragon fire adepts have no arcade or divine magic, nor are elves, since studying the dragon is not unlike studying these masters of fighting skills. Instead, they insing into a net magic. A surprising number of half-
ores also becamedirect connection with the nature of draconian existence, infing dragon fire, seeking or a place for the blue soul with the raw magic of dragons. The most obvious or to create one by force. Dwarfs are rarely dragon-like bends of this bond is their weapon breath, but because they adepts due to their ancient feud with
dragonkind.gain experience, dragonfire witches learn powerful calls Most semi-temporary and thnomies lack burning cola allow them access to various draconian abilities. Snow wise men can be with equal ease. Alignment: A dragon fire adept can be at any alignment, although its choice has a strong influence on which dragon fire adept
is a student dedicated to understanding with which it can connect with. Dragonfire adepts often act in similar ways to dragons and emulate them. The evil dragon fire of dragons of the same alignment; for example, chaotic evils are cruel tyrants who impose their will on others, aggressive hunters are treasure hunters and power hunters,
and legitimate aspirations to control the land, build fortresses, and great good adaptations are noble defenders of the chosen group or terry treasures. Good dragon fire possessions are champions of justice. Alignment can affect dragon fire adept freedom choices, using their powers to help others. Like a wizard, the affinity when you
accept the feat of Draconian Heritage (see Pagea dragonfire adept gets new powers automatically as it rises 17), although no rule of play limits that choice. For example, on a level tapping ever deeper into draconian magic in her legitimate good dragon fire adept can choose red dragons when I am. Unlike the wizard this magic does not
take the form of spells, digs like they are they who are glorious dragons. Neutral dragon fire possessions are rare, but evil, good, legal, and chaotic representatives are equally common. The desire to delve into the mysteries of draconian energies comes moreVELI DRAGON FIRE ADEPT easily for those who have strong beliefs and want
to actively pursue them. Dragon Fire adept is a flexible character capable of providing Starting Gold: 2d4x10 (50 gp).support in battle and help its allies directly or indirectly. Starting age: As paladine (PH 109). While it lacks the capacity of a fighter or magician to tackle share, it is more resistant to magical effects and can use CLASS
FEATURESher abilities to make its comrades more efficient. All of the following are characteristics of the class of dragon fire adept. Dragonfire adepts and damage and save DC. It also receives new prestige calls CLASSESDragonfire benefits in a specific way from prestigious classes at any prestige class level, as if it had raised a level in
which there is a level of progress of +1 level of existing dragon fire adept class. arcane spelling class or +1 level of existing spell dragon fire adenta can not qualify for prestigious classes (or others. However, the prestigious classes increase when using her level of performance with requirements for the level of performance of the votes –
the level of her skin for the teaons and increased damage with her air weapon. The levels of its calls meet this requirement. Its levels of prestige, which provide +1 level of spelling, effectively qualify for a specific spell if they mimic a jet with the dragon fire level to determine the level of distance it needs. Table 2-1: Dragonfire Adept Hit Die:
D8Dle basis Fort Ref Will Special Draconic1st Attack Save Breathing Weapon 1d6, Draconian, least calls Calls2nd bonus effect, scales +2 3 +0 +2 +2 +2 weapon Breath 2d6 Known 4th +1 Dragon skin 15+1 +3 +0 +3 +3 +3 Breathing weapon 3d6, breathing effect +2 damage reduction 2/magic. fewer calls 1 +2 +3 +1 +3 Breathing
weapon 4d6 2 +4 +1 +4 Scales +3 +4 +1 +4 Breath weapon 5d6 2 Breath weapon range doubles, breath effect 3 6th .3 +5 +2 +5 Breath weapon 6d6, greater invocations 3 Breath effect 4 7th +3 +5 +2 +5 Scales +4 4 Breath weapon 7d6 4 8th +4 +6 +2 +6 Breath effect 5 Damage reduction 5/magic. dark invocations 5 9th +4 +6 +3 +6
Breath weapon 8d6 6 Scales +5 6 10th +5 +7 +3 +7 Immunities 6 Breath weapon 9d6. breath effect 7 nth +5 +7 +3 +7 7 +8 8 12th +6/+1 +8 +4 8 8 13th +6/+1 +8 +4 +8 14th +7/+2 +9 +4 +9 15th +7/+2 +9 +5 +9 16th +8/+3 +10 +5 +10 17th +8/+3 +10 +5 +10 18th +9/+4 +11 +6 +11 19th +9/+4 +11 +6 +11 20th +10/+5 +12 +6 +12 Class
Skills (4 + Int modifier per level , x4 at level 1): assessment, climb, concentration, craft, decryption script, diplomacy, intimidation, jump, knowledge (all skills taken individually), Listen, Search, Sense Motive, Speak Language, Magistrate, Place, Use Magic Device. Weapon and armor object: Dragonfire adepts are four degrees of draconic
calls, in order of their experience with simple weapons, but not with armor or shields. smaller, larger and darker. A 1-levelAs archists, dragon fire, carrying armor, dragon fire adept begins with knowledge of one at least invoca-or use of a shield there is a chance of failure of arcing spelling (all, gaining access to more calls and higher grades
have somatic components). until it reaches levels. On each level, when dragon fire adept learns a new call, it can also replace calling Calls: A dragon fire adept has a repertoire of attacks, it already knows with another call of the same idefensi, and other abilities known as dragon calls, to a lower degree. See Draconian outings below for a
list that allows her to focus draconian energy that silences her available calls. Soul. A dragon fire adept can use any call she knows you will. Unlike other magic-like abilities, dragons succumb to random mistakes, as described under A's call of dragon fire, are similar to magical abilities: the use of weapons and armor, above.an calling is a
standard action that provokes attacks of opportunity. To avoid provoking such attacks, dragonfire Finally, just like wizards (see Full Arcane), dragonfireadept can use advocacy defensively, making successful fortune tellers can qualify for some prestigious classes usually Check. A call can be interrupted, just like spelling. For details, see
Dragonfire Adepts ispel can be destroyed during casting. If dragon fire adept is hitting prestige classes tape on page 24.by attack while referring, it has the right of concentration check to successfully use the call, just like the breath weapon speller (Su): On level 1, you can get a breathing weapon you will be. Its calls are subject to spelling
resistance unless you can use optionally as a standard action. Each time you use the description of the call, another is explicitly stated. A breath weapon, you can choose whether it takes the formatdragonfire level of adept of castor with its calls equals a 15-foot cone or 30 prey line. This breath deals with class level. It may reject any
reference as standard 1d6 points of fire damage; successful reflex saving (DC 10+ action, just as a wizard can reject a spell. 1/2 level of your class + modifier con) half damage. Until the levels rise, the breathing weapon increases the damage, If a call allows saving throwing, its DC is 10+ as shown in table 2-1.equivalent level of spell +
dragon fire adept Cha modifier. Since spells like abilities are not magic, but dragon fire adept you are immune to the effect of your own breath weapon can not benefit from a spell Focus or from draconian (but not other breathing weapons that produce similar effects, feats that allow it to convert or spend arkansas magic slot even those of
other dragon fire faces).produce some other effect. She can. However, take advantage of smart focus feat (MM 303), as well as feats that on the 10th level, cone-shaped breath weapon range emulate metamagical effects for magical abilities. doubled to 30 sensations, and the breath range of your breath doubled to 60 feet. Table 2-2:
Dragonfire ADEPT BREATH EFFECTSMinimumGreen Breathing Effect Benefit2nd Frost Breath Breathing Grinding Gun Deals With Cold Damage 2nd Lightning Breath Line Breath Gun Deals With Power Failure 2nd Sickening Breath-Shaped Breath Shape Sickening Creatures 5th Acid Breath Weapon Deals With Acid Damage 5th Form
Breath Creating Safe Areas in The Breath Area 5 Slow Breath Cone Shaped Breath-Shaped Breath Breath Weapon Slows Down Creatures 5th Weakened Breath Cone-Shaped Breath Weapon Imposes –6 Punishment of Force 10th Cloud Breath Breath Weapon Can Take the Form of 20-Meter Radius Cloud 10th Durable Breath Weapon
Inflicts Damage Over 2 Rounds 10th Breath Weapon Weak Creatures to Sleep 10th Thunder Breath Weapon Dispute Sonic Damage 15th Bahhamut's breath-shaped cannon inflicts double damage. Disintegrating creatures 15th breath line shape breathable weapon deals force damage Paralyzed breath 15th Cone breathing weapon
paralyzed creatures for 1st round 15th Fivefold breath of Iamat Breathe simultaneously dragon breath: on level 1, you can get Dragontouched DRACONIC INVOCATIONS (see page 18) as a bonus feat. Each draconian call falls into one of the four degrees: at least, the effect of breathing: on the 2nd, 5th, 10th. Level 12, level 15 and level
20, less, bigger or darker. These calls are described brieflyyou can choose one of the respiratory effects in Table 2-2: Dragon- below. see chapter 3: Draconian magic for decay descriptions.fire Adept Breath Effects for which you meet the minimum premise level. These respiratory effects can change the breath at least removal and
damage type or area, or apply a condition for the purposes of the site of damage. Each carrion use your breathing weapon, water adaptation: Breathe and use breathable weapons you can choose to apply every single breath you know. underwater; to speed up swimming. The chosen effect or replaces the normal fire damage Beguiling
influence: earn a bonus of Bluff, diplomacy, engage in breath weapon or replace the standard area of and intimidation checks.breath weapon. Some effects can only be applied to the breath of the night: creating a fog cloud as a spell.cone shape breath weapon, and others only line form Darkness: Create darkness as a spell.breath
weapon. You can't apply more than one braking effect Daunting cryo: a cone of sound deaf creatures.to your breathing weapon, unless the effect explicitly states Draconic Knowledge: Earn bonus knowledge and more. Also, you can't apply the same breath effect of Spellcraft checks.your breath weapon in two consecutive rounds
(although endure exposure: Use durable elements like a spell; the goal can still use a normal fire-breathing weapon every round). acquires immunity to breathing weapon. See page 11. the magical properties of respiratory effects. Items. Scales (Ex): On level 2, your skin becomes thick and scalding gusts: Use wind gusts as magic; any
creature that gives you +2 bonus to your natural armor. In the area takes the damage from a fire equal to your level.scales can be of any color or metallic hue; they often (but not always) with a draconian hue that matches your gaze and see the invisible: Earn darkness; to get invisibility as a spell. This bonus improves to +3 on level 8, to



+4 at Lesser Invocations13 level and to +5 at level 18. Charm: To challenge a creature to see you as a friend. If you already have a natural armor bonus, The Higher Draconian Flight: Sprout wings and fly at a good manoeuvre - at both values. ability to drive; fly longer in land. Dragonkin (Ex): In level 4, you can get the level +4
competence energy resistance: Gain resistance 10 of acid, cold, bonus of diplomacy checks made to affect the electricity, fire, or sound damage ratio.of dragons or dragon subtype creatures (see page4). You are treated like a dragon in order to determine Enthrall Voice: Enthrall close creatures.whether the scary presence can affect you.
Formidable presence: Make nearby creatures shaken. Humanoid form: Take the form of any humanoid damage reduction (ex): on the 6th level, you can get damage creature.reduce 2/magic. On level 16 it improves damage Voidsense: Gain blindsense 30 feet.reduction 5 / magic. Insatiable distraction: use distracted magic like magic,
dismantling damage to creatures whose effects are dissipated. Immunity (Ex): On the 19th level, you get immunity to walking Invisible: Use invisibility (just for yourself) as spell.paralysis and sleep. Greater callings Other classesAura of flame: Aura inflicts fire damage on creatures you value learning, discipline, and raw power. You're
getting along fine. With spellings of all kinds, especially bards and druids, Baleful Geas: A creature becomes your servant, whom you see as delving into the essence of music or nature, but slowly gets sick and dies. as it delves into the essence of breathing weapons. You areChilling Fog: Create a hard fog that harms the cold. Similarly
impress with the skills shown by monks iDevour Magic: Use purposefully greater distraction innate with fighters who have devoted themselves to masterful styles of theuch and get temporary hit points based on the level of struggle and self-improvement. In fact, you're tolerant of all the spell successfully distracted. Classes as long as the
members of these classes show respectable endurance: win temporary hit points even and have a compatible alignments.to your level. Fight terrifying roar: Use fear as magic; Creatures shake you are best served by hitting your enemies first and keeping from effect can not attack you. distance from them. More durable than a wizard, you
Wingstorm: Create powerful wind gusts with the still lack of the protective power of your magistas or your armored wing. they make them vulnerable (especially in the melee). Dark calls However, you do not need to move near the enemy to deal with damage,Draconian flight, Larger: Sprout wings and fly in perfect and often you can catch
multiple targets in breathing weaponeuverability; accelerate on land. Attack. You are a heavy cunning in your party, but dependent Energoindependent: Gain immunity to acid, cold, electrical to keep enemies from closing with you or focusing on it, fire or sound damage. with range attacks. Grandson Vulnerability: To target creature
creature Going forward, you are well served to invest in the breathing of a certain kind of energy. effects and calls that have an effect other than the trade curtain: Use the spell; anyone who manages to damage. If you can not drop an enemy in one or two attacks, you will save to deny the illusion takes damage. Can use Sickening breath,
slow breath, scary call presence, or like to make your opponent less dangerousOPTH DRAGON FIRE ADEPT in a prolonged struggle. You are a disciple of what is perhaps the oldest and most Progressive power that any mortal can manipulate—the fiery breath you have spent in your life trying to learn the mysteries of the race of
dragons. Remember the nobility and grace of the powers you are older and more powerful than yours. This interest in understanding and acting in all ways as you would expect dragons is more than academic - it's motivating draconian to act. You are fierce as a friend, terrible as an enemy and a force for years of difficult research, practice
and experimentation in all actions. You see the value of the treasure, but there are many of them. Perhaps dragon breath after destroying yours refuses to be defined or delayed by what you own. Or he killed a loved one. and you have vowed to gain control worth improving is self-improvement and the power that destroyed your life. Or
maybe a good dragon, you used to eliminate the whole world. You are steadfast in your goals, you would never invade your country. Whatever it is, you're giving the search for dragon powers to overshadow what you stepped on this road after day one, you've worked to do something with those powers. Your goals are both simple master
magic, which is more primal than spells and more likely and grandiose, requiring years or even life at work - elimi- to provide protection than to train with shields and armor.nating an entire race of enemies ruling your own kingdom, founder of your own school or community, to read ancient apologies that you have chosen strongly shape
your abilities.wrong Recognized by real dragons as one of theirs you are heavily invested in fighting power as a result of perverse, and so on. Nothing less deserves your time. the confrontational nature of the airy weapons, but you have some flexibility in the way you develop your power. If you choose self-joyful calls, you'll have little
protection and limited flexibility outside of battle, but it will be devastating even in the most likely, don't pay much attention to religion, focus-situations where your weapon isn't strong tactically more for dragons than deities. If you have a religious choice. If you focus on other calls, you will have more trends, you are attracted to the same
gods as wizards: Wee options Fight, but you can only have an area attacking Jas, Vecna, and Boccob. Dragon deities, including Bahamut, that can accidentally hurt a friend, or you may miss you and Tialat, are also popular choices, and you are willing to elementary damage the type needed to harm a particular enemy. honor them even in
lands where the people do so. HUMAN DRAGON FIRE ADEPT RemarkableDEPT CUTTING PACK Dragonfire adepts know they are constantly fighting with weapons: Morningstar (1d8, crit ×2, 6 lb., with one hand, become more like a race other than their own, and they beat and piercing). Among these remarkable, dragon fire we have
the lightest crossbow (1d8, crit 19-20 ×2, range inc. 80 feet., 4 lb., often speaks of Gannon Darhart and Vorelei Frilltips. piercing). Both rose to master the dragons so perfectly that they were accepted by the real dragons as equal, though not without skill selection: Choose a number of skills equal to 5+ Int trials and failures. Modifier.
Gannon is a man of draconian heritage, the blood ofChel Rankov Armor Checking black dragons, mixing in his family generationsBord punishment earlier. Although he was born into noble life, his greed andBlint 4 Int - a wild character made him rejected, and he aspires to become a 4-hour diplomat- - more draconian to punish his
community for spurningIntimidate 4 Cha - him. He does not deal with good or evil and voluntarily connectedKnowledge (arcana) 4 Cha - with any creature that can help him achieve his goal. Knowledge (nature) 4 Int Although not active evil, Gannon can not be trusted onIn the evening (planes) 4 Int - keep his word or abide by any deal or
agreement he has entered into. Knowledge (religion) 4 Int He focuses on the most damaging calls and breathSpot 4 Int - effects, hopelessly cemented in battle under assum-4 Wis - that he can kill any enemy before there is a chance to seriously harm him. Gannon won his place next to the real dragons after defeating the golden dragon
Agutir in unity - a battle and like his lair as his own. He created a small kingdom from the Agutir Tower, slowly changing the sur-feat: Smart Focus (breathing weapon). rounding territory in fear swamp. Bonus feats: Dragon notebook (class), Improved initiative (race). By contrast, Vorelei Frilltips begins life poor and homeless Gear: A
backpack with a water steak, a day's trail, on the streets of a big elf city, but it has an innate sense of head, sack, grind and steel, a grassy 20-bolt, hooded fair play and concern for those in trouble. Her bravery painted a latter, 3 liters of oil. the attention of Gauliden, a silver dragon living in the gold: 1d4 gp. in the city. Gauliden took her
under his wing. raised her with her older children. Constantly surrounded by dragons. Dragonfire adepts in the world Vorelei learned their ways and have accepted their powers as a means of helping less happiness. She is responsible for Tatiana being effective, loyal and loyal, but it is disturbing. destroying the Circle of Fire, for evil
wizards, indulged in the pure to become something better, and she gave her life, protecting a city from the black guard I understand. To indulge in becoming an army long enough for the innocent to escape. After she fell, inhuman, which I don't know. the council of the good dragon buried her as one of theirs, giving her in death an honor
she never asked for. - Ember, human monk If dragonfire adepts are a new element of your campaign, Dragonfire adepts allow players to take the roles of dragons the stories of these remarkable can refer to legends from without dimming other characters. A dragon fire adept can ancient past or tales of dragon fire adepts in other worlds.
serve as a wise wise, heavy-hitting source of mystical damage, They can also exist as allegory stories of fictional figures or craft ally who confuses and weakens enemies with invoca- that all dragon fire adepts use to explore their philosophies tiny and breathing effects. Although his main abilities are also beliefs. Based on the familiar
mechanics of the game, this class gives players new options without making other classes obsolete. He also NPC reactions brings dragons to the forefront in a campaign that gives players and Dungeon Masters new opportunities. The reactions of dragon fire they receive from communicative connections are directly related to how these
cultures relate to dragonsDaily Life and those who wish to emulate them. Residents who have suffered under the ravages of evil dragons are often fearful in order to distinguish the faces of the Dragon Fire, divide their time between practicing or hostile to anyone who walks around the city and illuminating the power of their breathing
weapon by examining the fireplace with a breathing weapon, even though it is stacked. In mysterious calls, and works to build a strong base of places where dragons are seen as defenders, or at least neutral allies and friends. Good aligned dragon fire witches protect sages, dragon fire adepts are more likely to be obtained as great weak
and frightened, bringing the power of dragons to manipulators of magic similar to wizards. assistance to those in need. Evil dragon fire witches chase after more treasures and more power without caring who harms you in the process. Dragonfire adepts of all kinds remain vigilant for new sources of dragons and investigate possible clues
or promising instructors.which dragon fire adepts are common In general, dragon fire adepts act similarly to dragons of the same alignment, but they often show their concern and bias of the own race. An elf dragon fire adept can be found protecting the forest home of its ancestors, Rasi: dwarfs are extremely suspicious of dragon fire or
half-orc dragon fire adept leading raids party in human territories. Instead of de dedicateing their lives to pure toadepts, viewing them as two-legged versions of greedy, dragon-like, they add their desire to prove their dragon nature at the top of the more typical treasure-loving monsters that often attack their settlements. AdaptationS are
particularly dubious by dwarf dragonfire witches who, with some work, it is possible to connect dragonfireare as traitors of their own race. they are of other mighty mythical beings. Any beast with a breathing gun andOther classes: wizards are tie to arkansas magic can replace the dragon, allowing for winter wolf hells strongly dragonfire
Tatiana epts or similar variants. The class can be used because both classes are fascists, also adapt to the elementary forces, share a primal connection with a dragon garment. Dragon fire them close relationship with gene or elementalMonkey, however, are often puzzled, outsiders.branding dragon fire adepts as fools Sample
EncounterWho aspires to become something that is Dragonfire adept NPC can take the place of fighters or real dragons in any encounter. The most crazy and the worst. First, the heroes of the players should know them only as leaders and command-Dragonfire ADEPT LORE ers, not rank and file flakes or mercenaries. If the class
becomes heroes with ranks in Knowledge (arcana) you may more often in gypsy-research dragonfire adepts to learn more about pedicures, DM can start them. When a character does a skill test, adding them to read or paraphrasing the following, including the background of larger data from lower domain groups. EL5: Tatiana
Flameworthy DC 10: Dragon fire adepts are manipu- is a dedicated champion of the weak liters of arkin force, which focus on breath and lower, which actively pursues weapons abilities. Villains. A strong believer in revenge, she traces DC 15: Dragonfire adepts access gang of marauding raiders who pose as adventurers. In this draconian
magic not through the search, it comes on to computers that she suspects are mystical spells of wizards, but the criminals she seeks. Knowing that she is a better bluffer through calls that also give a diplomat from a judge of character, she tries to attract their dragons. Despite these computers in discussion about their goals and recent
activities. If a strong connection to magic, they do not convince her of their innocence, she asks their assistants in spelling. group responsible for the crimes. DC 20: Dragonfire adepts can do things with airy weapons that even dragons can't match, allowing them to harm, different types of linear and conical effects. Dragon fire adepts in the
game TATIANA FLAM EWORTHY CR 5 As bottomless sources of archaic damage, dragon fire adepts Female Human Dragon Fire Adept 5 serve roles similar to those of wizards and fighters, although they duplicate the abilities of none. They also contribute LG Medium humanoid (person, dragonblood) to overall party support, as do
bards and clerics, although this is not their main role. The class must be suitable for players who are in ins out +1; The dark 60 feet see invisibility, Listen +2, you don't like the books that come with spelling spellers, but they still want to experiment with arcade options and work with other Spot +10 characters to bring down particularly
formidable enemies. Languages Common. Dragons although dragonfire adept class is no more powerful than other standard classes, it allows the characters to twist AC 15, touch 1 1, flatcrat 14 close connection with one of the most popular elements of the game - dragons. Even if dragon fire does not bode well for another (+ 1 Dex, +2
natural, +2 braces) draconic enemies, the player gets to call the dragon abilities HP 38 (5 HD) often enough to feel important and special. DM should make sure that NPC occasionally reacts to a character that Fort + 8, Ref +3, Will +5; +1 against paralysis and sleep effects commands the breathing weapons of a dragon with respect and
awe that the player is likely to expect. Speed 30 ft. (6 squares) Melee mwk morning star +2 (1d8+1) base atk +2; GRP +3 Special actions breathing dragon psionics, so those with a method of enhancing theirInvocates known (CL 5th): energy points make very effective diamond dragons. At least (at least will)—handshake influence†
(bonuses already added to skills), see the unnoticed† Alignment: Neutral good, neutral evil, legally neutral, Breath Effects Known (CL 5th): chaotic neutral, or neutral. Lightning Breath†, Weight Loss† Basic Bonus Attack: +3. Skills: Knowledge (arcana) 3 degrees. Capabilities Str 13, Dex 12, Con 16, Int 13, Wis 10, Cha 14 Languages:
Dragon††ic. , Special: Ability to exhibit level 3 of psion forces†. Concentration +11, Diplomacy +8*, Diamond Dragons learn to channel the forces of dragons intimidation +12, Knowledge (arcana) +7, Knowledge through their psionics, duplicating abilities and physicists- (underground) +3, Listen +2. Search +3, meaning motivational
features that real dragons take for granted. Makes +6. Spot +10, Use Magic Device +10 requires them to spend a little less energy on traditional * Tatiana has +4 bonus competence of Diplomacy psionic studies, although they continue to study non-dramatic psionic forces only a little more slowly than their tradi-checks made to influence
the attitude of dragons or international brothers. It pays for this reduction of the standard creatures of the dragon subtype. armor +2, as the dragons make the cape of resistance + 1, stick for light light wounds Manifestation: At any level except the 1st and 6th, you can get (50 charging) new power points per day, access to new forces, and
increase the level of the manifest as if you had acquired levelBreath Weapon (Su) Optional; 30-foot cones 30-foot or 15-foot cones; 30-foot cones , 3d6 in an obvious class to which you belonged before adding fire damage, DC 15 Reflex half; or 30-foot lines, 3d6 level of prestige class. No, however, do not get other damage to electricity,
DC 15 Reflex half (Lightning Breath); benefit character of this class would win. If you or a 15-foot cone, –6 force penalties for 4 rounds, DC has more than one obvious class before it becomes 15 Fortitude reduces the duration to 2 circles (Weakens diamond dragon, you need to decide which class to add each breath to). Tatiana can not
use her breathing breath or level to determine the maximum level of power, weakening the dihais in 2 consecutive rounds, although she manifeser level and new power access. can continue to use its standard air weapon. Friend —Morvek Tar Not all dragon secrets are about magic. In addition to dragon augmentation (Ex): Learning to
think that well-known chromatic and metal real dragons, there are dragons I think is more than just a matter of mental preparation. dragons of gems. Sticking closer to neutrality, these Dragons are extremely fit creatures, and the Pcion character beasts of crystal and thought are masters of the forces of need to begin to combine with this
fitness as a parar of their consciousness, not of unreasonable powers. As much as the maggi believe in mental habits. On level 1, as a result of such research and the better-known dragons were the first to harness the mysterious physical training, you get +1 bonus to the force, Dexter magic, scientists believe that dragons of gems were
the first, or Constitution (your choice). Once this choice is made to unlock the huge potential of the mind. The bravest can't be changed. At level 5 and again at level 10, exploring the relationship between gem dragons and psionics, training you have the choice of increasing the same score ability by including in what they refer to the
draconian psyonic Collec- more + 1, or adding + 1 bonus to different physical ability tive. They see that they come from a result. Dragon energy and are called diamond dragons after the rarest gems. Sleep/Paralysis Neutralization (Su): Starting at level 1, you are able to overcome magical sleep and paralysis by becoming a diamond
dragon effect by drawing on the mental powers of precious dragons. As an immediate action, when magically placed on Diamond Dragons usually arise from the ranks of sleep psions or paralyzed, you can spend 1 power point on neutrals and diivotes looking for a more combative path for their train-healed effect. Ing. Physically
demanding requires understanding how precious dragons think power psions to bulk up significantly, while Dragon claws on a canal (Su): Starting from level 2, you unconventional path of dragon-based psionics appeal to can channel the power of gem dragons to form nail nails made wilders' less disciplined nature. Fewer psychic warriors
go to psychic energy. They look like shiny, crystal clear way of the diamond dragon, lack of strength points nails that form around their own fingers. Exhibiting the capabilities necessary for the use of the learned abilities. However, the nails take one standard action and 1 strength point. Their nails naturally battle power selection matches
well with the last 1 minute for a manifesto level and handle 1d6 points of rare damage (assuming you're Medium) plus your bonus strength. You can attack with a single nail as standardTABLE 2-3: THE DIAM OND Dragon Hit die: The D8D Base Fort Ref will special forces Known1st Attack Save Dragon augmentation, — Bonus +0 +2 +2
+1 level of existing manifest class +0 +1 level of existing manifest +1 level of existing sleep/paralysis neutralization manifesto +1 level of existing manifest class — 2nd +1 +0 +3 +3 Channel dragon claws +1 level of existing manifest class +1 level of existing manifest class 3 +2 +1 +3 +3 + +1 level existing manifest +1 level of existing
manifest class 4 +3 +1 +4 +4 +4 Breathing weapon 5th +3 +1 +4 +4 Dragon augmentation 6+4 +2 +5 +5 Channel Dragon Wings 7 +5 +2 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +6 +6 +6 Dragon tail +6 +3 +6 +6 + 6 — 9th +7 +7 +7 +7 +7 augmentation dragon, terrifying presence 10th class skills (2 + Inte level modifier): Autohypnosis, Balance, Climb,
Concentration, Vessels, Jump, Knowledge (arcana), Knowledge (psionics), Occupation, Psicraft. Ride, Search, Swimming, Using Psionic Device. action or both nails as a full-round action. In addition, at every 2 extra power points you spend, you're a fly circle in which to take standard action to show speed increases by 5 feet. You can
spend a number of strength, you can make a nail attack as a quick point for this ability equal to or less than your manifesto. Level. For every 2 extra energy points you spend to manifest Dragon Tail Channel (Su): Starting from the 8th level, you'll get a bonus +1 accessory of can form a long dragon tail made of psionic energy. Theattack
rolls and damage rollers with nails (maximum 5). Tail seems to be a brilliant, clear, crystalline ata thinkYou can spend a number of power points on this equal ability, which grows from your own spine. Showing the cost of the queue or less than the level of the manifesto. 9 power points, and lasts 1 minute per level. The tail is twice as
achievable (thus, it has a range of 10 feet Breath Weapon (Su): On the 4th level, you can manifest if you are human, but 20 feet if you are a monster), and you can breathe a weapon similar to those of various dragons. make an attack with a melee as a standard action, dealing with 1d8This costs 5 energy points and deals with cold,
electric, damage-beating points (assuming you are Medium)fire or sound damage (selected at the event; plus 1-1/2 × bonus strength if you also have clawssee below for details); Successful Reflex Rescue (DC 10+ class from your dragon nail channel capability, you can attack level + your Int modifier) half-halves damage. Each with the
tail and both tongs as a full-circle action (we treat the types they act a little differently as described below. Your psychic tail can't make cold attacks: It's 10-foot. The conical airing weapon deals with the possibility.5d8 points of cold damage and allows to save fortitude (rather than reflex save) for half damage. For every 2 extra power points
you spend on the dragon tail, you'll get a bonus +1 accessory on attack electricity: This 60-foot-tall, linear-shaped breathing gun rolls and damage rolls with the tail (max +5). You can spend 5 points on damage to electricity and add 2 to a number of power points of this capability equal to or less planted DC. the level of your manifest. Fire:
This 30-foot, Breathing weapon handles copes Aura (Su): On level 10, you can get 5d8 points of fire damage. ability to project a scary aura presence similar to that of a dragon. Activating your cowardice presence costs 11 power Sonic: this 30-foot, cone-shaped breathing arms deals points; once activated, it remains active for 5 cartridges.
The5d4 dots of sound damage and ignores the rigidity of objects. a scary function of presence within a radius of 60 feet. Any enemy in this area must do will save (DC 10+ class level For every extra power point you spend on your breath + your Int modifier) or shake for the remainder of the weapon, you cope further dying of damage. You
can spend time in a terrible presence. Creatures with less than half a number of power points of this ability equal to or less than your Hit dice are scared instead of shaking.the manifesto level. For every extra power you spend on your fear- Dragon Wings (Su channel): Starting from level 6, you ful presence aura, the duration increases by
1 round. You can form wings made of psional energy. The wings are formed c- spend a number of power points for this ability, equal to or harmful or hindered by armor or clothing less than the level of the manifest.worn. The appearance of the wings costs 7 power points. Your wings speed of the 10-footer with perfect maneuverability and
the last 1 minute at manifesto level. You can't fly if you carry a heavy load. Flying with the wings, concentrating as much as walking, leaving you to fight or appear to Psion forces. PLAYING on the resources of diamond dragons have learned to engage in the energies of the minds of all diamond dragons share a sense of kinship that binds
them dragon, attracting pure psionic powers that others together, even if they are done on both sides of the issue. You won't be able to access it. Like a wizard with dragon feats or can count on courtesy of diamond dragons, whichdragonal adept, you have risen above others to you and warm hospitality from those who do not.your race
becomes more like a dragon than a humanoid. Having taken the mantle of a dragon, you expectYou are proud of this achievement, and it shows. Knowing to be self-sufficient, but you can ask for food and safe you are better able to survive a struggle gives you confidence place to sleep without violating that expectation. A few stakes to
talk about your superiority. You should not be smug legs of diamond dragons exist, welcomes all who come to do or overpower, your den exudes a quiet idea of personal them in peace. Many of these colleges have one or two gemsatisfaction and achievement. dragons who learn and maintain order. In these places, you, Kobanati, can
attend classes or Find a quiet place to mediation, but you can not hire armies to go to war. It is better to engage closely with the than typical or wild. In addition to being more physically fit, diamond dragons in WORLDyou can hire your sewer nails or tail to hit the melee without giving up psionic attacks. Your cone - I thought we had it -
before he hit me with this blown-up herd of breathable weapon can catch a lot of enemies in it close and take off! On the front line, while your linearly shaped breath allows -Tordek, a dwarf fighter to strike against enemies who abstain, such as spellcasters Diamond Dragons fit well into any game that includes both masters masterminds.
However, you are not as resilient as real psionics and higher concentration of dragons. Although fairy and still depends on armor or defensive psionic forces based on psionic precious dragons, diamond dragons can work for safety. You have to be prepared to step back (probably by flying even if it neutral dragons are not common in the
campaign. Aaway) if you have low power points. Diamond Dragon may have learned dragon abilities from anAdvancement ancient tome of erudition, a senior diamond dragon, or a rare lonely precious dragon sitting on top of a distant mountain. Most members of there are many ways to find the way of the diamond dragon. This prestigious
class are wandering and testing their new abilities against you may have been prompted to understand the prion dragons, the threats of the world, making them an excellent choice for naturally developing a closer understanding of them through adventurers. research and mediation. You may have encountered such an attendance,
perhaps many years ago, when you first learned the organization, and found yourself moving towards a form that was more borrowed than this teacher. Or maybe it's just diamond dragons spending some time in the convent school vision or dreams of using psionic energy in a dragon where psionics are taught. In a typical school psionics,
form and follow them to create a training program that is treated as honorary outsiders asked to talk about them, which makes you who you are today. A unique look at psionics and their experiences as a draconian thinker, bur they are not expected to stay for great length Now that you have begun to see real benefits of your time study. A
diamond dragon wishing to stay in a dragon's psionic, a long and straightforward course of study lies a special school for several weeks or months can teach the lessons before you. You can get some draconian power in almost anyone or perform the hard work in exchange for a small cage and rise and can increase your abilities with a
careful choice of simple fare, but the characters radically interfere with his other psionic powers. You can become more draconian by reaching a position Power there.and expand your thought studies long after you have mastered the secrets of this prestige class. Less often, a diamond dragon can set up its own school after retirement,
creating space Studied like a diamond dragon, you have greater freedom than others only a draconian version of psionics. At these colleges, wan-psionic heroes in choosing psionic powers because derdering diamond dragons and real precious dragons can remain as you know that as you progress through your new career, long as they
wish, and students cope with all the obligations. The more you will automatically gain a melee and the range of attack powers and dragon abilities diamond dragon can prove mobility, although all priced in energy points. When choosing more power, he rejoices. Since you'll burn NPC Reactions through power points faster than most
psionic characters, you'll benefit from adopting the Psionic Talent feat, as many diamond dragons are too rare for most groups to be formed at times as you can manage. Moreover, your larger physically specific opinions about them. Most community treatments make fuel an attractive choice. diamond dragons, as all psychic symbols
would appear — or as psychic warriors if the community recognized the difference between the classes. Wizards idragon bends often see diamond dragons, as well as spirits, although this attitude does not lead to a friendly reaction. Gemdragons are friendly to diamond dragons,which they consider to be younger cousins. You have to't
diamond dragon break precious dragon hos-pittality and goodwill, however, the creature's sattitude becomes hostile very quickly. Diamond dragon Lorheichers with the ranks of knowledge (psionics) can explore diamond dragons to learn more about them. When acharacter does a skill test, read the following orparaphrase, including a form
of lower DC 10: Diamond Dragons arpsion heroes with dragon-like abilities. DC 15: Diamond Dragons channel the strong power of psionic gem dragons,gaining claws, wings, tails, and Morvek Thar learns to take advantage of the best gardening Roman forces. DC 20 adaptation: By studying the draconian forces, psionic diamond dragons
grow physically harder If the campaign doesn't include precious dragons, Dungeonand win new attack options - including breathing weapons. Master can easily turn diamond dragons into moreDC 30: Characters who achieve this level of success can generic psionic characters who use their mental powers to learn important details about a
particular remarkable diamond emulate dragon functions rather than channel them, the areas where it operates, and the types of assets, from a conceptual collective. In a campaign without any presidential ists, he's on it. At all, DM can turn diamond dragons into an arcadeThe diamond dragons travel constantly, making them a prestige
class, allowing them to load their special abilities from harder to find. If the diamond school Sacrificing existing spells instead of spending space, it is possible to set up a meeting with junior faculty power points. Treat the victim as having a number for a day or two or a senior member at no less than the points of power equal to twice her
level of magic minus 1. So, a week. It is traditional (but not necessarily) to bring gifts to a diamond dragon can sacrifice third-level magic to weigh such a teacher to show respect. its breath function. Diamond Dragons in the sample game meets because they are wandering, diamond dragons fit well into although diamond dragons always
have alignment, which is campaigns where psionic characters are usually found only at least partially neutral, they are not a homogeneous group. in distant lands. A diamond dragon can exist without a neutral evil diamond dragon can be cruel and whimsical, requiring a whole network of psionic characters to have causing pain only for the
sadistic pleasure it gives it. Studied and trained. If gem dragons exist in the campaign, a chaotic neutral diamond dragon can act as arbitrarily as they can become the source of all diamond dragons training to look crazy. Well-aligned diamonds fine one student every few centuries. colleagues, although their need for constant testing may
cause problems. Diamond Dragons appealed to players who liked psions and wilders, but found them too fragile. This prestigious class can YES 8: Morvek Tar recently found the diamond's way is not combative enough for players who love psychic warriors, dragon and still rejoice in his new abilities. To test, although some will like it. The
class is strongly rooted in it he has set up a ford camp in a large river and challenged the psionics system and requires more accounting than anyone who wants to pass. It requires either paying a typical psionic character, so it is best reserved for players who 100 GP per passenger, or a chance to single-wrestle with one have experience
of this nature. member of the party. Morvek just wants to see what he can achieve now, even though he surrenders or retreats, rather than facing serious injury or defeat. MORVEK THAR CR 8 time of need. Then they fight in synthesis with the spirit of the long-dead dragon, which strengthens both attack and defense. Men's sing (kinetics)
6/ diamond dragon 2 NO Medium aberration turning Init +2; Senses Listen +0, Spot + 0 DRAGON DESCENDING Languages Abyssal, Common, Dragon Almost all dragon descendants are monks with multipack 22, touch 12, flat leg 20 chromatic dragons in your family tree. They are not necessary- do not necessarily know all the details
about (+2 Dex, +6 armor, +4 force screen) their ancestry.hp 51 (8 HD) (includes 20 of barrier) Fort +3, Ref +7, will +8; +4, when using a 30ft (6-square-foot) Melee mwk bit spear +7 (1d6+2) or ENTRY REQUIREMENTS with 2 nails +6 (1d6+1) Skills: Concentration 8 ranks. Base attraction + 4; Grp + 6 Feats: Combat Reflexes, Dragon or
Draconian Special Actions can make a claw melee attack any legacy (any chromatic dragon), Improved Unarmed Circle it takes standard action to activate psionic Strike. Power Power Special: Room class function. Power points / day: 72, 59 remaining; Psion Powers Known (ML 7TH): TABLE 2-4: DRAGON DESCENDANT HIT: D84TH -
Empathic Feedback, inertia barrier * 3nd - body adjustment, dissipation psionics, energy wall (DC 16), Base Attack Fort Ref will touch bonus save Special2nd- detection hostile intent, vegetation, energy adaptation 1st +0 +2 +2 +2 +2 abilities, (specified), energy rocket (DC 15) 1st - catalyst, control object, crystal piece, force screen*, 2nd
+1 +3 +3 +0 +3 Rhodope 3th +2 +3 +3 +1 +3 Insidious predecessor energies* 4th +3 +4 +1 +4 Slippery mind * Already exhibits Abilities Str 14 , Dex 1 4, Con 13, Int 16, Wis 10, Cha 6 5th +3 +4 +4 +4 +4 Eldritch predecessors Armored Prod preparation (light), Psion talent (x4) 6th +4 +5 +2 +5 Quick call skills Balance +3 , Climb + 10,
Concentration +12, intimidation 7th +5 +2 +5 Durable predecessor +8, Knowledge (arcana) +6, Knowledge (underground) 8 -ma +6 +6 +2 +6 Detection of dragon solution + 7, Knowledge (psionics) +8, Listen +0, Psicraft +14, 9 +6 +6 +3 +6 Antique predecessor Spot +0 10 -10 +7 +7 +3 +7 Possession of double synthesis +1 mitral breast,
master short bounce, Climbing class skill ring (4+ Int level modifier): Balance, Climb, Dragon Augmentation (Ex) Morvek has accumulated +1 bonus to concentration, craft, diplomacy, escape, hide, jump, knowledge (history), Knowledge (religion), Listening, strength (already included above). Move Quietly, Profession, Feeling Motive,
Swimming, Luann Racial Traits Morvek is punishment – 2 of Charisma Tumble. (already included above). It is not subject to spells or effects that affect only humanoids. In addition, it has the following abilities: CLASS: CLASS. Resistance (Su) As an immediate action, Morvek can achieve higher levels, you get access to more of your 1
point strength to get a +4 racial bonus when saving throws until the start of your next action. Heritage, culminating in your ability to summon resilience (Su) When Morvek is about to take on damages, spirits of two of your ancestors at the same time. As an immediate action, he can reduce the damage by 2 Monk Abilities: Throughout his
career as a dragon points for every 1 strength point he spends. Descendant, your dragon descendant levels with your Repletion (Su) If Morvek spends 1 power point, he nuns levels to determine unarmed damage, Armor should not eat or drink for 24 hours. Sleep/Paralysis Neutralization (Su) When Morvek is asleep or paralyzed, he can
spend 1 Predecessor: At any odd level, you can use force as an immediate action to neutralize the power of a particular, remarkable predecessor dragon to increase your powers. When you call the spirit of your predecessor, dragon HEIR on your face changes to become a combination of your own face and that of your predecessor.
Calling the spirit of ancestorsWhen you cross me, you cross my entire inheritance. They were inconsolable tyrants in heaven. By the time you reach level 10, you can only have one spirit of your ancestors active at a time. When you call the new one, the old one, Lauthus Tulsher, the descendant of the dragon automatically leaves. A
ingesting monastic order, dragon descendants joined the Ancestor Ramp: Starting from the 1th level, you can call the strength of their draconian heritage to call their ancestors into a dragon ancestor known for its destructive rampages through the countryside. When you call the spirit of ancestors, you come up against fear and get +1
insight bonus for ing to invade your wedding. When you call the spirit of ancestors, attack rollers and damage. On level 5, the insight bonus gives you a bonus for insight in saving, equal to half increases to +2, and on level 9 it increases to +3. In addition, the level of class. You also get damage reduction X/cold iron, unarmed strikes are
considered magic and chaotic- where X is equal to your dragon descendant class level.aligned in order to overcome damage reduction. Ancient Ancestor: Starting from the 9th level, you reach a consistent Ancestor: Starting from the 3rd level, you establish a foal- to be called dragons known to wise men and historians the event of a
dragon ancestor who was a puppet mistress, wielding today-one of the largest dragons of folklore. When there is a disparity among smaller races with a prequel. When you call on the spirit of this predecessor, you can attack, calling the spirit of the predecessor, you get a bonus for insight into the possibilities against any opponent who
tries to attack the melee attack, and move you quietly, equal to the dragon against you, until you reach the limit of attacks at an unexpected level class, and do not take advantage of the standard option set by the dexter and the robbery for fast movement while you're sneaking in. You can reflex feat. Moreover, you can get an insight bonus
to yoursalso make sneak attacks as a crook of your dragon descen- Armor class equal to half your dragon descendant class level, dealing with an additional 2d6 damage points with each level.successfully sneak attack (this stacks with the existing sneakattack or similar class feature you have). Traitor Lore: When you meditate, sometimes
you hear whispers of your ancestors, and if you concentrate hard Eldritch Ancestor: Starting on level 5, you can connect with enough, you can briefly communicate with them and take advantage of a predecessor dragon, which is a powerful spelling. When they're from their dragon ore. This contact features such as bardicyou calling the
spirit of the ancestors of eldritch, you win spell-knowledge (PH 28). Besides replacing a concentric-like ability to emit a beam with a range of 60 meters. This varies the verification of the results for the verification of the knowledge of the bard. Starting from a 2-kick attack affects one goal, allows without saving throw, level, you can meditate
in this way once a week.and trade 1d6 damage points on two levels dragon descendants. The beam is the equivalent of a spell whose level is Slippery Mind: Starting from the 4th level, the presence of anequal to half of your dragon descendant class level (the dragon spirit of the entire ancestor can stew your mind free of magic down).
The beam is subject to the discharge of resistance, and it deals with semi effects that would otherwise control or force you. For greater claim to the objects. the class function (PH 51). Enduring predecessor: Starting at level 7, you connect with a quick calling: by level 6, you have made such a lasting anansoster dragon that has survived
such adversity as attacks from the bonds with your ancestors, who are able to call mother dragons, bi-dragons, and adventurers looking ahead faster. From now on, connecting with the spirit of ancestors takes only quick action, not standard action. The architecture and statuette of a dragon city can be inspiring to watch Dick Dragon (Sp):
Starting from the 8th level, you can be a monk's maneuverability, it makes you elusive close dragons at will; their blood looks like it's been looking like it's been sed for a while. See the discovery of dragon magic, page 65. Select predecessor when trying to occupyDouble Synthesis: Starts at the 10th 10th Your soul is the full attention of the
monster, while your allies make something such a welcome home for your ancestors that you can have another.two predecessor dragon spirits active at the same time, getting call the ancient ancestor in slaughter battles until death the full benefit of everyone. If you call a third predecessor, the spirit with a great enemy who has been with
you the longest goes to make room for the Progress of the Newcomers. Most descendants of a dragon learn the Empty Dragon needed meditative techniquesdestenant from a dragon or from members of the First Scroll. By earning more You know you are part of the long levels in this class, first scroll line of dragons, even if detailed
researchers may ask for your help. of your genealogy are revealed on the other hand, chromatic only gradually, and that the dragon legacy can tempt you with strength is important to you. When an alliance that confronts you calls upon you to face the truth about your tari- share your soul, this relationship — there are mighty evil killers. in
their past. The scientists of the First Scroll After learning how to (see page 141) share many of your relationships with your ancestors, values, as an interest in advancing as a dragon descendant esil on dragon bloodlines and especially a matter of solitary practice the power of dragon magic. and meditation. Once you enter You learn
meditation class, your instructors have clumsiness that open up your further insight to provide, and they with your ancestors. Similarly, some dragons know you can't interfere with your advancement techniques, even if you stimulate them. At any strange level, he can teach them to students. Some of you become capable dragons go so far
as to connect with a new watch their human relative from Lautch Thatcher, predecessor dragon distance, revealing the true family history descendant dragon The first time you do it, is during the former, when the character reaches adulthood. meditation is not like a session. You talk toTu, it is not uncommon for a descendant of a dragon
to learn his predecessor, and then the same spirit of the ancestors you will find the class, but you are terrified of the evil actions return when you summon. Some descendants of dragons fall to the dragons who teach them. Fortunately, once as a dragon in connection with its origins and treating spirits, he learns the meditation techniques
he obeys as friends. Others keep them at a quiet distance, and a few accidentally need only a solitary practice. The way to the ancestors smiles as they force the wicked of the past to make corrections, does not require constant study with dragons, using their power for good.Or the First Scroll. When you get access to a new predecessor,
take some time toCombat think about who this dragon is in life. It's more interesting to see I, oh, the Cocks of the Howling Mountains The most important choice you make in battle is that it is if you just say 1 call my lousy predecessor you want.• William the ancestor is always a solid choice in a melee; Resources no one seems to arrange
bonuses for rolls of attack and damage rolls. Since the descendants of dragons are lonely, indids provide nothing if something doesn't work out in the way of resources for • Fine ancestors are useful when they peer in and attack each other. Unless you are connected to an organization that is a surprise, but it is less useful if your enemies
are aware as the First Scroll (see below), it is likely that only you. the resources you have access to are the ones you are providing. • Eldrich's predecessor has only one benefit, but that's a big one. One: Attack in a range that cannot be compared to a monk. Combined withDRAGON INHERITS the abilities of this predecessor, including
fighting styles, stealth, the world and magic. I don't know where she learned such martial arts techniques. They DC 20: A more powerful dragon descendant, different predecessors who can call, but only one vema... I've never seen them before, and they're stupid. - Horu Desh, master of DC 25 of Knife-as-wind: A group known as the First
Scroll can teach Dragon heirs to engage in the same rigorous physical techniques needed to become a descendant of the dragon and mental exercises that monks do. Plus they spend time DC 30: Heroes who achieve this level of success, communicate with their ancestors. The dragon learns important details about a particular dragon
dragon is almost always to share the spiritual space with a long-descendant, the areas where he operates, and the types of dead ancestors, so it is common for him to do historical activities that he undertakes.references that other members of his party do not understand. Some descendants of dragons change personalities - at least to
DRAGON's N.C.A.A. grade - depending on which spirit of their predecessor they are cur- in GAMErently hosting. Initially, the descendants of the dragon look similar to monks.Organization Other characters usually do not notice a difference until they begin to change their abilities and appearance, while they shift descendants of the Dragon
do not have a formal organization of their ancestors. Own. The human monk, known as Brother Denka, was the first descendant of the dragon among the members of the First Scroll, the descendants of the Dragon invited the players to make interesting more than 400 years ago. He taught the technique in dozens of tactical choices,
choosing the best ancestor spirit for students before being called to meet the situation given by the group. The class should appeal to players who like the hierarchy to change what he has never seen. history of their heroes. And because the dragon Are connected Today, many dragon descendants remain associated with evil dragons, the
class makes a great opportunity for the players of the First Scroll, as directions from the leaders of the group. who love their heroes to have a sinister good past, but have other serving mighty dragons as trusted lieutenants. In a move he vowed to reform. a descendant of the human dragon, who is on top ofSadaw teeth cabal (see page
144) actually shares a follower- Adaptationtor with the secret master of the group. They're magical. As written, the descendant of the dragon is the 10th level prestige class. Reactions of NPC But if you have a player who is fascinated by this option, consider expanding the class rather than forcing less Chromatic dragons show great
respect for dragon descendants interesting choice (probably back to the monk) after the 10th level. for they have a special connection to their own bloodline offer new ancestors of every odd level and inheritance. Thus, chromatic dragons have the initial cap mindset of the extended version of the class, providing a double friendly to any
dragon descendant, which is not obvious synthesis ability at the highest level. hostile or not known to work against the designated machins of this dragon. If the concept of evil heritage does not work for your game, it is easy to imagine metal dragons as dragon few others know about dragon descendants and so have no descendants. This
adaptation requires nothing more than prejudice for them. However, historians - the characters who change the rageal ancestor with four or more ranks in Knowledge (history) - are fascinated instead. with the idea of talking to long-dead ancestors, and adragon descendant, which shows that this ability earns +2 Sample
Encountercircumstance bonus of social interactions with them. A good encounter with a descendant of a dragon keeps players dragon-descending LORU guess as the NPC changes its ability to cope with changing tactical situations. More times he called a new ancestorAractors with ranks in Knowledge (arcana) can explore and show the
accompanying physical and abilities changes, the dramatic descendants to learn more about them. When a more interesting meeting comes along. Perhaps computers come to test skill, read or paraphrase the following, contacting a descendant of the dragon through their deeds within this involving information from the lower CDs. The
first scroll, or perhaps their pursuit of ancient creations, leads them to a strange but knowledgeable peasant who is considered DK 10: Some people with dragon blood in their family tree to be cursed because of their frequent personality are moved and can talk to their dead dragon ancestors through meditation. of immense moss. They're
called descendants of dragons. DC 15: descendants of the dragon can call a predecessor dragon EL 12: Lauthus is a descendant of the dragon dragon in their bodies. When they did, they took on some of those loyal to the green dragon Tranchaminax because he taught him to take advantage of the power of his ancestors. As an orphan
of war, he knew nothing about his legacy until Trasanax showed a cosmic 10 feet. Reach 5 feet (10 feet with a bite) how to reach your ancestors. Now he performs base attraction + 17; Grp + 27 murders on behalf of your master and sometimes leads special actions breath weapon small groups of servants of the dragon. Magician spells
famous (CL 3rd): LAUTHUR Tucher CR 10 1st (6/day) - magic rocket, shield, meta armor 0 (6/day)—arcade brand, magic detection, ghostly sound, wizard male human monk 5/dragon offspring 5 LE Medium humanoid (dragonblood) hand, Resistance Init +4; Senses Listen +2, Spot +2 Languages Common Abilities Str 23, Dex 10, Con
19, Int 14, Wis 15, Cha 14 SQ Water Breathing AC 21, Touch 18. flat leg 17; Dodge. Mobility Feat, Flyby Attack. Improved Critical (bite). (+ 4 Dex, +1 W. +2 class, +3 brackets. +1 amulet) Improved critical, (nail). Power attack. Weapon Focus HP 57 (10 HD) (claw) Immune normal disease skills Bluff +12, Concentration +14, Diploma +14,
Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Concentration +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Concentration +14,
Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +14, Diploma +1 4, Diploma +14 +6, Hide +16, Resistance to Avoidance, Slippery Mind (second will save against singa +19, Knowledge (arcana) +7, Knowledge (history) +7, Listening +19. Move Silent +15, Search +17, Charm) Sense Motive +17 10, Swimming +21 Fort +10, Ref + 9, will +9 (+ 11 vs
spells); The scary presence (Ex) Tranchaminax can inspire terror with +1 against paralysis and sleep charging, attack or flying overhead. Creatures within 150 feet of the dragon that have 16 HD or less need a speed of 60 feet (12 square experience) DC 20 will save. Success shows that the unarmed person +11/+6 (1d10+2) or the target
is immune to the terrible presence of Tranchaminax for 24 hours. In case of damage, creatures with 4 or less HD unarmed +10 / + 10 + 5 (1d10+2) with excitement of shocks or panic for 10 + 2 Those with 5 or more circles Ranged shuriken + 10 (ld2+2) or HD are shaken for 4d6 circles. shuriken +9/ + 9 / + 4 (ld2+2) with moss of blows
Breathr Weapon (Su) Once every 1d4 rounds, 40 feet cone, Base Atk +6; Grp + 8 10d6 acid, Reflex DC 22 half. Dragon Lord (magic), overtaken predecessor, fine predecessor, eldritch predecessor Earth trembles, where dragons tread. Let the earth tremble in my footsteps and let all who stare at me (all under my shadow. Wrestling Gear
potion of heroism, potion to treat serious wounds -Master Gorkel, half orc dragon lordu 14, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 10, Vis 12, Cha 11 Dragon Master is a general at the head of the army, TheSQ body purity, slow fall 20 feet. , hereditary lore emperor of the empire, or warlord who domi-feats reflex , Dodge, Dragontouched, Mobility, non-
traumatic battlefield. He learns a lot from dragons, modeling his philosophy and strategies changes the powerful creatures Improved Unarmed Strike, Spring Attack, Stunning Fist, with great success. Dragon lords sow fear into the hearts of all who cross their path and use brilliant combat tactics that Weapon Finesse, Weapon Focus
(unarmed strike) mirror those of real dragons. In many legends, dragonsCessy Balance +11. Concentration +15. Hide +17, J ump ^-20. Lord is the spirit of a dead dragon, reborn into another body, slowly awakens over time and comes to realize Listening +2, Move Quiet +17, Search +1, Spot +2. power of my former self. Drum +21
Possessions of combat gear plus 10 shuriken, gloves with agility –2, bumper bumpers +3, natural armor amulet +J Rampage Deddy (Ex), immune to fear, +2 of attack rolls and damage rolls Thin presensitive (Ex) +5 on Hide and Move Silent checks, sneak attack +2d6 Eldritch Ancestor (Sp) 60-foot ray, varies touch attack, 2d6 damage
Ancestral Lore see prestigious description of class TRANCHAMINAX CR 11 BECOMES DRAGON LORDLE YOUNG GREEN DRAGON (air) For the most part , only heroes with dominant forwards- it prevail over battlefield dragons. Fighters and Order +0; Senses blindsense 20 feet., darkvision 120 feet., low-lit marshals (see Miniature
Handbook) are the most common characters who accept this prestigious class, albeit a clergy vision (4 x man); Listen +19, Spot + 17 paladins dedicated to deities of war or dragon gods sometimes become dragon masters due to exceptional circumstances. Simi-Aura's scary presence (150 feet,DC 25) fervently, some particularly fierce or
wild barbarians become dragon masters, modeling their combat tactics after instinc-tongues Common. Draconic, Infernal, Sylvan tive brutality of real dragons. On rare occasions, hexblatts and samurai (see Full Warrior) take this prestige also, but their philosophies often conflict with those of (-size 1, +16 natural) typical dragon lord.hp 178
(17 HD); DR 5/magic Immune Acid, Magical Sleep Effects, Paralysis SR 19 Fort + 14, Ref +10, will +12 Speed 40 feet (8 squares), fly 150 ft. (bad), swim 40 feet. 2 nails +18 (1d8+3/19-20) and 2 wings +17 (1d8+3/19-20) and 2 wings +17 (1d6 +3) and tail slap + 17 (1d8+9) ENTRY REQUIREMENTS on the 4th, 7th and 10th level, you can
add another attack bonus on draconic Base: +6. aura to the list of those you can project. Skills: Intimidation 9 ranks. When you reach level 5, the bonus provided by both on TABLE 2- 5: DRAGON Lord Hits Die: D10 your auras increase to + 2. On level 9, the bonus provided by your three auras increases to +3. The aura accumulated from
level 10 of the Dragon Base gives +3 bonus, as the other three auras attack you Fort Ref Will Auras, won earlier. Bonus level Save special reckless devotion (Su): When soldiers learn that 1st +1 +2 +0 Draconian aura +1 1 dragons fight on their side, they have a greater incentive to fight bravely against the enemy- when victory looks2 +2
+3 +0 +0 recklessly committed 1/day 1 guaranteed, everyone wants a share of glory. From level 2, you learn to inspire this kind of jealousy in your followers, donate 3+3 +3 +1 +1 +1 +1 tabs and conquer 1 of them a temporary increase in their fighting abilities, led by 4+4 +1 +1 dragon leadership 2 fanatical devotion. Once a day you can
choose a number of allies equal to your charisma modlanguage (minimum l) to earn 5th +5 +4 +1 +1 Dragon aura +2 2 benefit of this ability. Selected allies receive 5 temporary hit points, bonus +1 morale on attack rolls and melee 6 +5 +5 +2 +2 Hopeless committed 2/day 2 damage rolls, and +1 morale bonus for savings. Each character
7+7 +5 +2 +2 — who is your cohort or aftergitch (as in the leadership feat) 3 earns double the normal benefit (10 temporary hit points and +2 bonus). All benefits have a higher number of rounds equal to 8th +8 +6 +2 +2 +2 2 Defeat 3 of your class. On level 6, you can use this ability twice a day. and on the 10th level, you can use it three
times a day.9 +9 +6 +3 Draconian aura +3 3 Divide and Conquer (Ex): Starting from level 3, you10th +10 +7 +3 unknowingly 3/day 4 get the ability to fight even when attacked from different countries, turning into a flaw in cunning. Just like skill class (2+ Int level modifier): Climbing, craft, dragon handles can fight Enemies when teeming
with oblique of allanimals, intimidation, jump, ride, sense motive, swim. directions, learn to use the distance of your enemies to your progress. Every time you are surrounded by two or more creatures,CLASS FEATURES that you get a bonus for melee damage rolls against each flanker Dragon Masters are masters of battlefield warfare
who have studied the tactics and abilities of dragons and emulate their philosophies. Like other warlords, dragon masters use fear and intimidation to demoralize their enemies while inspiring zealous devotion in their followers. Draconian Aura: You know that the image and presence of a dragon can increase or destroy the morale of the
troops, an effect you study and build in your strategies. On level 1, you can get the opportunity to design a draconian aura chosen by those presented on page 86.In after more of the battle, humanoid and racist survivors gather to plan the rehabilitation in 1/2 of their dragon master level (rounded). If you're not in your presence. Just as the
dragon flies from above, you can not be flanked (such as if you have improved strangely causing panicked masses to run, so do you also ride in concealed class function), still gain the benefit of this battle ability with confidence and cruelty, driving your enemies when opponents occupy flange positions around you. to escape in front of
you. Dragon Leadership (Ex): Starting at -lib level, you add 2 This philosophy also applies to life beyond battle – to your leadership score in order to attract a field cohort. When you get stuck with a challenge, you know it's best to have a dragon subtype. Most dragon lords prefer the procedure with confidence and a solid strategy. Taking
dragon cohort feat (see Draconomicon) the leadership tool for the job is a significant part of success, and feat, but this advantage applies equally well to any feat or other that you are willing to take what you need to achieve your advantage that gives you a cohort. Task. If those you take are ready, so be it, if not, it's not a concern. Although
it requires discipline from these Crushing Defeats (Ex): Starting from the 8th level, you win, who serves you, the notion that local laws and other trivial ability to demoralize your enemies by dealing with them postman refers to you is ridiculous. The dragon does not want harshly, making sure that they know your power just as little before
you treasure for their damp waters, and you are dragon creatures who know the power of true dragons. Every time you kill or kill mortals. incapacitated opponent (by reducing it to -1 or fewer points), you can do an intimidation check as a free action some will call you even criminally sometimes, but demoralize a few enemies equal to your
charisma modifier such unappreciated fewer creatures can not realize that you are doing (minimum 1) within 60 feet (see (see Skills. (100 000 PH 76). Laws. With your decree, action is taken, just like dragon This ability is mind-affected fear effect. bends on his command all those who live in his area. This is the natural way of things; The



strongest sets the rules forDPLAYING DRAGON LORD the weaker to follow. The dragon is not meek before a shepherd, and you are not meek before those who do not have such dragons roaming the earth, you are the master of will and knowledge to challenge you. The few creatures you're all exploring. There is no fortress that you
cannot capture, do not consider equal – namely, fellow adventurers and you can not defend, there is no army that you can not defeat and other warlords – do not respect and admire any enemy you cannot face. You know the strategy is that one dragon can give to another. Loyalty is a virtue, most of the victory in battle, and as a result you
turn that you expect from those who serve you. but loyalty to the tactical side of command. But you only win those who prove yourself to be equal in mentors and heroes, not generals and com - courage, cunning or strength. Manders of old, but rather dragons dragon lord study the site that lives in Bis the newest military conquerors the
world here and now. The greatest strategy of all is to get your enemy dirty not with your swordCombat Dragon Lords in the worldIf you can win a battle without firing a single arrow or lead- There is no more formidable view of the battlefield than dragon one charge, the better. If you can intimidate his power to bear your powers. That some
should try to escape or accept the surrender of inner strength, harness as an effect is natural, and the use of this knowledge against victory is sweeter. When battle is inevitable and their enemies mean victory and glory. Foolishly challenging you, your favorite strategy is to show them -Bors, dwarf military priest his stupidity mistake by
delivering on them a ruthless A Dungeon teacher can find it a challenge to fit the dragonfeta. Any strike can be a blow to kill, and you rarely give up in a campaign, especially with a good player holding back, even if there is value in keeping an enemy alive. Characters. Although the master of the dragon can easily be a bully orYou take
prisoners if it is of additional difficulty, but a bandit, he can be a famous military commander who has little time for games -if as an enemy alive is revered and fear even by his own people. Likewise, the dragon, even a small obstacle, sends it instead. masters who seek to do good can be crusaders who consider this their right (or even their
duty) to use their power as a means of often using your threatening humiliation by shouting epithets and to your enemies as you cling to the eradication of evil. Although the dragon dragon is violent and through them. Your goal is not only to protect the enemy intimidatingly, the hero's player eventually decides, but also to demoralize his
allies by giving you whether he uses his power for good or sick.greater chance of success. However, if intimate division is not possible and your actions only further appease your opponents, you focus on simply breaking them down. Like the dragons that model you-Alter all, when your enemies can not chase, the masters of dragons are
inclined, why give them an advantage figuratively on top of Tey, melting their fury? food chain. They are commanders and leaders, ofStors of militants and heat investors, who call the shots and determine for the first time when you saw a dragon on the wing, courses of action. Each dragon lord with dozens of ordinary people who run
before him by being the master of his own domain, and this tide wave through the streets, you knew that there were two of them coming into contact with a smarter path to victory than simple combat tactics. On the other hand, sparks fly more often than not. When this moment, you studied the way dragons fought, and their two circles of
influence overlapped, they faced fewer beings and against each other, in the hope that you instilled, pain, and death the usual results. one day, they have their great presence. As leaders, dragon masters are strict, demanding loyalty and obedience from their followers. Since most dragon lords have now fulfilled your goal and become
more military commanders - whether on a large scale, such as from an ordinary military commander - you are a self-styled leader of an army, or on a small scale, such as the head of a warlord, you are simply willing to command others. You have created an authentic country— they require great discipline in themselves as a dragon
among mortal, dominant followers of power and allies, making rare exceptions only for a companion who bends others according to your desires. Moreover, your constant adventurers have proven themselves to be reliable. the study of the dragon has brought great success to the battlefield, putting its name on the lips of all those who
have seen their skills in war. NPC reactions as master of the dragon, you should always purchase maxi- Dragon masters are fear and revered almost everywhere theymum number of ranks in their intimidation skills to take fad go. They require respect even when in hostile territory,advantage of your special abilities. Feats that improve the
importance that legitimate enemies are more likely to be simplyIntimacy skills are also valuable, as well as magical objects or spells unfriendly to them. But on the other side of the coin that improves your rating. Moreover, the standard is that in supposedly friendly cities, dragon exploits that allow you to get rid of enemies faster, is
invincible, and people who usually allow you to even more opponents. to be friendly to a group of computers can be indifferent, orResources in extreme cases not friendly, to a country that contains a dragon master. The world is yours to conquer. Your followers provide help and help as well as brute force when calling the Dragon Lords
just have a way to get a reputation like them. Essentially, you are the leader of your organization. hooligans and bandits. Among military or mercenary gangs, if you have proven yourself in the bailie field, you may, however, seek dragon lord for respect usually outside- find entire cities or nations ready to serve your needs weighing his
ability to command fear, and as such a dragon of respect, fear, or both. Few will dare to stand in their way, the Lord traveling among a group of soldiers can expect more allows him to reach out and take whatever you want. It's a welcoming welcome. Even when meeting opposition comedians or visiting an enemy camp under an
exemplary meeting flag of a truce, the reputation of the dragon lord can become hostility indifference - a sign that enemy soldiers respect their A dragon master makes a great enemy, but a difficult ally, especially achievements. where a conflict of interest arises between one and the rest of the party it has worried. Dragon Lord Lore EL 9:
Lord Gorkel's half-orc dragon leads heroes with ranks in knowledge (locally) can research a gang of mercenaries known as the White Talon. His dragon logs to learn more about them. When a character stays in the camp outside a large village while a quarter does a skill test, read or paraphrase the following, it involves masters buying
supplies, but the downtime makes Ghorkel copy the information from lower CDs. At night, they deal with attacks on out-of-site buildings, stopping hit-and-run attacks on DC 10: Dragon masters are warlords who model their tactics biting citizens in a cruel game designed to steal tar after those used by dragons. to enter the transmission.
One night, Gorkel takes an assault on his own, trying to capture a young woman, he DC 15: Dragon Masters adhere to a philosophy that you defeat on a previous outing. Brutish and led by enemies without a fight is just as desirable as overcoming desire, Ghorkel stages his assault just as adventuring them side of the battlefield. to
intervene and send a bully back to their camp without reward. DC 20: Dragon lords have such a presence in battle that they can banish veteran soldiers simply intimidating Master GHORKEL CR 9 them, and the favorite tactic is to completely crush an enemy before demoralizing their allies. Male Half ORC Fighter 6/Dragon Lord 3 NE
Great Humanoid DC 30: Heroes who achieve this level of success can learn important details about a particular remarkable dragon Darkvision's senses are 60 feet, Listen-1, Spot -1 the areas where it operates, and the types of activities that it Aura draconic aura (presence) takes over. Languages common, Ork Dragon masters are not
hard to find, especially since their AC 20, touch 10, flat 20 names and deeds are in the language of almost everyone who (armor + 10) meets them. Finding a dragon master is usually as simple as sedating in military camps or with mercenary gangs, resist a 25% chance of unhooking additional damage by sneaking especially those with a
reputation for exceeding enemy power and sending enemies fleeing. attack or critical hit HP 67 (9 HD) Dragon Lords in the game Fort +9, Ref. (4 squares) aligned campaign, but such a character should fit naturally Melee +1 large 15/+10 (2d6+5/19–20) or in games that have a more indeterminate view of nature Melee dagger +13/++8
(1d4+4/19–20) of good and evil. Players who wish to be party leaders or Base Atk +9; GRP +13 command your own forces will probably find this prestige class attractive, especially since dragon masters usually Atk Options Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Mounted Combat. Smash balls that can crush enemies and send other enemies power
attack packing. Most dragon lords have little difficulty accepting other adventurers as equals (except for those who are ashamed of special actions recklessly, divide and conquer challenges or flee from fear), so they integrate well in different countries, although sometimes they encounter paladins for Abilities Str 18, Dex 10, Con 12, Int 8,
Wis 8, Cha 14 the same reason they encounter other dragons. Cleave feats, Boy Reflexes, Iron Will, Leadership, Adaptation Mounted Combat, Power Attack, Smart Focus (Intimidation), Weapon Focus (Great) Dragon Lords need very little adaptation to fit into other skilltimate +14*, listen – 1, Ride +3, spot -1 campaign models. If the world
has no dragons in *Ghorkel has +1 bonus of intimidation checks when he abundance, just change the philosophy of this prestige class so that it is based on defeating enemies without necessarily designing his draconian aura. Replace the dragon aura bonus feats owned +2 full plate of light fortification, 1 large fort, with simple combat
bonus feats to give the characters in battles without relying on dragons or dragon abilities. dagger, heavy military horse draconian aura (Presence) As a quick action, Ghorkel may All allies within a 10-foot bonus plus 1 for Bluff, Diplomacy and Check Intimidation. The aura remains in place until it is rejected (as a free act) or until it is killed
or unconscious. See. + 1 bonus for hand-to-hand rolls and bonus + 1 for savings. Cohorts or followers of Ghorkel get twice as much as normal benefits. All advantages are for 3 rounds. Omoed by two or more creatures, he earns a bonus + 2 of damage rolls against each flanker. Hand of progression, but a spell that is ready to sacrifice
future WINGED MASTERS ability can easily qualify. On the orders of the Council of The Warriors and for their greater glory, CLASS FEATURES must die! As agents of the great dragons, the hands of winged masters constantly strive to carry out their assigned missions and -Myrmith DrakebladeDragons often need expert officers to be
their eyes, ears and train to be more effective tools. They learn to move hands in a humanoid society. The hand of winged masters unnoticed, blow from the shadows and work with the otherhod his life in the service of a dragon or servants of their masters.group of dragons united in a common cause. Dragon masterdosco and political and
spiritual leader for the hands, profit- draconian senses: on the 1th level, you can get drastic Sensesing their total loyalty. This service rises above obedience (see page 17) as a bonus feat, even if you do not meet its side, church, family, or friend. Usually hands act as a prerequisite. If you already have draconian Senses, you cantalk and
informants, but when necessary, they can also be instead of taking another draconian feat for which you meet tessabots and killers. Prerequisite. Special Attack (Ex): Level 2, Level 5, and Level 8, your attack, scrum or sudden strike ability REQUIREM ENTS extra 1d6 points damage. If you have more than one base attack bonus: +4. of
these abilities, you can improve any ability of your choice (choose each time you receive this benefit). Skills: Bluff 4 ranks, Hide 4 ranks, Move Silent 4 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 4 ranks, Sense Motive 4 ranks. Dragonfire Strike: On level 3, you get Dragonfire Languages: Draconic. Strike (see page 18) as a bonus feat, even if you don't
match his Feats: Dragontouched. It's a precondition. If you already have Dragonfire Strike, you can take the Dragon feud you meet specifically: Sneak attack, sudden strike, or skirmishes +2d6. TABLE 2–6: premise. Master's Gift (Su): Starting at level 7, you're such a cannony hand of winged M ASTERS HIT die: D8 to arcane the powers
of your dragon master that useful bearing spells have an improved effect on you. Any mysterious spell that is harmless (those that include the word lessAttack Fort Ref Will in their saving throw record) has twice the standard duration when thrown at you. If the spell is cast on multiple targets, the Save Special Duration bonus is doubled
only for you.1st +0 +2 +2 +2 +2 Draconic Senses Enhanced Dragonfire Strike (Su): On level 9, you get the option to inflict additional damage when using Dragonfire2nd +1 +0 +3 +3 Special Attack +1d6 Strike Feat. When you decide to convert a sneak attack, shootout or sudden damage strike3 +2 +1 +3 +3 +3 +3 Dragonfire Strike
through this feat, you can add an additional 1 damage point to 4th +3 +1 +4 +4 + 4 — the state is up for it. For example, if you have a sneak attack +6d6, you will deal with 6d6+6 fire damage points with your Dragonfire +3 +1 +4 +4 Special Attack +2d6 Strike feat.6th +4 +2 +5 +5 + 5 — True Stealth (Ex): Level 10, you get an elevated 7
+5 +2 +5 +5 +5 Master's gift for the difficulties associated with concealing your presence from modern senses. This ability helps you learn8th +6 +2 +6 +6 Special Attack +3d6 to avoid even the best senses. If you accept a penalty for hiding or moving silent checks (as appropriate), you can do ninth +6 +6 +6 +6 +6 Improved dragon fire
strike 10 -7 +7 +7 +7 True stealth skill class (6+ Level Modifier): Scramble, Craft, Decrypt Script, Diplomacy, Device Disable, Masking, Escape, Spice, Collect Information. Hide, intimidation, jump, knowledge (arch), knowledge (local), move quietly, open lock, profession, search, senses Motif, sip by hand, place, survival, roll, roll, roll, use
rope. Use these skills to hide from taming, tremor, clumping blind and blind. Creatures that use the touch hand of WINGED MASTERS capabilities should do for anti-listening or on-site verification to spot you. Since the hands of winged masters mainly serve as spies and informants, this prestige class is most applicable to scammers who
play Ai multi-class scammers (such as scammers/rangers and scammers/hand of WINGED masterSfighters). In campaigns using ninja, scout and slime classes (see Complete Adventurer), Ninja and Scouts equally, you are a humanoid servant for one or more dragon members of this prestigious class. They are the ones who wish to
influence the world indirectly. As a messenger, spy, less likely to enter this class, since it does not offer a mysterious spell guardian, warrior, and (she must be) a killer, you further cause your masters. Since your missions often requireCombat you are more vigilant than most scammers and no less able to take advantage of a distracted
enemy. If possible, you need to strike early in battle while your opponent is still flat leg. Then, your job is to outmaneu- ver enemies, picking the weak and (if necessary) to bring a powerful blow to a hip big fighting ant. Never let them wait for a quick exit and always be aware of the environment. While your allies focus on hitting an enemy,
be sure to keep an eye on the allies, corners, and shady passages from which a new adversary or any other option may emerge. Progress As the hand of the winged masters, you must demonstrate great devotion to a superior and willingness to bend or break the laws that are in the service of this superior. Nothing is more important than
fulfilling your mission and you are ready to b e - tray or tricks others if necessary. This dedication and moral ambiguity has brought you to the attention of a secret cabal and persuaded them to hire you. When you finally learned the identity of your leader in your quiet, you saw the benefit of belonging to an organization governed by a being
far older, stronger, and wiser than you will ever be. Hand of winged masters should be ready to undertake missions anywhere, you are now a reliable agent of the dragon masters who run their cabin. Acting alone, you are loyally low orders – without ignoring clear understanding, it is best to close down a simple story about the cover or
demons - opportunities to achieve society for an obvious purpose, so as not to raise suspicions. You're looking at it - and you're keeping the cover to make sure you've never posed as anything more than a sneak peek and a treasure hunter associated with the group. You are not yet a leader, you remain an expert, but in fact, you belong to
a huge network and can be called an agent and troubleshooter sent to make difficult mistakes at any time to perform secret duties. others have failed to comply. Most hands of winged masters work for the cabal of some As a spy, you need to buy the most rows in lis-kind, such as Shadow's Fangs (see page 144). These cabarets ten and
Spot skills as much as you can. Not only does this make you a little help with training, covering stories more capable of copying information, but also making you deliver messages to and from dragon masters. more likely to act in a surprising circle (and sneak attack, as well, they will not spend valuable resources to solve damages). Hide
and move two of your most im-your problems. When you enter this prestigious class, the skills of the gate for you. Change that, choose skills that will helpcabal expect to separate yourself from most of the problems you perform your assigned missions and maintain your cover. If only there was something very valuable about the story that
could paint you as nothing more than com-dragon masters would risk cabal alone for you. mon thief or greedy adventurer. Resources them veneer of legitimacy, but often arouses suspicionsIf absolutely there must be something to achieve, from guards and nobles. However, if the role of the hand as espionage, such as a map or
description of the target, your dragon cabin is discovered, practically everyone immediately provides it. In addition, you are expected to take care of it as a threat, and then it receives an intrigue- your own needs. In large cities, the cabal can provide you with an ardent reaction best.to buy illegal materials (such as tools and poisons of
thieves) safely; but at your own expense. The group is not an insensitive arm of WINGED MASTERSto your financial needs, and can give you leading opportunities for LORElegitimate job or treasure opportunities, thus ensuring that you get the funds that will need to bring out future heroes with ranks in knowledge (history) can
researchsecret missions. hands of winged masters to learn more about them. When a character does a skill test, read or paraphrase the fol-hands of winged masters, including information from lower DCs.IN the world DC 10: The hands of winged masters are secret dragon agents. Mirmit is a big trap – witty, smart and reliable. Each hand
gets orders from a secret cap and just wants not to wander so often. Sometimes two rarely know more than one or two other members or three days to find him on a new mission. DC 20: Hands are vigilant, they take advantage of arcane magic -Regdar, fighter more than most, and they act as spies, assassins, or couriers for their dragon
behaviors. The hand of winged masters needs a cabal, from which it is difficult to find a hand of winged masters. Atake orders, and one or more worthy dragons ruler of DC 20 Gathering inspection reveals where to leave arab for. They should not be particularly complicated (the request for a meeting from DM. Then, the player's characters
must use the First Scroll or Shadow's Teeth; see chapter wait to see if the hand is displayed or made contact. Only if 5), but they must match the interests of the character. Chaotic computers have some urgent business, you'll have to look for a group working for a junior member of their organization.The common good, while a legitimate
evil ninja is more likely to serve a dragon who believes the world should be Hinanthdes GOAFMTEHE WINGED MASTERSand reminissates in a more orderly way. Before getting acquainted with the hands of winged masters in a cabal, represents an easy way to interest the character in the campaign world, DM must decide why one or
more adventure. A note from the dragon information organization will need a cabal of spies, and then consider the possibility of a particular dungeon or order the group to kill the group. The teeth of the shadow (see page 144) and from it an evil wizard pushes out the hand, and his companions, an example of a cabal, but it is possible for a
group to serve adventures as easily as commands from a palace or advice from dragons, or even scratches of superiors in alignment.An organization that wants to preserve its participation in human affairs as an illegal way. Once you have a simple idea of dragon-led cabal can be organized into multiple secret cabal, present it to the
players and see if they are interested ways. Usually the hand of winged masters knows only in his work more closely with the secretive group. several other agents and leaders who ensure that he cannot give much to the group's enemies if he is captured. The hand is the hand of winged masters appeals the most to players who taught
passwords and secret signs to identify other members as scammers, secrets and ongoing plots. The class is built next to a cabal, but if the group's leaders suspect that the information allows the computer to perform hidden missions and serve hidden agendas is compromised, they quickly change these codes, and still have reasons to
engage in adventures with others and signals. Usually the hand works without direct help of the party. Players who enjoy the idea of medieval cabal spies getting orders through a secret method of fantastic settings should find the class intriguing.communication (perhaps from barmaid to preferred meth) Adaptation and reporting their
results to another agent. Again, if these agreements are compromised, a new member of the cabal makes the hands of winged masters are less closely related to the dragons known by the hand and create a new set of contacts than most other classes of prestige in this chapter. They're designed. it can easily become bodyguards for
mysterious spells- wheels, couriers serving a deity of travel, or just advanced NPC reactions spies. The characteristics of their class will remain the same, but DM will have to restructure the group for which they work. While his hand wasn't covering his story, others treated him like what he claimed. Most hands pose asgooders that happen
to be expert slossers, giving a sample meet ATT-BOUND ADEPT Because villains often want to keep their schemes secret, they drop their rules, your rituals, and your formulas, and let them be more likely than Dragons to keep, they drop their rules, your rituals, and your formulas, and let them be more inclined than well-intentioned
dragons to keep themselves secret, they drop their rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to guard, they drop their rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to guard themselves, they drop your rules, they drop your rules, rituals, and formulas, and let
them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to guard themselves, they drop your rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to guard themselves, they drop your rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to keep themselves safe, they drop their rules,
rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to guard themselves, they drop your rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to keep themselves safe, they drop their rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to keep
themselves safe, they drop their rules, rituals, and formulas, and let them be more likely than well-meaning dragons to keep themselves safe, they drop your rules, rituals, and formulas , rituals, and formulas, and let's be more inclined than well-meaning dragons dragons magic flow, as dragons do. hands of winged masters. The easiest
way to introduce a hand to computers is to make them a mission focus for - Rothan, associated with a pact, to become a cabal. A hand can spy on the characters or try to gain their trust by presenting himself as a passenger or a barber. For a contract bound witches who have learned to tran- more confrontational clashes, hand may have
an order to eradicate their beliefs about magic and embrace a stolen important object from the player's heroes, forcing the mysterious force like dragons. They focus on their innate horse to deal with it directly. they become more like dragons in the way they banished spells. The 15th, which is related to the pact, opens to EL 15: Mirmit
Draxblade is shad's faithful servant, the raw magic energy flowing from the other auto-teeth and one of their most trusted spies and assassins. humanoid wheels and becomes a conduit for this power. He has been ordering his masters to extract an element held Most Tied by the Pact adepts can perform amazing feats from one of the
computers (perhaps a recently acquired spellbook or a magical formidable, growing beyond the bounds of what some magical element has not yet been identified). If possible, the spelling performers consider it possible and move to the kingdom Mirmit sneaks into the camp of heroes when they are out of dragon magic. in the wild;
otherwise, he tries to catch the owner of the item himself. In any case, while Mirmit fights as hard as he has to become ADEPT ADEPT to acquire the object, he will not kill a computer unless he is forced to do so to fulfill his mission. If he knows he's going to return to hell, usually wizards who have embraced each other in battle, Mirmit
activates his ring in a flash. draconian and want to know more about how dragons pronounce magic. Knowing that their own spelling drakeblade CR 15 ability comes from draconian blood in their veins, these wizards want to unlock within themselves the same con-male human crook 5/fight 1/hand winged masters 9 nection to magic that
all dragons possess. They seek out mighty dragons and bond with them, studying an average humanoid under the direction of greater skills in the archeical arts. Each witch is closely related to at least one dragon andInitis +9; Senses darkvision 20 feet,, low-light vision, Listen +18, uses the gifts donated by its draconian instructors to open
fuller for magic. Place +21 ENTRY REQUIREM ENTSLanguages Common, Draconic Skills: Knowledge (arcana) 9 degrees, Spell 9 ranks: Draconian heritage. AC 22, Touch 14, Flat Footed 19: Dodge, Mobility, Inadvertent Spelling Checker: Dodge Special: There must be an active dragonwalk (see page 87) with (+3 Dex, +7 armor, +1
deformation, +1 natural) dragon. Additionally, Speed 30 ft. (6 squares), they learn to exhaust their own magical ability, making them more powerful spelling and allowing them to adopt magic miles +7 sturdy rapper +16/+11 (1d6-l/15-20) easier than dragons. Base Cl. Grp +9 Spellcasting: On any other level except 1st and 4th, you get new
spells per day and increase caster level (andAtk Options sneak attack +6d6 (normal disability) or +6d6 +6 spells known if applicable), as if you've reached a level (fire damage) in the rainbow spelling class to which you belonged before adding the prestigious class level. No, however, do not get anyCombat Gear 6 potions for the treatment
of serious wounds, decoction of a middly, other character benefits of this class would gain. decoction of non-detection If you have had more than one spelling class before you get up you must decide for whichAbilities Str 8, Dex 20, Con 13, Int 12. Wis 10, Cha 14 grade to add each level for the purpose of determining spellsReces
signaling, Dodge, Draconian senses †B , Dragonfire per day, cover level, and spells known. StrikeB†, Dragontouched†, Enhanced Initiative, Mobility, Spring Attack, Weapon Finesse, Gun Skills Balance (Rapier) +13, Bluff +6, Climb +5. Collect information +14, hide +21, jump +4, Knowledge (arcana) +5, Listen +18, Move Silent +21, Open
Lock +9, Search +9, Sense Motive +18, Hand Barp +9, Spot +21, Swimming +1, Drum +21 Possessions plus +2 mithral breastplate, +7 keen raptor, natural armor amulet + 7, dexterity gloves +2, blink ring, ring of protection + 7, 1400 gp Master's Gift (Su) Each harmless spell, has twice the normal duration of outings on Mirmit. ADEPT
HIT HIT DIE: D4 Base Spellcasting Attack Fort Ref Will — Bonus Level Save Special +1 Level Of Existing Arcade Spelling Class 1th +0 +0 +2 +2 +2 Improved Pact +1 +1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class 2th +1 +0 +3 +3 Dragoncast — 3 -1 +1 +1 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +1 level of existing spelling arcade class 4+2 +1 +4 +4 +4 +4
Improved pact +2 5th +2 +1 +4 +4 +4 Dragonpact Class Skills Bonus (2 + Level Modifier): Concentration, Craft, Diplomats, Knowledge (arcana), Occupation, Spellcraft. Improved Pact (Su): You learn to change the magic that flows because they have been disabled with a humanoid so that you can get greater benefits through concepts,
rules and sciences. You cultivate your instincts and dragon's thrust. On level 1, the level of the actor with spells such as intuition, learning to listen to your inner connection with abilities from your dragon app improves by one. In addition, magic. You have felt the purity of draconian spelling andon level 1 select a dragon outfit that you
currently have: I hope that, one day, anyone can share in this knowledge.you gain spells abilities as if you have sacrificed magic one if other spellings will stop long enough to cut higher than the actual victim. the wisdom of dragons, they will also see an easier way,For example, an agreed object that has sacrificed a third, one
unencumbered by physical form. You know that you cast a great spell as part of the flames of the crimson angry dragon, indeed in the minority— most magicians are too scared, who will get three daily uses of burning hands and two daily or stubborn to change. In a way, you feel sorry for them whileusing energy protection (fire), as if she
had sacrificed at the same time in the hope that they would learn to reach level 4. to respond. On level 4, the level of the dragon-magic actor doesn't everyone think dragons are as benevolit as you are improving on the other, and spells like their abilities believe it is. another race. Unfortunately, in your point of view, many peopleEvery time
enters a new dragon, you can choose see all dragons as a threat, which protects them from opening up to apply this benefit to the new dragon in place of their eyes enough to learn from the great creatures. Although he's much better. any display of strength that manifests itself, some will always choose toDragoncast (Su): Starting from
the 2nd level, you become able to remain blind. For now, you are striving to prove that your path – the magic energy in the same way that dragons in the way of dragons – is better by going out into the world and at the same time. Three times a day, you can cast all sorts of mysterious spells (for things no other magician can. to see it with
their own eyes, allperfected by both silent spelling and still the metamagical metamagic, while acquiring knowledge of himself. With each passing funnel, eliminating the need for every verbal and somatic hair day, your strength grows because you're ready to embrace. Neither the casting time of the magic nor the spell is your draconian
legacy. You spend hours meditating, changing the level of this re-run. Looking inward to find a stronger link to arcaneEschew Materials: On level 3rd, you can get Eschew Materi- and better understand how dragons instinctively tap inals as a bonus feat. If you already have this feat, you can choose this source.any other feat for which you
meet the premise. Dragonpact Bonus: On level 5, you can get the opportunity to fight in a second dragon act. The second dragon may be afraid to tie in battle, you rely on your naturalness with the same dragon or other dragon, even other defense capabilities. Because you can cast a few spells with a look. You can't get into a dragon
twice. having to talk or move, you have little fear of being rough, especially when well-placed magic can free you from sinking ADEPT ADEPT. Unlike your more timid colleagues, who fought bravely, knowing that the blessings of though other masters rely on hand gestures, a powerful dragon gave you an advantage over those who rely on
words, and complex formulas derived from years of traditional spelling research. You know that the purest and most powerful form of spell is the one used by real dragons. Towers-bound wizards offensive spells, your greatest strength, come to you as you can spend years exploring a magic while naturally taking breath. Since you can use
your abilities to spend only days in the presence of a dragon and achieve penetrate into the strongest magical defenses, allies look to you the same result. You can summon spells with incredible power for help. When spells produced by other people can be repulsed before anyone else knows you've even started. Other spells can do to
you, placing you in charge, both divine and ridiculous, seem cumbersome and slow for you to bring down a dangerous enemy. The concepting adaptations are easily integrated into any setting, wherefirst steps for turning fortune tellers can be found. Essentially, the apsychia is the psyche in the dragon's curry station. After learning that the
wizard who followed a slightly different path. Rather born beasts can provide great strength, you dedicated, than to focus on studying many new spells at higher levels,yourself on the path that allows you to learn under Contract bound item strives to make the most of magistrate-dragon wizard. Your entry into the dragon point marked the
ability she had Has. However, the local public start your journey and unlocks the first of many attitudes to dragons quickly comes to associate the new abilities that other wheels can only dream of. and persona. It receives help from a benevo-free silver dragon, and a contractually bound item can be a scam: as an agreed item, you are
constantly looking for new ways to become an ambassador between people and dragonkind.as a source of magic. If, on the other hand, a city is constantly terrorized by aonic heritage, spend its days trying to strengthen the violence red dragon, and a contractually bound adept can be seen as one that connects and learns to pronounce
spells instinctively. As well as making friends with the enemy and can tie prejudice or your knowledge grows, you can do magic without worrying about violence. In many ways, associated with pact fortune tellers fit into the worldfor simple humanoid concepts. in the same way as dragons. Now that you have increased your natural tendency
to oblige, you can focus on expanding your raw magic knowledge. Metamagical feats should make up a large part organization of your exploits, giving you new opportunities when throwing A contract bound adept usually finds a role in adventuringspells and compensates for a slightly reduced overall spell or other organization that allows it
time to explore the level of hercasting power. Moreover, dragon fears provide an additional ability to spell freely. Since there is no organization special abilities in casting spells; those who provide additional carer benefits to those bound by the pact, many of them are in the drastic every time a spell is performed, allow you to get the
maximum effect cally different circumstances from those of their comrades.from each spell. Some join organizations that work with or for dragons, usingResources this association to get close to the creatures. For example, an agreed object can join a church that many others see the world as you. Comrades honor the deities of dragons,
working as an aquat to make an actuarially bound object are few and far between, and most other contacts with dragon worshippers of these gods. Or wizards and wizards think that working with dragons is an agreed object, they might be looking for a magic college that wants trouble. Most divine people consider you to have an
agreement with a dragon to share knowledge, to be a heretic, leaving you many hot spots to turn around. There is no official job as a researcher or assistant while spending time getting an organization exists to provide you with help or resources, but familiar with drake.most adepts have crossed paths with at least one In the ranks of the
pact bound property, prestige and incl. or two others like themselves. dragons of dragons difficulties, you have a group for your magic. The most revered are those who are forged: the friendly real dragons. They rarely act directly either. Your dragons with a number of dragons, especially if you are sexual, but most see you as a student
looking for enlightenment, dragons are of different varieties. A widespread contract and they eagerly provide you with knowledge. Given their tied to numerous dragonpacks and abilities islong life and knowledge of the past, friendly dragons are believed to be living their best life. When two or more is helpful when you need information
about almost every contract-bound act goes into conflict, they usually deter tokind. Moreover, friendly dragons are much more likely to the one with greater knowledge of draconian spell, enters into dragon tactics with you due to the increased level of reliance on wisdom and its attempt to provide mind-trust. In rare cases, these dragons
will provide a monetaryly capable solution.help. NPC reactionsPACT-BOUND ADEPTS Clerics, pancakes, and other spelling specialists who specialize inIN WORLD divine magic often look at pact-bound administs as heretics and blasphemers who have placed their faith in false deities (dragons) These heretics preach that dragons are
the way to and denied a straight path in favor of idolatry. This true enlightenment, but make no mistake. Only deities give a view inclined to make religious heroes unfriendly or miracles, no matter what these so-called mysterious messengers claim. They are hostile to pact-binding possessions, although the more patient they have
disbanded their souls for a taste of power, but in the end ants are usually indifferent. Likewise, heroes who have cursed by turning away from the gods and living in communities terrorized by evil dragons are spinning in front of these greedy beasts. Probably unpresented to scarecrets who are afraid to be accomplices to sabotage local
defenses against -Pharsis Pharsis, Inquisitor monsters. Whether this is true is intangible to thoseRotan negotiated, makes a shocking arrangement with the blue dragons – they simply see anyone who connects with dragons, makes their homes near tree dragons or in areas until potential enemies. dragons' views are common. In some
cases, they may beFrom the other hand, communities that benefit from pres- found by asking local wizards and wizards for those who shorten a well-aligned dragon are usually friendly or useful fraternity with a dragons.to pact-bound adept. Moreover, most good dragons (andsome neutral and evil dragons) are the least indifferent to ATK-
BOUND ADEPTS IN GAMEA agreed object. If the character does not interfere directly with the dragon's plans, the dragon usually treats it as neutral for spelling inseparable country, neither friend nor enemy, save it from its wrath, wishing to explore the dragon magic system. Anyone, anyone, would surely be killed. A campaign that takes
advantage of the dragon rules will be the perfect place for this class. Although adeptPACT-BOUND ADEPT LAORE is behind a standard spell wizard, this loss is offset by the more powerful benefits acquired by adept'sCharacters with ranks in knowledge (locally) can explore dragonpact.pact-bound adepts to learn more about them. When
a sorceress looking for a new wizard player performs a skill test, reading or paraphrasing the following, she should consider playing an accessory. Because the class included information from lower domain controllers. Features take care of dragonpact magic system, any player thatDC 10: Contract-bound witches are wizards who make
contracts, wants to have their character enter into a magical agreement with dragons to gain advanced powers. Should consider contract-bound adept as a means of acquiring DC 15: Contract-bound witches claim that the Dragons can teach additional benefits to wizards who enter the dragonpactsmethods of spelling, which require less
effort and give more careless.greater results. Dc 20 adaptation: Pact-bound witches use a combination of arkansaspecial and magic-like abilities, some of which are not usually You can't adapt this class to allow characters who are in place for wizards. Wizards to embrace with the dragon magic system. For the 1930s: Heroes who achieve
this level of success can example, a beloved soul or warmth can use this class to learn important details about a particular contract-bound that qualify for dragon figurines since he was a wizard; instead of making, the areas where it operates and the types of activities that the dragon is required to enter, we may need to deal with it. It's a
dragon feat. Finding an agreed object is a matter of training, where the draft resides in the vicinity. Usually, associated with pacts 2 Exemplary Slyd-Spock Wing-bound hell often go to long pilgrimas to seek to sway your sins, evil, and wickedness, and to sway you dragons for their wisdom. As such, an adventuring country of the world with
them may encounter a contract tied in their travels, perhaps encountering one when both are investigating the bar of -Orielle Bladeworthy, Swift Wing of Pelor dragon (albeit for different purposes). Many churches use analogy and allegory to describe EL 10: Rotan, an accept, traveled for almost six traits of their deities, as well as the
correct attitude that their months to reach the bar of a mighty dragon, seeking the faithful, must be preserved. It is not uncommon for these anals to come up with a new dragon dragon and learn from Teachings. the crusader gods and their spiritual plums with elements is Meet and make friends with the dragon (regardless of the dragon.
After all, dragons are creepy creatures the actual alignment of the dragon), but it is wary to avoid anyone considered by many to be a symbol of deific power. In a few traps, the creature may have been left for prelopes. If the players churches, the use of allegory becomes so strong that it definitely means to hurt or kill the dragon, Rotan
was initially unfriendly worshippers actually began to treat the church itself as holy or hostile to them (as they could ruin its plans). But if a dragon, and yourself as part of this dragon. Swift wingers who only want to talk to the dragon, Rotan is indifferent are church officials who see themselves as fast-moving or friendly and offer to help
them navigate the den. They are the hardest crusaders of their god-eat-god. ROTHAN CR 10 THEY BECOME SWIFT WING Female Wizards 6/Pact-Bound 4 Most often, clerics of battle deities take fast CG Medium humanoid (dragon cell) wing prestige class, although several paladins are drawn to it as Init +2; Senses Listen +1, Spot +1
well. Heroes of this kind enjoy the thought of using common languages, dragon dragon's dragon power to the goals and efforts of a religious cause. They believe that their gradual adoption of draconicAC 18, the touch of 14, flat 16 forces represents acceptance of their new path by their deities, and often see the more traditional members
of their (+2 Dex, +4 armor, +2 deformation) church as hidden and stubborn. Since these tradition-HP 31 (10 HD) allists will not apply force as quickly and decisively as fast wings deem necessary, members of this class use theirFort +3, Ref +8, Will +10; +2 against sleep, paralysis, and increased power to work without the support of their
organization of electric church. 30 feet (6 squares) ENTRY REQUIREMENTS Finish 5 (1 d8-1) Base Attack Bonus: +3. Reach 10 feet (long text) Languages: Draconic. Base Atk + 5; Grp +4 Spell: Possibility of pouring † ed. Dragoncast† 3/day Special: Ability to turn undemanding. Wizard Spells Famous (CL 8th; ld20+10 to overcome SR;
CLASS FEATURES Arcane magic failure chance 10%): 4th (10%) 3/day)- the greater invisibility Swift wings loses some ability for a spell in exchange for 3th (6/ day) - lightning (DC 17), wings (DC 17) gaining dragon powers. Their new abilities make them 2nd (7/day): splendor of an eagle, invisibility, burning beam more flexible, without
removing their power to treat allies 1st (7/day) — understanding languages, they have not fallen, identified, and damaged the undead. As they grow, they also become more resilient and mobile, capable of resisting many attacks and a magic rocket, to fall asleep (DC 15) to move faster to support teammates. 0 (6/day)- arcade brand,
dazzle (DC 14), magic detection, gun control attack: Acquire skills with yours (DC 14), light, metathaneous hand, read magic, condescension of resistance. Spells like Abilities (CL 10th; 1d20+12 to overcome SR): Spellcasting: At every level, in addition to 1 st and 5th, you get 3/day – energy protection (electricity), shocking spells for new
spells per day and an increase in the level of a cut (and spells known if applicable), as if you had acquired a level (+4 melee touch) divine spelling to which you belonged before adding 2/day – lightning call (DC 17) level of the prestigious class. You don't get any other benefit that would earn a character of this class. If you had Abilities 8,
Dex 14, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 18 more than one divine spelling class before becoming Blue Dragon Lineage†, Draconian Heritage (Blue)†, Fast Wing, you need to decide in which class to add each empower spell level, Eschew Materials5, Expanding, Penetration of Spelling Prolations Concentration of Probation Skills +10,
Diplomacy +9, Knowledge (arcana) +10, Listen +1, Spellcraft +12, Spot +1 possesses +2 leather armor, ring of protection +2, masterwork longspear, travel diary, legal, blanket Blue Dragon Lineage elimination slot to create a ball of lightning for a spell level; Range 30 ft., +7 touch, 1d6+4 electricity Dragoncast (Su) Three times a day,
Rothan can cast a spell up to level 4 as if affected by Silent spell and Still Spell metamagic feats, eliminating the need for verbal and somatic components. : Base for special spell attack Fort Ref will dragon affinity, Dragon Domain — Retention Level Bonus Save Draconic Senses 1st +0 +2 +2 +0 Breath of Life +1 Level of Existing Divine
Spelling Class 2nd +1 +3 +3 +0 Energy Resistance +1 Level of Existing Divine Spelling Class 3 +2 +1 +1 +1 Wings +1 Level at Existing Level divine spelling category 4 +3 +4 +4 +1 — 5 +3 +4 +4 +4 +4 +1 +1 +1 level of existing divine spelling class 6a +4 +5 +2 damage reduction 5/magic +1 level of existing divine spelling class 7 +5 +5
+5 +5 +5 +5 — 8th +6 +6 +6 +2 Energy immunity +1 level of existing divine spelling class 9+6 +6 +6 +6 +3 +1 level of existing divine class 10 +7 +7 +7 +7 +3 Draconic surge +1 level of existing divine magic class (4 + Level Modifier) Bluff, Concentration, Diplomacy, Information Gathering, Healing, Intimidation, Knowledge (arcana),
Knowledge (Religion), Knowledge (Aircraft) , Listening, Magistrate, Spot. for the purpose of determining spells per day, level of swallowing, triost, fire , or sonic) that your dragon affiliate or spells known. is immune, resistant to or dealing with breath impairment. You are gaining resistance 20 to this kind of energy. If your Dragon Affinity
(Ex): Your concept of yourself as part of the chosen dragon diversity has no energy immunity, an energetic world dragon that serves your church draws on mystical resistance, or energy breath weapon, you can get resistance to a connection to a certain kind of dragon that you consider connected fire 20.with your deity. On the 1rd level,
choose a kind of dragon (such as gold or red), which has alignment within one step of your wings (Su): on the 5th level, you can get the opportunity to sprout and align your affinity for this kind of dragon bordering release wings as a free action. Wings are bluff's supernatural bonus +5 circumstances, diplomacy, collect effects, growing
through clothes and armor without damag-Information, and Sense Motive checks made on them. The wings coincide with the appearance of the wings of the dregon of this variety. the dragon variety with which you have an affinity. Dragon Domain: On level 1, you can get the power provided with the wings, you can fly at a speed equal to
your land and spells access the Dragon domain. If the speed of a spell with good maneuverability. You can fly in light, usually does not allow access to a domain, you can add magic medium, or heavy armor, but not when you carry a heavy load.on dragon domain in the list of spells of your divine slaughter- Flying with the wings takes as
much concentration as class. move, leaving you free to pronounce spells, make extensive attacks, or take other actions. The Dragon domain appears in Draconomicon and SpellCompendium. Its power provided allows you to add Bluff and at the 10th level, the speed of the midrest is increased to twice your baseIntimida to your list of
divine spelling class skills, and land speed.its domain spells are (in ascending order of level) magic fang, resist energy, greater magic fang, voice of the dragon (see Draco- This ability counts as having a speed of the midrest , when qualifyingnomicon or Spelling Compendium) , faithfully see stone, dragon ally for feats such as Flying Attack
(MM 303) and Wing (MM(see Damage Reduction (Su): On level 7, your connection to dra-Draconic Senses: Ar 2nd level, you earn conical energies of Dragon senses gives you hiding as hard as a dragon, although (see page 17) as a bonus feat, even if you don't meet the prereq, you don't look any different. If you already have this feat,
you can choose another drastic feat for which you meet the premise. Energy immunity (Su): On level 9, your relationship with draconian energy is so complete that you get immunity to energy Breath of Life (Su): On level 3, you can get the ability to enter you have chosen to resist level 4.channel positive energy in breathing weapon. As
standard, you can spend one use of your order undemanding the ability to draconian Surge (Ex): on the 10th level, you can become filled with 30-foot, conical breathing. Breathing with draconian energy, which makes you physically and mentally armed, deals with 1d6 points of damage at the level of the undemanding; larger with dragon.
You earn +1 bonus to strength, dexterity, successful reflex saving (DC 10+ class level + Cha modifier) or Constitution (your choice) and +1 bonus of Intelli-halves this damage. Living beings in the field of leadership, wisdom, or charisma (your choice). Once you have a weapon to heal 1 point of damage for the set bonuses with two
capability results, they can not be damaged. change. Often, dragon wool is accompanied by a slight physical change in your appearance — for example, energy resistance (Ex): On level 4, your relationship with your eyes can become more draconian, or your hairdragon variety has an affinity with growing to give you can change your color
to march a tint of dragon varietyenergy resistance. Choose a kind of energy (acid, cold, electric- you have an affinity village. PLAY THE FAST WING CHURCH, with paladins like claws, divine magic as cleaning You more than just a servant of your god. , lower them at a fast speed and destroy them, you look to carry dragons, study
examples of purifying power. Although you may spend more time priests and dragons working together, and imagined supporting your allies than hitting enemies directly, you are a mighty, draconian assistant to your god. Over time, you did it from the front of every battle. You have powers that do not realize that your faith in this role has
been well placed. And you have begun to accept not only to continue the purposes of your church. You may not seem divine magic from your deity, but the gifts of dragon silydragon, but you have spiritually accepted so well.as his religious vocation. At first, these changes seemed trivial. While you have had access Finishing your church
considers you a blessed champion, for a few new spells and you may notice things you would once have hinted at your deity as a sign of special service. He didn't show up in them, I couldn't upset you. But as a youth, Church leaders urge you to get on with it especially and develop, you have learned that you have indeed been poisonous
missions that others have failed to carry out. They're different. Listen and Spot are skills for you, allowing notification to be self-sufficient by taking on any threat without increasing your avid senses to be consistent with anyaid of common members of the church. Alternatively, in your group. In the end, you will achieve a natural speed of the
much, as your superiors can see you with suspicion. Although well, which allows you to take flyby attack (MM 303) and the likeYou feel like you are a dragon in favor of higher titles, flights increase feats.others in the church do not understand why a divine agent is drawn to such an arcade symbol. In this case, your church resources are
testing you, wary of your true intentions and unwilling- You have gone beyond the traditional role of a ning agent to give you the benefit of the doubt, but no matter what church, encompassing a symbol usually associated with an unwavering relationship with your church, you are largely cut spelling. Even if your deity has connections to
dragons or mysterious from your help - and that's a line. You have learned to rely on magic, others in the church are not sure how to help you. you must be prepared for the loneliness that choice brings. You can create close alliances to protect your back, but as far as Others of your faith are concerned, you are alone. As a fast winger,
your place is at the forefront of any conflict, but you need to use your higher senses and mobility to keep SWIFT WINGS IN THE WORLD from being cut off or run over. The fact that you were a front-line boiler before you became a fast winger, you have to remember I can't tell the interpretation of a silver dragon as a pre-stand - that you're
not as tough as a full paladin. If I get into Pellor's light. I also cannot argue against the effectiveness that is in this class as a cleric, your main function remains with the members of our congregation who believe that the interpretation is unchanged— heal and help your allies, the evil, and – Prelat Phelan, the Supreme Priest of Pellerosup
supports the primary fighters. You can do this while Swift wings are crusaders who try to strive to feed and remove the bar, even in heavy armor, and now you have the protective enemies of their church. Not To sit and wait to survive longer it attracts enemy fire. Do not stand in a report about the enemies to filter them, they search the
world and let them get cold. Rather, you are looking for the most errors of correct. While the fast wing has an effect when you choose your targets carefully, picking on the enemy of its deity is active or enemies of faith, healing comrades close to death and throwing full on their religion are in trouble, it will bring its power to throw itself
against enemies beyond the reach of a hammer. to fight where he can do his best. Progress organisation You have put a tool in the way of the fast wing for the first time when you link up between a quick wing and the minister heard an elder of your church describe the faithful as a £holy hierarchy of her church is tense at best. Because
she's still evil at the service of your deity. Most listeners command the divine powers given by her deity, a quick one heard nothing more than an analogy to it. the power of faith, the wing rightly claimed to have followed its dogs. but a deeper truth was revealed to you. But its unorthous faith structure makes it difficult for servants in the form
of archeons and other celestial—why typical priests understand it. In many cases, fast wing not dragons, too? Not all dragons would be suitable, but they are treated like a loose cannon, allowing them to fight for the church with the image of a certain kind of dragon acting as a mortal but not accepted as a member of its inner circle. a
warrior for your deity stuck in your head. You have begun to see every Church role as part of the draconian whole of the excluded from the structure of its organization, the quick wing is more likely than many clergy to seek their own allies. She knows that she has separated from the fast wings, has offended that mortals dare to drain from
their fellow priests, and is ready to work with draconian energies that pass through the world. Their anger and others on her order may be dubious. The fast wing often causes them to attack fast wings first— they can't compromise its principles, but it gives friends and identifies superiors, of course, comrades, as long as they help bring
them further, any enemy who would fear good pasty or immature opponents of her godly. Without an official place in her dynasty, she is hostile to a fast wing. Demons, devils, cultists.own organization, it must learn to make one in whatever and evil monsters all see fast winged group will have it. As strong threats that must be elimi-A fast
wing still performs the role that it plays before it is fol-en. If she loathes, she has a careless weapon, a cryoole, a loathed war. Positive in the top energy.of combat, if it was like a cleric, it remains a SWIFTsupporting character who can keep LORewn in battle. Swiftwings have power: characters with full personalities line up in Noel's can
provide edge leadership, or Knowledgegroups or Knowledgegroups (religion) can descend into research. How do I learn more from them to tell them. When they are heroes, do not make party leaders, skill test, the most important or paraphrases to be accomplished, we include each mission so as not to be undermined by the lower
DCs.authority of their DC 10: A quick command. The wing is a divine songwriter who has NPC Reactions A fast wing is an enemy of its evil opposing churches, which its church opposes aspects of draconian origin. Among members of her faith, a fast DC 15: While the wing rarely gets confidence from more than indifference, its high
priests, it is a quick wing, though her actions devoted to her actions can win her enemies greater deity and respect after others use supernatural people to get to know her. Typi-dragonlike abilities, as divine agents remain indulgence or suspicious, but to find and destroy them.powerful well-aligned wizards, wizards and dragons DC 20:
Fast wing has restricted access to divine spells are friendly to fast wings, seeing them as open minds. but gains fervent sensations, the power of flight, breathable weaponAl common folk are often friendly to fast wings, moved that emits positive energy, and resistance similar to that naturally and their reluctance to allow the desk- the
dragon.cracy clogging their quest to make the world a better place. Finding a quick wing working in a given area requires evil books of all kinds to be unfriendly to talking to locals quickly: church officials are unlikely to help those dragging, viewing them as hybrid threats that are too dangerous - looking for one of their black sheep. DC 15
gathered an informant to risk leaving alive. Evil dragons are openly hostile, revealing the details of every quick wing known to local nobles, ordinary people or brigades. SWIFT WINGS IN THE GAME ORIELLE BLADEY CR 10A Fast Wing does not require extensive organization or church Female Human Cleric 5/Fast Wing 5 to support
her. Any pasarick or paladin that meets lg medium humanoid input requirements can choose to follow this little radical Init +1; She senses the low vision, listening +5, road to point 9, knowing that she is set aside from the languages General, Dragon traditional ranks of her religion. All it needs is a gentle AC 21, touch 12, flat end 20 (+ 1
Dex, +9 armor, +1 deviation) boost, perhaps from lonely fast wing or prayer book HP 54 (10 HD) or sermon that compares the agents of its deity to power power Fire 20 from a dragon. From there, the wing must quickly find its fortress +9, ref. +9. Speed 20 ft. (4 squares) in a full plate, base 30 ft.; fly 40 ft. (good) Swift wings are self-
confident characters who ignore Melee +1 morningstar +8/+3 (1d8+1) Base Atk +6/+1; Grp +6 restrictions on their church hierarchies in favor of receiving special breath-of-life actions, feat of strength 1 day, greater things done. A player looking for a character who turns 1/day, spontaneous casting (cure spells), turning over extensive



restrictions or support networks can enjoy a quick undemanding 9/day (+2, 2d6+7, level 5) independence wing. The prestigious class must also appeal battle high schools for light wounds (50 charges) to players who want to make their clerics more interesting, Pastoral Spells Prepared (CL 8th): experiment with draconian forces, or try a
character similar 4th - divine power, freedom of movement, shield 3rd - distracts magic, invisibility carrion, prayer, crack protection, but with different abilities. energy, sing light0 (+7 varies touch) 2nd -center weapon, strong bull, hold man (DC 15), Adaptation resist energy, Silence (DC 15) 1st- Bless, Command (DC 14), Finding Evil (2),
Enlarging Since this prestige class requires that a participant must become (not rebuke) the undemanding, fast wing is persona (DC 14), protection from evil 0 - detection of magic (3), guidance, resistance (2), designed for good heroes over the evil, although neutral D: Domain spell. Deity: Pelor. Domains: Dragon, a cleric can qualify. To
make quick wings in effect, Sun dragon agents of evil instead, DM can simply change abilities Str 10, Dex 12, Con 13, Int 10, Wis 17, Cha 14 requirement to allow characters that can be repeated inedet. Feats Draconic SensesB†, Extra Turn, Improved Such Evil Fast Wings can be favored humanoid agents ofTiamat or members of a
church controlled by an evil dragon. Counters, Quick Drawing, Morning Star in Eberron's Campaign, Fast Wing Class Can Be Connected Skills Concentration +14, Diplomacy +4 (+9 with Golden Dragons), Knowledge (arcana) +5. Knowledge (Religion) +10, Knowledge (Planes) +4, Listen +5, Spellcraft +9, somehow to dragon brands,
keep draconian con- Spot +9 nection but change it to better titration this world. Possessions plus +1 full plate, +7 morningstar, protection ring +7, Wisdom +2 handrail, elementary Encounter (fire), divine scrolls of removing blindness / deafness, removing the curse, eliminating diseases, and neutralizing poisonFoon characters usually
encounter a fast wing, While it Breath of Life (Su) As a standard action, Oriel can spend one is engaging in a dangerous task alone or searching for allies trying to create a breathing weapon (30-foot to undertake such a task. Of course, if adventurers have a cone), which deals with 5 points of damage to the undemanding (Reflex
reputation (deserved or otherwise) for spreading evil or DC 17 half). Living creatures caught up in the destruction of a firearm can hunt them down to ask for a tour de perspition - instead being treated for five points of damage to a nation for their actions. A group that can reasonably claim to have been mistaken for evil avoids immediate
assault, feat of strength (Su) As a free action, Orielle can give, but the quick winger openly tags along with them for a while for himself + 5 bonus for improving strength for round 1. A quick wing is Dragon Affinity (Ex) Her affinity for the Golden Dragons gives the Orioles + 5 bonus for the circumstances of Bluff, Diplomacy, Information
Gathering and Sense Motive checks not afraid to take a group of adventurers to get involved if they prove in relation to dragons of this variety. Wings (Su) Orielle can grow and dismiss the wings as a free EL 10: Oriel Blasworthy, pelor's fast winger, is an action. It can fly in light, medium or heavy armor, but not when carrying a heavy load.
It can charge, shoot down a group of evil attackers, it suspects it is in double moves or running in flight. She has hunted them for a lot of concentration, such as walking, freeing her to throw spells, weeks, but missing the feat of the song, she has little choice but to make range attacks, or take other actions. fly in circles over the site of one
of their attacks until it is pouring something. Frustrated, she realised she needed help bringing the attackers to the bay -to help her hope the computers could provide once she saw them beneath her. WYRM WIZARD, based on complex magical theories and reveals the inner workings of every spell in a blink of an eye. Their vast Every
Dragon is like a library full of books, so old their titles have research done side by side with dragons, giving them forgotten. Most would pay dearly for the chance to plunder such a rich experience of incomprehensible magic. resource, but only I have the key to of the doors. Spell: On any level other than the 2nd, 4th and 6th, -Doran Stout,
wyrm free city adviser, you can get new spells a day and increase the caster level (and spells known if applicable), as if you've also earned Wyrm wizards are spellers who learn new spells not a level in the arcane spellcasting class to which you belonged through research and experiment , but rather through tap- before adding the prestige
class level. But you do not believe in the vast wealth of unbreakable knowledge you possess, if you acquire any other benefit, a character of this class would have dragons. Like many other wizards, wizards make a profit. You've had more than one arcion spelling class a long time perfecting their spelling techniques before you become a
wyrm wizard, you have to decide that although most of their spells are based on the teachings of the class to add each level in order to determine spelling friendly dragons. The wizard and his dragon a day, level of voices, and spells famous. you can spend weeks or months in solitude discussing the finer points of spelling manipulation or
exploring new knowledge about Wyrm (Ex): You spend a lot of concepts. Unlike many others who interact with dragons, time exploring the depths of the dragon's magical knowledge, wyrm wizards also act as comrades to spell dragons, giving you a clear advantage over spelling that do not provide insight into the magic that the creature
may not benefit from dranic lessons. Starting from the 1th level, otherwise possesses. by spending at least 1 hour doing nothing but doing research, you can add your class level as a bonus for acquiring WYRM WIZARD knowledge (arcana) made over the next 8 hours. You don't need to consult a dragon to get this insight, although in
general only advisers become wyrm advisers, because if you do, the insight bonus improves by 2. commitment to the study of magic. Other arc wheels explore more dynamic and instinctive spell techniques at level 5, you also get this bonus of spellcraft checking instead of conducting methodical research. Wizards of all for the same
duration. the specialty follows this path, though clerics—because of their love of learning—are a little more common than others. Spelling Study (Ex): One of the biggest advantages you get from consulting with draconian is abilityENTRY requirements to unlock magical secrets forbidden for other wizards. Start- Skills: Knowledge (arcana) 9
ranks, Spellcraft 9 rankings. ing on level 2, select one spell from each spelling list Class Languages: Draconian. (including divine spells), level equal or lower than feats: Any metamagical feat. You can write: Ability to prepare and add this spell to your spelling list for spell class as spell at the same level; all other aspects of the spell remain
unchanged. At any even level there after that, youclass features acquire knowledge and use an additional spell in this way. Warm wizards are extremely good at understanding the basics of spelling and magic. Thanks to the insight of Dragon's Discovery (Ex): On level 3, you can make tempting dragon mentors, wyrm wizards can craft
entire new spells discoveries in the nature of magic thanks to the unique insight of your dragon mentors. Choose any arc magic of upTABLE 2-9: WYRM WIZARD HIT RUN: D4Level Base Fort Ref Will special Spellcasting1st Attack Save Save Bonus + 0 +0 +2 Knowledge at w 1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class Study of spellings
— +0 Draconian discovery (2nd) Spelling study +1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class 2nd +1 +0 +0 +0 + + 3 Knowledge of the gnehara — draconian discovery (4th) , spelling study +1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class 3 0+1 +1 +1 +3 — Conversion of countershliter 4 4 +2 +1 +1 +1 +4 Study spelling +1 level of existing
arcane spelling class 5th +2 +1 +1 +1 +4 Draconic discovery (6th) +1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class Break spell resistance, spelling studies +1 level of existing arcane spellcasting class 6th +3 +2 +2 +2 +2 +5 +1 level of existing arkansas spelling class 7 + 3 +2 +2 + 2 +5 8+4 +2 +2 +6 9 +4 +3 +3 +6 +6 +5 +3 +3 +3 +7 skills
per class (4 + level modifier): Concentration, They are Decipher script, Knowledge (each taken individually), Profession Spellcraft. Up to the 2nd level that you are able to prepare and cast, and advance your magical abilities and your best course any metamagical pacifier you know (with maximum spell slot action is to make friends and
learn from them.correction of four). Once a day, you can apply the effect of this metamagical feat to the selected spell without adjusting combatthe spell slot of the spell or preparing it ahead of time. Like most highways, your strengths are not lying in your abilityOn level 6rh, you can choose a second arcade magic (up to a barge in battle,
but in your talents that allow you to up to level 4) to get this benefit (choice or the same strike from a distance. you know). On level 9, an understanding of magic gathered from many hours you can choose a third mysterious magic (up to level 6) to get a dragon you have astonishment at this benefit, again choose the same or different
spells poured out by others. As such, you often possess the power of inmetamagic feat that you know. Reserve, choosing to react only when other manipulators tryConvert Counterspell (Su): Starting from the 7th level, you do magic on your own. When you're not faced with itcan identify the components of incoming magic instanta- threat,
you prefer to speak spells that have been strengthened, and convert stored arc energy into a countershed. from your research, relying on them to provide significantYou can lose any prepared spell at level 3 or higher to advantage over the standard spells of your enemy.to throw dispel magic as counterspell, or you can lose any prepared
spell at level 6 or higher to throw more progress magic as counterspell. This ability prevents you from learning magic in traditional ways — by turning general spells into spilled magic and just exploring and experimenting. Soon, however, you discovered the counter-slinging application. Normal rides for casting, that there are greater
opportunities for knowledge than books andembroiderspel still apply. sales training. Under the guidance of dragons, you begin to learn more about how magic works, and soon you were able to break a resistance spell (Su): on the 10th level, you can apply your instinct and experience to your own magical pedigree-great insight into the
way creatures naturally resist magical wizards. You are seeking the advice of dragon mentors to solve Arcane, studying the magical protection of dragons. When you mysteries and explore your talents, relying on their insights, which have entered into a target-level check to overcome the magic of purpose, as other wizards rely on musty
and aging instructors. The goal loses its magic is, known to most as a dragon, but for you as teacher.resistance for a number of circles equal to the level of sleep you have spent. As a wyrm wizard, you take advantage of many of the sly and abili-bonds that improve your strength to overcome magical defenses, playing WYRM WIZARD as
an penetration of spells. Moreover, anything that gives you extra magic (such as magical objects that increase yours You always knew that magic holds more promise than intelligence) helps to compensate for your slower acquisition that your mind can imagine. Some secrets from the multiverse of new spells. are beyond human
comprehension, but this fact does not stand against you from trying to puzzle them, which makes each Resourcesattempt explore the great secrets of magic. Unlike some ships in towers or spend every dragons are the largest and most basic resource. Resource. Serial friend-nose, buried in a book, you prefer to look for others who study
and study under real dragons, you can learn the many traces of the same path you have. Dragons, magical creatures about how magic works. Moreover, dragons often provided legend and powerful spelling. are the preferred source that has knowledge or objects that may prove invaluable as long as knowledge, and no one else will be
enough. As such, you have adventures. Moreover, any dragon that acts as its mentoring look at established training centers - colleges, probably becomes protected from you, sometimes coming to your sherbs, wizard academies - and you don't see the need to offer protection if you're threatened. Although you can not rely on thisa reading
and respect that they seem to expect. In fact, protection every time you are in a difficult situation, being skeptical of any dazzling knowledge that does not dragon back your actions is sometimes a powerful advantage, come directly from a dragon, unless you see it with yours, especially when you are shrinking your own eyes superbly. You
often face prejudice and anger from those who don't WYRM WIZARDS in WORLDshare your beliefs, and as such you become defensive when can you ever really trust the word of a dragon? Certainly creatures that questioned the validity of your research. Moreover, so wish wealth should also preserve Arkansas and it seems to
decompose your ability to make amazing discoveries in a relationship that they will simply allow people access to such closely guarded with your dragon allies has given you great confidence to see knowledge. In the end, it's not the first time that The New Above the dragon's spell? all, you believe that dragons hold the key to new
knowledge - Kaia, wizard of Hidden MaskWyrm wizards choose living creatures as their source, so once they return to a place where they can go back to familiar rather than books or relics, which means that their dragon mentors, they have a full report on all the training process is much more dynamic than that of the typical , which
happened to them. This allows them to consult with a full-time doctor. Unlike most characters, wyrm's wizard doesn't teach them dragons about something strange, that locally neatly neatly from the local library to research magical questions, and may have happened during the journey, practice best to look for a friendly dragon to get the
most of the wyrm wizards see as absolutely necessary given his research. As a result, wyrm wizards remain in areas close to the great wisdom of older dragons.to a few friendly dragons, ensuring that they are never far NPC Reactions from the source of their knowledge. Although both types of operations, although adventure actuaries the
magic of the wizards, they travel reduch- are not usually looking for the differences - welcomed by the more so-called viewpoints of so-called wizards and magicaldifferent types of researchers. Their choice is the dargons. Looking for alternative methodsOrganization of training is considered offensive by some and d-A -A wizard gerous by
others, which also means rewards that most traditional wizards and educators will be indif-wisdom of dragons, set on fire at best or enemy looking for the worst. Some see the most insane way to succumb to wizards as double agents who commit suicide in dragons, to serve dragons, deliberately socially. As such, some who allow their
minds to linger wizards live among poisoned in the name of seeking dragons for long periods, they feed more power.of time, acting both in the claiming and partners in mysterious Dragons, according to wyrmresearch. On the other hand, wizards with differentgroups of wyrm wizards will, moods, and while good from time to time, inviting
dragons can be help-dragon to live ful, many evil dragons areamong them to facili- unfriendly or hostile. Often, they are more research. In many evil dragons you see wyrm wiz-cases wyrm wizards actually as smaller creatures that are organized in the same way to rob the secrets of these dragons do. In such cases, but not at the top of
the structure of the power trusting wizard and new young wizards may find themselves in the situ-at the bottom. Natural spellcast-ation that turns dangerous abilities has little to do with a fast.a wyrm wizard position in the terahierchitic, since most wyrm WYRM Wizardwizards respect only those who LORE really unlock secret characters
with ranks inof dragon magic. Knowledge (arcana) can rewrite Doran Sout, a wirmin adviser, to search for wyrm wizards to teach most wizards spend the robbing of the rainbow knowledge of an emerald dragon from their spare time, engaged more for them. When a character does a skill test, read or paraphrase the dragon debate and
filming dragons, including information from the lower domain controllers.magic and the intricacies of spelling. As they travel or sink, wyrm wizards take every possible moment to DC 10: Wyrm wizards are mysterious scientists who use there to advance their journey in daily books or to scroll through the dragon's knowledge of their
research. DC 15: Most wizards are able to change their magistrate to be in prison, the Wizard of WikiLeaks wizard has spells in a way that no other wizard can, turning the message sent, offering a reward to anyone who can intuitively know the magic in a wizard, to shut down the magistrate to let him go and allow him to go on principle. on
the way. DC 20: Wyrm wizards can counteract the spells of other DORAN STOUT 10 stunts because of their understanding of magic. Also, through the With dragons, wyrm wizards can puzzle male human wizard 6/wyrm wizard 4 our mysterious knowledge that other wizards can not. NG Medium Humanoid Initis +5; Senses Listen +2,
Spot +2 DC 30: Characters who achieve this level of success can language commons, Draconic, Dwarven, Elven learn important details about a particular remarkable wyrm wiz- ard, the areas where it works, and the types of activities AC 16, touch 13, flat 15 it undertakes. (+1 Dex, +3 armor, +1 deflection, +1 insight) Wyrm advisors are
less common than standard advisors, but HP 27 (10 HD) can still be found anywhere spellcasters are assembled. How- Fort +3, Ref. Speed 30 feet (6 squares) Instead, they should look for the nearest dragon den. Melee mwk dagger +5 (1d4–1) Base ak +5; Grp + 4 WYRM WIZARDS In the fireball battle gear game, lightning-fast Wirm
wizards work in any campaign that features oppor-Wizard Spells Prepared (CL 8th: 1d20 +10 to overcome SR; research capabilities or knowledge searches. Wyrm wizards really shine when they have time to conduct research between adventures. It still contributes in different ways, the 2nd - invisibility, hammer, burning beam (+6 varying
touch) to focus on mysterious spells in exchange for greater utility in the campaign. web (DC 16) adaptation 1st - feather fall, magic rocket (2), beam of enfeeblement (+6 varies touch), sleep (DC 15) In campaigns where providing with dragons is not common (or can be taboo), just revisit wyrm class wizard 0- detect magic (2), light, read
magic, so it acquires knowledge from another source. Since the counselor class of a counselor was born out of his ability to sift through Abilities Str 8, Dex 12, Con 10, Int 18, Wis 14, Cha 10 knowledge of ancient magical beings, try to replace sq knowledge of wyrm, spelling research, draconian other long-standing race with natural
spelling abilities such as celestial, celestial or internal. Nevertheless, adapting the discovery that the class thus requires a little more than and should not involve significant changes in feats combat casting, Craft Wondrous ItemB, Empower game mechanics. Spell, Improved Countershlit, Improved Initiative, Scribe ScrollB, Spell Penetration
Skills Rating +7, Concentration +13, Decryption Script +12, Diplomacy +6, Information Collection +2, Knowledge (arcana) +17, Knowledge (History) +8, Knowledge (Planes) +10, Listen +2, Sense Motive +6, Spell +17, Place +2 Possessions Combat Gear plus +2 Reinforced Armor, Masterwork Dagger, Protection Ring +1 , Dusty Pink
Yun Stone , backpack, laurel, kvil and ink, a small mirror, a book about spells, spells component bag, travel diary Spellbook spells prepared plus 0– all; alert, charmer, understandable languages, rapid retreat, identification, memag armor, shield; 2nd - darkness, fiery sphere, cloud fog, see invisibility, brittle, spider climbs; 3- blink, explosive
runes, a bit of a rush, holding a man, protecting from energy, proposition; 4th – Energizing, StonekinSenplтък Knowledge about Wyrm, spending at least 1 hour doing nothing but doing nothing, Doran can add +4 to the knowledge Wyrm wizards are different from other wizards because they (arcana) do for the next 8 hours. the wisdom of
dragons and will stop at nothing to achieve a higher level of unbreakable understanding. Doran's spelling research can shed healing serious wounds and freedom of movement as arcane magic. EL 10: A Wyrm adviser named Doran Stout has travelled in search of a particular dragon to ask a question about some Draconian detection once
a day, Doran can do magic research. While stopping in a village along the way, burning the ray of magic without changing its level or preparing that encountered any problems. Doran casually mentioned that he was once looking for a dragon to learn from, to stir the wrath of a local magistrate whose wife was killed years ago by a dragon.
Afterore of all other creatures, dragons are this chapter opens with a variety intimately bound to the primary forces of magic. spells that owe part of their identity Even the greatest Arkansas are only scratched on the mighty dragons, whether as creator, the surface of what a dragon can do in this arena. or inspiration. Then, she presents a
newAs she achieves effortlessly with magic will take many dragon-themed opportunities for psion heroanimals to master. Essentially, dragons are created (psionic forces), dragon fire witches (breathing effects andfrom a mixture of magic and the most basic elements associated with callings), wizards (confessions), incarnation-wielding
strongly to magical Just as individual magic grinders (soulmelds) and leaders who increase tal-item or locale can be a focal point for magical energies, ents of their allies (marshals and dragon shamans, grown dragons are focal points for the flow of magic - alive, Miniatures Handbook and Player's Handbook, redirected breathing between
its raw power and the rest of the dot). Moreover, it describes the news of Ashardalon, the world. a great dragon that once threatened all reality and now exists in a kingdom beyond life and death, available Therefore, it is not surprising that dragons inspire wide to be called and bound by mortals.range of magical traditions. Whether the
spells, powers, call and other options in this chapter represent the chapter ends with two new systems of ground-based attempts to imitate the innate talent of dragons or harness the magic of dragons. First, draconian traditions created and taught by dragons are intangible. Auri allow the characters to project the likeness of The Scholars
agree that many spells and magical abilities really draconian power, which benefits themselves and theirhorgized with draconian origin, although most have been diluted allies. Second, dragon appeals provide characters from the years to the point where they are simply shadows of a means by which to make a mystical deal with the magic
stiffened by the dragon. However, some disciples powerful dragon, acquiring spells like magic, devote their lives to studying new ways to emulate the trade in gold and a small trifle of their own dragon power - sometimes, ways that even the dragons never imagine. NEW SPELLS a specialist counsellor can't learn a dual spell if one of the
magic schools is one of his banned schools. Benefits The following new spells are suitable for use in any campaign that applies to a school of magic do not stack up with each other, where the influence of dragons and draconian creatures is felt even if spelling can apply them in both spells around the world. For example, if there is a feat
of spelling for the spelling for the school, it refers to the spelling of two schools normally. However, the Characters get an extra benefit by learning some of them if he takes focus spelling for both two-language spells, as noted in the Special Record after describing spelling related to schools, he still adds only 1 to the difficulty class. This
benefit applies to any character who has a list of savings made against a double-school spell.spell known as bard, wizard, warming (see CompleteArcane) or a favorable soul (see Complete Divine bur), not to be charred with words that are prepared from a class list or scientist, such as a Catholic or a magician. It is applied while the spell
remains POLYMORPH SUBSCHOOLon famous spells. If he later removes the Player's Guide also introduce polymorph subschool.the spell (for example, if a wizard changes it with another spelling Spell of this subscho (also called polymorpho at the same level), it also loses the benefit. Save Dif- abilities of an average member of the new
form in place of his teffist and all other effects), except as described. For its own, except for the following: an example, although a master of heaven is a spell of the 5th level, the goal retains its own alignment (and personality, a flash that you can cast as part of its effect is treated within the limits of the results of the abilities of the new
form). • The target retains its own points of impact. Some spells allow you to sacrifice extra wizard magic • The target is treated as having your normal hit zara for theslot to increase the effect of the spell. In a class of spelling lists, the purpose of determining hit dice-based effects, such amplifying spells are marked with upper A when falling
asleep, although it uses the main attacking end of the new form in the name of the spell. Spontaneous wheels other than a magic bonus, basic savings bonuses and any other statistics that learn one of these spells can sacrifice unwarranted hit dice.spell slots as long as the victim is of the same kind as • The goal retains the ability to
understand all the languages that are written. For example, a cleric or preferred soul, which she understands in her normal form. If the new form is neither a learning sign of an enlightened soul (page 70) can sacrifice favors to be able, say, the purpose retains the ability to rotate or the spiritual slots for the magical spell to magnify this
spell. and these languages. If the new form is in a state really, some of the new spells are intended only for orators, or for wizards and members of other classes, but not wizards. However, these are sober in the burial of a yacht; most of the spells available to wizards are dragon-attracted to wizards. Mourners of all racesDUAL-
SCHOOLSPELLS Dual School spells, which ap-screamed for the first time in Handbook II player, have effects that span two separate schools of magic. In any case, these spells are treated as longings for both schools at the same time, no matter. Effects that prevent an AC cesssing school of dual school spelling pre-- ventilating all
access to this spell. For example, for writing in some way (even a primitive way, such as a new BLACKGUARD drawing in the dirt with the purpose can write in the languages it understands. 2nd level Soul of Shadow: Mapped spells thrown by or on youIn all other ways, the standard statistics of the goal game are greater effect.effectively
replaced with those of the new form. The aim is to disable all special abilities of its normal form, including its functions of the NEW SPELLSclass, even if the new form could normally be used level 3 to use these class functions. if the size of the new shape is different from the normal Adoration of the Dread: Make the scary creatures
friendly to you. If there is not enough room for greater effect, the new form. the spell fails. Soul in the shade: Inflicting wounds pronounced by or on you, any equipment worn or carried by a target mills in the new one has a greater effect.shape and becomes dysfunctional. When the goal returns to normal form, all objects that have been
glued to the new Vision of the Omniscient Eye: Gain +10 bonus of Spotform reappears in the same place on your body previously checked, immunity to dazzling or dazzle, and one use of faerie fire.occupied and functional again. All the new elements that level 4 have worn out of the new shape fall and land on the sfeet target. Brand of
Enlightened SoulA: Spells win a good descriptor and deal with additional damage to evil creatures. The speller can freely determine the second-physical qualities of the new shape (such as hair color and skin color) and a touch of black SoulA: Spells acquire evil insignificant physical qualities (such as height, weight and descriptor, and
deal with additional damage to good beings.sex), within the normal creature ranges of this kind. 6th level Goal of polymorphic magic is effectively disguised as oracle eyes: Gain +2 bonus to AC and reflexcture of its new shape, and it receives a bonus +10 of disguise saves; verify that it is using this option to create a cover. If the purpose
of polymorphic magic is tempered or turns out to be NEW DRUID Spellsunconscious, the spell ends. Any part of the body that is separated from the whole remains polymorphized until the end of the 1th leveleffect. Path of Frost: Creating a frozen path on earth that Incorporated creatures, gaseous creatures, and creatures slow motion and
engage in cold damage.the species of the plant are immune to polymorphic spells. A creature of shapechanger subtype (such as lycanthrope or doppel- decaying age: a cloud of rotting debris or nasty one creature, providing a disguise for others.gangper) can return to its natural form as a standard action. 2nd LevelNEW SPELLING
KILLER: Earn +5 Bonus on Climb, Jump, and Swim Checkers. Fury: Earn a bonus in melee damageThusing instinct: Earn +5 bonus on checks and throws and one use of a real strike. - No, no, no NEW BARD SPELLS Vision of Omniscient Eye: Earn a bonus +10 on-site inspections, immunity to dazzle or dazzle, and a 2nd level fire faerie
usage. Wing: Create wings that can become a gust of soul anarchy: Win +5 of Escape Artist checks and rough checks to avoid roughness, your natural wind or obscuring weapons are chaotically aligned, and you're treated like a Wreath of Flames: Flames around you deal 1d6 damage are chaotically aligned to solve effects. to
neighboring enemies; Your melee attacks handle +1d6 fire3rd damage level. Adoration of the cowards: Make scary level 4 creatures friendly to you. Shifting sands: become a swirling sand Vision of the Omniscient Eye: Earn +10 spot cloud bonus; to use a wind gust. blinded or blinded, and one use of fairies. Primary Senses: Cain with low
light vision and +5 bonus of Listen and Spot checks.6th level call 5th level twilight defender: summon twilight air lord to heaven: earn a flight and one of the guardians to fight for you. flash; slow air creatures. Primary speed: Earn a +5 bonus on Reflex saves and +10- NEW SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS ft. speed bonus. 1-level Conj rot at
ages: a cloud of rotting debris or fog from smoldering stone: Volcanic rocks handle a 4d6-foot-tall creature, providing a disguise of crowded and 8d6 fire damage in 60-foot. for others. NEW HEXBLADE DIV DIV DRAGON SPOT: Discover dragons and dragon-dragon creatures within 25 feet.2-level necro rots at ages: a cloud of rotting
debris sickens or adoring scary: Make scary creatures nasty a creature, provides hiding friendly to you. for others.3rd Level Trans Hoard Gullet: Get a second stomach to store the items, similar to the bag on the holding. Verdant Domain Trance: Charm an opponent for 3 rounds and make the goal vulnerable to your mind- Frost's Path:
Create a frozen path on the ground affecting abilities. which slows down movement and harms the cold. NEW PALLADINI spells 2nd level1 trans magic of Dragonheart: Improving soul-of-order benefits: Gain +2 will save to resist your draconian pacifiers. Just a magician's spell. Spells, your natural weapons are legally aligned, and you are
treated as a legal-aligned primary hunter: get +5 bonus on Climb, Jump, Judge Effects. and inspections of the swimming pool. The Wizard spells only.2th level Soul of Anarchy: Win +5 on Escape Artist checks and grabs to avoid looting, Soul of Light: The Healing Spells Poured Out of On you are natural weapons are chaotically aligned,
and greater effect. treated as erratically assimilated to determine the effects. NEW RANGER SPELLS SPELLS On order: Gain +2 will save to resist 1-level enchantments, your natural weapons are legally aligned, and are treated as legal- Primal Hunter: Get +5 bonus on climb, jump, and aligned to determine effects. - I'm checking for
swimming. Univ Dragoneye Rune: create an invisible draconic2 brand of object or creature. Primary Instinct: Earn +5 bonus on initiative checks and level 3 survival checks. Div Vision of the Omniscient Eye: Gain +10 bonus3rd level of on-site inspections, immunity to dazzle or dazzle, and one use of faerie fire. Primal Senses: Get low light
and a +5 bonus on listening and spot checks. The Frenzy: Bonus win on melee damage rolls and one using a real strike.4th level Ench Adoration of Scary: Scary Primal Speed: Earn a bonus +5 of Reflex saves and creatures friendly to you. +10-ft. speed bonus. Evoc Vision of the Omniscient Eye: Earn +10 BonusNEW SHUGENJA
SPELLS on-site inspections, immunity to dazzled or dazzled, and one use of faerie fire.3rd Level Wingblast: Creating wings that can be transformed into Air Wingblast: Creating wings that can be transformed into wind gusts or darkening fog. gusts of wind or darkened fog. Wreath of flames: Flames around you handle 1d6 damage to
neighboring enemies; Your melee attacks handle +1d6 fire damage. Sanguine Rage's trans-rage: Bonus win on rolls for melee damage and one use of a real strike. At least dragonshape: Take the form of a pseudodragon. Primary Instinct: Earn +5 bonus at the initiative of level 7 checks and survival checks. Just a magician's spell. Abj
Justice of Wyrm KingA: Create a field of Wingblast: Create wings that can become an arc force that deals with 4d6 damage to the melee gust of wind or dimming fog. Attackers.4 level kiss of draconian definition: hinder nearby spelling; one spell automatically. Conj Firestride Exhalation: 8d6 points of fire damage in a 30-foot cone, and
teleport anywhere Evoc Glorious Master of Elements: Sewage acid, within the zone. electrical or fire damage within the range of sensor attacks. Charm Trance from the Verdant domain: Charm an opponent for 3 rounds and make a target trans aspect of the platinum dragon: Take the form vulnerable to your mind-boggling. of bahamut.
Just a magician's spell. Evoc Firestride Exhalation: 8d6 Fire Points Univ Arcane Spellsurge: Reduce the time to cast damage into a 30-foot cone and transporter everywhere your mysterious spells. within the area. 8th level sand displacement transition: Become a rotating sand cloud; to use a wind gust. Charm the mind of the Labyrinth:
confuse enemies who are trying to of your mind; Dominate one such Necro Curse of the Lord's elements: Donate a damned attacker. to enemies, making them more susceptible to your energy damage. Trans aspect of chromatic dragon: Take the form of an aspect of Niamat. Thiamat. only a spell. Trans Mark of Enlightened SoulA: Spells
win a good descriptor and deal with additional damage to the evil 9th level creatures. Evoc burst of Glacial anger: freeze nearby creatures, Crossing shifting sands: turn them into hard blocks of ice. rotating sand cloud; to use a wind gust. Trans-Outburst of Ice Wrath: Freezes Nearby Creatures, Primal Senses: Acquire Light and +5 Turns
Them into Solid Blocks of Ice. listening bonus and on-the-spot checks. Just a magician's spell. NEW WU JEN SPELLS 2nd Level Touch of Black SoulA: Spells win the evil descriptor and deal with additional damage to good all Dragoneye Rune: Creating invisible dragon creatures. Sign on object or creature.5 level Conj 3rd level
Unconfirmed Vigor of DragonlordsA: Cure the Fire Wreath of Flames: Flames around you deal 1d6 alone at 5d6 or more damage points. damage to neighboring enemies; Your melee attacks deal wizard magic only. +1d6 fire damage. Evoc Master of Heaven: earn a flight and one use of level 4 flash; slow air creatures. Exhaling fire: 8d6
flames of fire Trans form of desert hunter: Take the form of damage in a 30-funnel cone and transporter everywhere dragon. within the area. Master of Heaven: win a flight and one use of level 6 lightning; slow air creatures. All Eyes on Oracle: Gain +2 AC Bonus and Level 6 Reflex Saves; additional action is ready. Conj Call the Defender
of Twilight: Summon a fiery haze of smoldering stone: volcanic stones handle twilight guardian to fight for you. 4D6 beating and 8D6 fire damage with 60-cone. Oracle's Div Eyes: Gain +2 bonus to AC and reflex saves; further action is ready. 7th Level Evoc Haze at Smoldering Stone: Volcanic Stones tackle all Arcane Spellsurge:
Reducing casting time to 4d6 beatings and 8d6 fire damage in 60 arcane spells. funnel for the leg. Dragon Channel: Get a breathing weapon and Trans Lesser Dragonshape: Take the form of great resistance to red or damage reduction, depending on the dragon. preferred item. Primal Speed: Earn +5 bonus on Reflex saves and +10-ft.
speed bonus. Just a magician's spell. SPELL Green and yellow sparks fly off your body Four scratch heads sprouts from your DESCRIPTIONS as a light breeze lifts, lifting bulk debris shoulders. and spins around with a weak swirler. The spells here are presented in the form of an aspect of alphabetical order, except, This spell accelerates
the flow of magic Tiamat (see page 110). You get 100 of those whose names start with you, speeding up your magical, temporary hits that disappear less (see Order of presentation, ability. Casting time for a mysterious end to the spell. (for PH 181). spells are reduced as well as подробности, вижте Полиморф субшучилищна на
страница 60.00.Adoration of The Normal NewFRIGHTFUL Evil: Evil: Evil aligned characters can casting time casting time cast this magic. Charm (Charm) [Mind-influencing] 1 standard action 1 aspect of quick action at PLATINUM DRAGON level: Bard 3, 3, hexblade 2, 1 full round 1 standard action wizard/wizard 3 Transmutation
(Polymorph) [Ok] 2-10 rounds less than level: Sorcerer 7 Components: V, S, good casting time: 1 standard action normal casting time: 1 fast action Range: 60 ft. Range: Private area: 60-ft radius of desired action. Arcane spellsurge has no effect on any Goal: You write with casting time greater than Duration: 1 round/level (D) centered on
you 1 minute or the casting time is not specified in Duration: 1 minute/table level. Your body expands in size as you grow saving Throw: will deny the platinum scales and powerful nail resistance to spells: Yes you can not choose to ignore this effect; and teeth. A pair of large wings germ germicle that you can not choose to do magic using
your back. Thunderbolt is the normal casting time. Thus, if all of you, washing over spoiled creatures and spells usually have casting time 1 You rake the form of one aspect of forcing them to show you that they observe the standard actions, they take 1 quick action Bahámut (see page 108). Instead, you get 110, and since you can't get
any more temporary points that disappear at casting, you radiate from one quick action in one round, at the end of the spell. For a magical aura that causes fearsome will not be able to make multiple spells for details, see Polymorph Subsuchil creatures to refrain from harm until under the mysterious effect of page 60. (If you do not have
access to you. (If you have Draconomicon spells available, replace Tem, a creature of the spell aspect that has casting times of 1 full circle, you pester Draconomicon feat with Great Cleave.) shaken, frightened or panicked have theirs, can still throw more than one attitude at you, shifted to friendly these spells of round.) Good: Only good
signs (see Influence on NPC Attitudes, PH 72). a wizard or other spontaneous spontaneous sacrament can spell you out. This effect ends with a creature if the departure can weigh metamagnetic magic (as the fear effect is removed, or if you or standard action) and normal magic (such as allied SPUT attacks the creature or otherwise
rapid action) in the same circle. GLACINI ALLEGEDLY TOOK HOSTILE ACTION AGAINST HIM. This spell doesn't stack up with Evocation/Transmutation [Cold] Special: A character who learns this other effect that diminishes the acting-level spell: The Wizard/Wizard 9 spell gets a +1 competency bonus during inging. Components: V, S
Check. Casting time: 1 standard action from the dragon bark range: 30 feet 30 feet SPELLSURGE SUBTYPE (see page 4), you can cast this area: Cone-shaped eruption as a quick action. Duration: Instant Universal Saving: Sorcerer/Wizard Level 7, wu jen 7 aspect of the Resistance spell: Yes chromatic dragon (all) Rapid accumulation
of ice-blue energy centered components: V, S transmutation (Polymorph) [Evil] on your hand quickly becomes a huge casting time: 1 standard level of action: wizard 8 bubble of freezing that washes up in the range: V, S, landscape, freezing immortals in its path. Goal: You Casting Time: 1 Quick Action Duration: 1 Round/Level Scope:
Personal Purpose: You Duration: 1 Round/Level (D) Your Body Becomes Highly Muscular as Multicolored Is Ingesting Covers Your Flesh. You can create a burst of icy energy that 1/2 remaining casting time of the twilight keeper: 1 quick action flash-freezes all creatures within hit points before the victim. Range: Middle spell area. The
spell consists of 1g6 points of cold damage for a list level (maxi- Special: A character who learns this (100ft. + 10ft./level) mum 25d6 points). Each living creature spell receives +1 target competency bonus: one being/4 levels reduced to -1 or fewer hit points is not knowledge (nature) checks. Duration: 24 hours killed instead of turning into
hard ice Saving Throw: Will deny (similar to flesh to stone, but with ice DCHRAAGNONNEL Spell Resistance: Yes instead of stone). Effectively, magic can not reduce the strokes of creature Transmutation Ghostly images of elemental beasts flying from below -9. Successful fortitude retention level: Wu jen 7 (all) his outstretched hand,
sinking enemies and half the damage. Components: V, S shadowing curse on idem. Casting time: 1 full circle one creature turned to hard ice of this range: Personal This spell puts a curse on the targets, spells acquires hardness 10, and immu- target: You make them more susceptible to your lowness of cold and electricity. But magical
attacks. When throwing this also acquires vulnerability to fire, and any duration: 1 round /spell level, choose acid, cold, electricity or fire; a frozen creature reduced to -10 or less, which is affected by the spell, immediately takes blows of fiery damage, sensing the mighty force of the elemental extra 1g6 points of damage from any melting
(and dies). Once this happens, the nests flood your spirit and reinforce the spells that damage this creature can be returned to your body. Your flesh hardens and is an energetic type. The additional damage is not just with a miracle, a real resurrection or a glow of the eyes. other effects, such as the spell of desire of the Blazing special
ability, nor applied to few creatures represent both mystical damage that deal with other characters. Special: One of the characters who learns this and more than dragons. spells acquire resistance to cold 5, which you harden into the spiritual power of these As part of the casting of this spell, accumulates with every other resistance of the
cold magnificent creatures to get breath you can sacrifice an additional wizard who already possesses. weapons and defensive capabilities based on a spell slot up to level 9; this is a preferred element (and the dragon increases additional damage fromcall of the channel variety, channeled by the spell). See the 1-point spell for the
sacrificedTWILIGHT DEFENDER table table below for details. Slot. For example, if you spend a magic slot on level 4 to cast a curse on the elemental masters Conjuration (Summon) The drying weapon takes the form and a spell slot on the 6th level to increase it, level: Druid 6, wizard 6 of the 15-foot cone burst. Using the resulting curse
add 1d6+6 points from Components: V breathing weapon requires standard damage to damage to achieve the casting time goal: 1 full round action, and every time you breathe, you of your magic of the selected energy range: Close (25 feet. + 5 ft./2 levels) you need to wait 1d4 round before breathing type. The curse of elemental masters
can not be an effect: a twilight guardian again. The resistance of the scrub is not applied distracted, but can be removed by any course of action: 1 round/level against the effect of the shooting weapon. effect that would remove the curse. Rescue Throw: No Resistance to Magic: No Breath Breath Training Special element: If you're of
dragon subtype (see page 4), the additional damage Ground erupts in a shower of stone (Dragon) Weapon Ability from this spell also applies to yours and dirt accompanied by thunder. breathing weapon (assuming that it deals with standing in the center of the damaged Earth Slow, DR 5/ corresponding type of damage). The earth is a
creature of stone, wood, and plant parts resembling (lie regal form of (honey) 1d6 round adamantine DISCOVERY dragon guardian. Dragonblood (Will Deny) This spell calls for a twilight guard - Deification innovation (see page 121) to fight for you. Fire (Red) 7d6 Fire Resistance Level: Wizard/Wizard 1 Magic functions as a nature
summons Components: V, S allies, but with one exception. Each (Ref half) fire 30 Casting Time: 1 standard action time called twilight range: 60 feet can be sacrificed by touching metal paralysis, DR 5/ Area: Conical emanation (standard action); Twilight duration: Concentration, up to 10 guardian is immediately destroyed and (silver) 1
round adamantina, which you get a number of hit points equal to min./ level (D) (will deny) Saving throw: No Water 7d6 cold resistance against (white) (Ref half) 30 Wood 7d6 acid Resistance (green) (Ref half) half) THE CURSE OF ELEMENTAL LORDS Necromantia Level: Wizard/Wizard 4 Components: V, SDETECT Dragonblood Aura
Power * You feel a fire burning deep inside. Purim scales quickly grow over your creature Faint moderately strong Striking body, a pair of large wings germ germinate from your Dragonblood subspecies (HD) shoulders, and the sulfur aroma fills a dragon type (HD) 10 or lower 11-25 26-50 51 or higher as it transforms into a dragon. 2 or
lower 3-8 9-20 21 or higher This magic functions as the detection of evil, your casting of this spell; not two roles- you take the form of Big Young, except that you find that the aura of you does not create the same scar. Otherwise, a red dragon (see below). You earn 60 dragon-type creatures or arcane brand features, with two temporary hit
points disappearing dragon subtype (see page 4). Exceptions. at the end of the spell. For the amount of information details revealed, see Polymorph Substors depends on how long you study par- First, you can treat the marked object on page 60. areas or subject matter. or a creature known for the purposes of any divination (scrying)
magic. YOUNG RED DRAGON CR 7 1st Round: Presence or absence of dragon creatures. Secondly, three times a day you can Init +0; Senses a blind 20 feet (as a quick action) detects the direction 2nd Circle: Number of dragon- and distance of the marked object or dark vision 120 feet.. low vision, blood in the area, and the power of
the being from you. If the creature is the most powerful aura. Dead or on another plane, you will win no (4 × person), Listen +17, Spot +17 knowledge from this feature. 3th circle: the power and location Languages Draconic of each aura. If the aura is outside your Special: if you are from the dragon line of sight, you can learn its direction
subtype (see page 4), any object or AC 21, touch 9, flat legs 21, but not its exact location. If the aura is a creature with dragoneye rune that wins within the line of sight, you can make +2 bonus for saves against divination (-1 size, +12 natural) knowledge (arcana) check (DC 10 (scrying) spellings or effects thrown by other hp as normal
form (+60 temporary hp) + HD of the target) to determine whether dragon creatures. Immune fire, magical sleep effects, aura is the type of dragon or dragon subspecies. DRAGONSHAPE, AT LEAST Paralysis Fort +11, Ref +8, will +9 Aura POWER: The Power of Dragon Transmutation (Polymorph) The weakness to the aura of the cold-
blooded creature depends on its level: Sorcerer/Wizard 3 Hit Dice and the power of its connati components: V, S Speed 40ft, fly 150ft. see the accompanying casting time: quick action (poor); Flyby Attack, pull table. If a creature's aura falls into a broader range: Personal from one category, the spell indicates that the goal: You Melee bite
+20 (2d8+7) and stronger than both. Duration: 1 round/level (D) 2 nails +14 (1d8+3) and DRAGONEYE RUNE Your body shrinks to the size of a home mosquito, with 2 wings +14 (1d6+3) and red-brown scales replacing the normal tail of your skin slap +14 (1d8+10) Universal and your fingers turn into sharp nails. Space 10 feet. Reach 15
feet. Base clk +13; Grp +24 Casting Time: 1 Standard Action Atk Power Range Options: Touch You take the form of a small pseudo-Effect: one personal rune or brand, dragon (MM 210). For details, see The Diheim Weapon of Special Actions, Hold all of which must fit within 1 sq.m. Polymorph Subschool on page 60. Duration: Constant
Abilities Str 25, Dex 10, Horse 17, Int 12, Saving Throwing: No DRAGONSHAPE, LITTLE Wis 13, Cha 12 Magic Resistance: No Transmutation (Polymorph) Flyby Attack, Hold, Improved Bright Glowing Needle appears briefly, Level: Wizard/Wizard 6 Natural Attack (bite), Energy attack, burning as branded in surface components: V, S
Weapon Focus (bite) before being sucked to invisibility Room time: 1 quick action range: Personal Skills Rating +17, Bluff +17, This spell allows you to brand a special goal: You arcane marks on object or being, Duration: 1 round/level (D) Diplomacy +5, intimidation + 19, which means that it is below your clock listeners +17, Search +17,
Sense eye. The brand is inscribed is unique to Motif + 17, Spot +17, Survival + 1 (+ 3 follow songs) Breath Weapon (Su) After every 1d4 circles, 40-ft. cone, 6d10 fire; Reflex DC 19 half EYES on Oracle Divination Level: Clyrick 6, Wizard Wizard 6, wu jen 6 (all) Components: V, S, M Casting Time: 1 standard action scope: Personal
purpose: Duration: 1 round/level or while consumingVay, transparent shadows of your body normal duration of the true strike form of THEform moves only synchronized with yours (one attack), then the entire DESERT HUNTERmotions, a visible sign that exists at the end of both ends of the spelling. Transmutation level (Polymorph):
Wizard/Wizard 5months in time. Special: If you are from Dragonblood Components: V, S Casting Time: 1 quick action subtype (see page 4), you can cast this spell range: Personal target: YouYou can see in the future, a little level + 1 stacking. Duration: 1 round/level (D)anticipation The next brass flakes of opponents grow from their flesh,
with a thick mane surrounding your face. Your hands and feet are simple. You can get + 2 insightful bonus to FIRESTRIDE become powerful muscular and grow sharpArmor grade and +2 astute bonus for exhaling nails as your body folds to becomeReflex saves. Four-on-one and small pair of clinging wings Besides, at the end of your
turn, Conjuration (Teleportation) / cabbage from your blades. Evocation [Fire] you can prepare a standard action You take the form of a dragon (MMregardless number of actions Level: Wizard /Wizard 4, wu jen 4 89). He scored 30 points on the stroke of half-time, he's on the move. Thus, you can navigatein the course of movement, make
one component (flame) components: V, S Casting Time: 1 standard attack, and then at the end of your range: 30 ft.; see text-binding ready action to discard one area: Conical cracked; see textspell with the casting time of a loom- Duration: Instantandard action. This behaves like a readied Saving Throw: Reflex half action in all other ways,
including the change in initiative, if you take for the resistance contest: Yes, which disappear at the end of the readied action, the effect of the spell ends immediately. The duration of the spell. For details, see Special: If you're from the dragon words in one word and gesture, fill out your polymorphic subplot on page 60. subtype (see page
4), your Armor Class bonus and reflex saves the lungs with rotating, energy burning. Then it improves to +3. with a powerful exhalation, you flood the glorious masterful offer of the space in front of you with a powerful cone of ELEMENTSSANGUINE RAGE fire. As the last nests of energy leave your lips, your body becomes part of the
Evocation breath [acid, cold, electricity, transmutation/divination weapon that allows you to flow through space fire] Level: Assassin 4, wizard 3 and reform your body everywhere in the components: V, S breath area. Level: Wizard/Wizard 7 Casting Time: 1 Standard Action Components: No Scope: Personal Casting Time: 1 Standard
Action Goal: You Breathe Cone on Fire, This Range: 60 ft. Defines 8d6 Fire Damage Points. A suc-Target: A single creature cesphliv Reflex saves halves this damage, Duration: 5 rounds and a resistance spell is applied. Rescue Throw: No Resistance to Magic: Yes When you cast this spell, youStruge: 1 round/level or until there is the
possibility of becoming part of the wave of arcane energy exploding from your spent weapon and beaming your fingers, sending white, red and yellow immediately to any unroupted space bumping exploded outside. Blood seems to be pouring out of your eyes like in the gun zone. Your irregular red glowing swirls around your whole body
don't fit into this spell, allowing you to push better. Breathe area as long as your new space great energy of the primary elements. shares of the 1 square with breath For the duration of the spell, you can, asthis spell soaks you up with super-weapon area. You carry every standard action, do a wide touchnatural cruelty, giving you gear
worn or worn (up to your maximum attack against any target within 60 feet.in melee combat. You can't bring in others If you succeed, you give away 1d6 points in bonus to your rolling damage (with creatures except your familiar. Before you take the narrow-minded level. This has no effect on the spell before there are other effects of
attack, choose the type of energy from your ability to do spells or perform the air weapon are solved (such as between acid, cold, electricity and fire.other actions, saving, with spelling resistance and so on). You're not damaged by the effect of the spell Extra, every time you get some privacy- Besides, while this spell is when you show up
in his area. If you attack purposefully, you can activate a real strike using this spell, you will achieve a cumulative effect (such as a spell) on yourself as a bonus +2 on the damage roll for each action. This effect continues for a subsequent attack on the same target. This bonus is cumulative only for the special: a character who learns this
on your square. Otherwise it functions as a duration of the spell and applies only to spells resistance to fire 3, which bag the holding (DMG 248). for damages dealt with under this spell. piles with every other resistance to fire he already owns. At the end of the spell duration, Special: If you're on a dragonblood thing, still in your second belly
subtype (see page 4), your Touch HOARD GULLET range is instant and instantly bring attacks from this spell instead of deal 1d8 up, falling to the ground next to you. Damage points on two levels of wood Transmutation Can not have more than one cargo (maximum 10d8). Level: Wizard/Wizard 1 esophagus active simultaneously; casting
components: V, S spelling before the end of the pelvis duration of the casting time: 1 standard duration of action of the previous casting. ForSMOLDERING STONE Range: A personal example, if a level 7 wizard with 2 Targets: You have hours left on his cartilage, throw away Evocation [Fire] Duration: 1 hour / spell level again, the
duration of the spell resets level: Druid 7, wizard/wizard 6, up to 7 hours. You move your hands Io throat, Wu Jen Jen 6 (fire) singing in low murns, while trail dragons often use this spell to trans-Components: V, S imaginary line from your lower jaw Port Treasure treasures your hoards safely, but it Casting Time: 1 standard action in the
belly. is just as useful for those who will Range: 60 feet of prey such junk. Area: Conical burst Duration: Instante Instante JWUSRTMICMICIONFGIT TOSS: reflex half, which can be used to transport objects for resistance to magic: Yes secure. You can safely swallow and abdicate [Cilla] glowing embers spinning around your body, then fly
outside to collapse nearby enemies transporting any object that may not be level: wizard/wizard 7 with floating volcanic rock. Swallowing (including elements at least Components: V, S This spell projects hundreds of small, burning volcanic rocks out of three categories in size smaller than you). Casting time: 1 quick action your body
dealing with 4d6 points of the capacity of your bat esophagus is 100 Range: Personal beating damage and pounds and/or 10 cubic feet of scramble Target: You 8d6 points at the fire level (up to a maximum of 1,000 pounds Duration: 5 warm damage and 100 cubic feet). You can't remove individual objects from spines of brilliant yellow
light bursting out of the esophagus, but taking a full compartment from your body, giving the impression that you're covered in shiny spikes. You can banish your entire con- You create a field of arcade force around tents in your body that deals with retaliation If you throw the fog of smoldering stone again before the end of your wave, the
second cast deal5d6 points of beating damage and 10d6 points of fire damage.to your attackers. While this spell is this spell designs a magical interfering Lord of the SKY active, any creature that hits you with ence from your body, making it a more dishonest melee weapon takes 4d6 hard for others to do spells at Evocation/Transmutation
points of damage. in their field. Any enemy who tries to cast [electricity] magic in the field of kiss of draconian As part of the casting of this spell, the indus should succeed at fortitude level: Shugenja 5 (air), wizard / if you are a wizard you can sacrifice rescue throw; error means that the wizard 5 an additional slot for the spell of the wizard is
lost (as it performs), but has no effect. Each to level 9; This increases the damage a creature that successfully saves from Components: V, S by 2 points for each level of this spell is immune to its effect for 24 Casting Time: 1 standard action sacrifice slot. For example, if you use hours afterwards. Check the scope of the spelling
resistance: A personal slot for a spell on level 7 to throw justice for the first time when a creature tries to throw a goal: you wyrm king and victim of a 5th-level spell in the field. Duration: 1 minute/level spell slot to increase it, you deal with 4d6+10 points damage to your attackers. In addition, while this spell is a rotating cloud of black mist,
you can automatically resist you, filmed with a bote of lightning at level 5 or lower (as well as covering you in powerful magic. Magic, you become more a scrape of the field of the kiss of draconian humiliation. Creepy in aerial battle, allows level: Wizard/Wizard 7 Makes it instantly completes dura- you deal with aerial enemies more
Components: V, Stion of this spell. It's not easy to spend. You can fly at a speed of 40 feet For Casting: 1 standard action each of your own magic slots to counter with good maneuverability (or 30 feel Range: 40 feet. the other spell and it is not necessary to do if you wear medium or heavy armor, Area: 40-tt.-radius emanation Spellcheck
to identify it (although you carry a medium or heavy load). or greater, the speed of the must improves duration: Concentration + 1 round of 10 feet, and your maneuverability improves for good (unless it is already or while they spend better than that). Save throw: Fortitude denies; see the text ForClin Resistance: Yes: see text Ring of
radiant energy spirals from your body, shattering the magical energies of others. While spreading through the air, you can use a fast-set saver for the duration of this THEaction mind each round to shoot thunder from a spell, above and above the bonus already LABYRINTHmagical lightning as a touch range provided by this feat.attack
against any other air-stock target Enchantment (Compilation)within 60 feet. This attack refers to 1 point In addition, in order to deter- [Mind-impact] of damage electricity at caster level derives the benefit of a draconian feat,(maximum 20 points) and reduces the treatment of the magic of dragonheart as if its level: the speed of the
sorcerer/wizard 8target to 1/2 normal for the magic level level equal to 1/2 your level of locust. Components: V, Spell string. This rate decreases, for example, a wizard from the 8th level, that the casting time: 1 standard action does not accumulate, so attacking the same has the feat of Draconian flight (Complete Range: Personaltarget



several times does not give additional Arcane 77) will get a fly speed of 40 Goal: Your journey in fly speed (but continues even after you rotate this spell as if it were a spell on the 4th level. Duration: 1 hour/level or until it is laid for damages). Finally, you earn bonus competence When you close your eyes for ordinary slits, black Besides,
while this spell equals the 1/2 caster level (maxi-myasma energy floats around your head, mum +10) of skill checks made with sucking light and strange minds ofactive, you can activate a lightning bolt smart class provided by your Draconic (as a spell) as a standard action. Perform a legacy feat (if you have a feat). ENLIGHTENED SOUL
magic maze confusing unsus-peckto unsus-pekto If the enemy throws specifically: If you are from the dragon transmutation [Good] mind-influencing magic or ability that affects the mind (see page 4), this spelling program gives a level: Pastor 4, wizard/wizard 4 targets you, the enemy becomes a horse-like speed of a 60-foot-tall (or 40 if
Components: V, S, glued to 1 circle, disoriented by creations as described above). Drag-casting time: 1 quick-action maze, limiting your conscious-singly-sly wheels that already have scope: personal ness. (This confusion arises whether the speed of 60 feet or more instead of a goal: Or not, magic successfully affects an improvement of
+10-foot for their duration: 3 rounds or until you're done with you.) Successfully save (DC 18 +fly -peed. your Int modifier) denies this effect and does not undermine the immune of thisMAGIC on your hands glow soft, as if illuminated casting of the spell. A dragon's heart from the inside of the light. Furthermore, While the mind of the
transmutation maze is active, you can use Olevel: Wizard 2 This spell adds a touch of good to your immediate action to activate domi-Components: V, S magic, providing a special effect of human weighing (such as a spell, exceptCasting Time: 1 standard action against evil-aligned enemies. Any humanoid that throws a mind-affecting
target: You pronounce you on level three or lower deals for you. Thus ends dura-Duration: 1 hour/level +50% damage to evil-aligned creatures. The mind of the labyrinth, although the dominant effect lasts 1 hourYou speak your own name while you are glued as part of the casting of this spell, then.your fists on your side. The aura of
bright, you can sacrifice a wizard magic slot energy forms around you, ingesting in the 5th to 9th level; This increases special: A character who learns thisshape of a transluene dragon above the maximum level of spells affected spells wins +1 bonus competence on his head. through a mark of the enlightened soul of the gracious checks.
victim level slot minus 1. For example, if you spend a spell on the 4th levelThis spell gives you different ben-slot to make the spell and spell on the 7th level SPHASIFSTAIGNEGOSFATNHDESefits associated with your dragons. If you slot to increase it, you would handle the extrahas without draconian feats, this spell damage the evil-
aligned creatures with Transmutation / Evocation [Air] has no effect. spells of 6th or lower level. Level: Druid 4, Wizard/Wizard 4 Components: V, S While this spell is active, you are special: good aligned caster of casting time: 1 standard action to have two more dragon subtype can choose range: Personalfeats than normal for at the end
of this spell time by activating Target: You determine the benefit of your dragon protection from evil (such as spell, spell, Duration: 1 minute/level (D) orconical feats. For example, if you have targeted) as a quick reaction. This feat of draconian legacy (see page effect continues for the normal duration of spending17), you will receive a +2
bonus to protect against evil. PATH OF FROST Transmutation Level: Druid 1, Wizard/Wizard 1 Components: V, S Casting Time: 1 Standard Action; see text Scope: 30 ft. Area: One square measuring 5 feet per level (maximum 5), starting next to your space (S) Duration: 1 round/level throw: Reflexive denial of spelling Resistance: No A
path of hard ice racing on the ground from your feet, creating a frozen band that gives residential humidity. In the desert there is a wind that is driven by the magic of the dragon. Entry Is in the glow of the whole body when the colors fade from your normal shape. Treat this otherwise, the affected square costs 2 squares of your shape. A
stiff breeze rises like your gas form (PH 234). movement; Creature can avoid thissing thousands of particles of sand, hampered by the success of DC 10sent flying on the warm wind. If you are finished moving to the Balance check. If the creature fails in the same space as another creature that except with 5 or more, then not only spend
and all your belongings become a creature is dazzled for 1 circle (Forti-2 squares of motion to enter thea flying cloud of sand, twisting and denying). The spell does not affect the square, but it is also powerless, but it preserves your consciousness – applying this effect. in this square. You lose your normal shape and become a sand cloud,
while this spell is In addition, any creature that begins to get away with its normal active, you can activate wind gusts in an affected square or so on. Enters the affected square takes 1 point (perfect maneuverability), but you lose what it does, ends the duration of the passage of the cold damage. If the creature enters every coefficient of
movement you have had in the more shifting sands. more than one affected square in its order, takes damage to each square. Special: A blue dragon capable of performing spells on level 6 can stretch this spell only as a quick action, and has no effect when pulling on the surface of the water or other liquids. If you throw the freezing path
again before the end of the first spell, all squares in the area of both castings cope with 2 points of cold damage. More than two overlapping areas do not accumulate. Special: A white dragon capable of ebbing wizard spells from the third level can cast this spell as a quick action. PRIMAL HUNTER Transmutation Level: Druid 2, Ranger 1,
Wizard 2 Components: V, S Casting 1 standard scope action: personal purpose: goal: 24 hours Your muscles rise with the memory of the ebbing primary instinct, and you heal if the primary speed is active for you in the power of the ancestors, fighting for quick action. At the same time as a primary hunter, primary instinct or primary
senses, you win This spell makes your body recall primal Senses untable retreat (such as the power of the barbaric class of your ancestors, listening function). If all four of these spells go back to the time when your ancestors Transmutation were active at the same time, you were constantly struggling (or surviving. S barbarian class
function; your barbarian jump, and swim checks. Flood time: 1 standard level of action in order to be flanked range: The personal level equals the level of your actor). If the target is an active primary hunter: You simultaneously with the primary instinct, primary duration: 24 hours Special: If you have dragon senses or primary speed, win if
transparent eyes like a cat appear on your spell as an immediate intervention. ROT OF AGES uncanny dodge (as a feature of the barbarian class; your barbaric level for this spell calls for primary forces Conjuration (Creation) /Necromans purpose to be suspension equals your creation to give you the senses of level: Druid 1, wizard 1
castor level). your primitive ancestors. Get low-components: V, S light vision and +5 casting time bonus: 1 standard action; See Special: If you are from Listen's dragon blood and on-site check. (see page 4), you can make this text spell as a quick action. If the primary senses are active for you in Range: Close (25 feet. + 5 ft./2 levels) at
the same time as a primary hunter, primal Purpose: one beingPRIMAL INSTINCT, or primary speed, you earn Duration: 2 rounds of non-insanity retreat (such as barbaric class Saving Fortitude partial trammutation function). If all four of these spells are Spelling Resistance: No Level:Druid 3. Ranger 2, wizard 3 actively on you at the same
time, you Components: V, S profit improved strange dodge (as a cloud of decay ling plant and animal substance Casting Time: 1 standard action barbarian class function; your barbaric whirlwind from the ground around your range: Personal level in order to be a flanked target, covering it in a whirlwind goal: You equal the level of whistle).
of decay. Duration: 24 hours Specialty: If you have a dragon golden sprout, this supposedly covers your goal in rings of blue-and-white energy travel from your subtype (see page 4), you should also cloud of rotting rot The goal is the legs of your head, and now ami back, disappearing blinds 10 feet away. sick for 2 rounds. Moreover, the
lifter leans you in its shine. all other beings are treated as having PRIMAL SPEED concealment against the target. This spell calls for the harsh natural successful scholarship to save the forces in you in order to give the main Transmutation disease, but not the disguise. instincts possessed by your ancestors. Level: Druid 6, Ranger 4,
Wizard 6 Nonliving Creatures are unaffected by you get +5 competency bonus on Components: V, S Disease Effect. and survival checks. Casting time: 1 standard Action Range: A personal living being, already under if primary instinct is active on you at Target: You the decay effect of an age that fails to save the same time as a primary
hunter, primary duration: 24 hours against the second casting of magic is the senses, or primary speed, you get indifferent nausea (not vomiting) for avoiding (like a tint of the bench characteristic). This shower of sparks flies off your shoulders, long until both effects last (and then sick, all four spells are active on you, cascading to the
ground and landing to appear for the rest of the second at the same time, you can get your anus and legs improved. spells duration). Tngny retreat (as a barbaric class trait; your barbaric level for this spell refers to the natural special: A black dragon capable of being wrapped equal to your hunter and prey reflexes by throwing you cast on
the 3rd level spells spells can fly level). the more you spell with quick action. You can get +5 Special: If you are on reflex's dragonblood resistance bonus saves and SOUL of ANARCHY subtype (see page 4), you can also get +5 bonus +10-foot for all bonus competence at any type of your speeds. Transmutation [Chaotic] Check
knowledge selected when level: Bard 2, Wizard/Wizard 2 Components: V, SCasting Time: 1 standard action up to twice spell level. It is such a spell SOUL OF SHADOWRange: Personal heals at least 10 points of damage, it Transmutation [Evil]Purpose: You also removes tired state level: Blackguard 2, clergy 3Proces: 1 hour of purpose
(or reduces exhaustion Components: V, S to fatigue). Casting time: 1 standard actionA prolonged wreath of screaming energy surrounds your range: Personalbody, twisting madly before If the soul of light and soul of anarchy are Target: You effusive in your skin in troublesomely active at the same time, you earn Duration: 1 hour fasion. 3
evil or legal. If the soul of light and the soul of order are active onThis magic infuses your body with you at the same time, you win defeats Flex of darkness spin you in inertia composed of a decrease in primary forces 3 chaotic or evil. Evil. The shadow seems to grow and grow, of chaos. You get +5 competence repeating the darkness
inside you.bonus of Escape Artist checks, as well as Soul of Light counters and distracts solon rough checks to resist or escape from the shadow, and vice versa. This spell infuses your body with energygrap. Your natural weapons are taken by Negative Energy Plane.treated as chaotically aligned for pur-Special: A well-aligned dragon
cap- Every time you throw or are the target of ble's casting of 5th-level wizard spells that are crushed spelling, you can choose to cast this spell as a quick action. SOUL OF ORDER (Only undemanding casinos usually chooseIndependently from their normal alignment, for such spells to deal additional damages is considered chaotically
aligned Transmutation [Legally] for them.) If you cast such a spell, read for the purpose of the effects that rely on Level: Paladin 1, Wizard/Wizard 2 deals with at least 10 points of damage to ever (as a protection from chaos one goal, it also removes fatigue hawaii hammer), Components: V, S condition from you (or reduces exhaus-
Casting Time: 1 standard action of speech fatigue). if the soul of anarchy and the soul of light are scope: Personalactive on you at the same time, you get a goal: If the soul of shadow and the soul of anarchy arereducing 3 evil or lawful. If duration: 1 hour active at the same time, you get a 3/good damage reduction or legal. If I am of
anarchy and the soul of shadows are a brilliant field of silver energy flows the soul of shadow and the soul of order are active at the same time, you earn your body from your feet to your head, at the same time, you earn a reduction of 3 / good or legal. give your skin a metallic glow. damage reduction 3/chaotic or good. The soul of the
anarchy counters and dissipate Soul of shadow counters and dispel the soul of light, and vice versa the soul of order, and vice versa. This spell infuses your body with Special: Chaotically aligned dragon energy composed of the primal powers Special: Evil-aligned dragon capa- of the law. You get +2 the moral authority of Will's level 4
casting wizard saves made to resist the enchanted-spells can cast this spell as quick mint effects. Your natural weapons zone. SOUL OF LIGHT treats as lawfully aligned for the outpouring of fifth-level spells, a posture overcoming damage reduction. may spell as a quick action. Transmutation [Ok] Regardless of your normal arrangement,
level: Pastor 3, paladin 2 is considered a legally aligned touch of theComponents: V, S for consequences that rely on blackened SOULCasting Time: 1 standard alignment action (such as lawRange protection: Personal or Anger Order). Transmutation [Evil]Target: Tiús forgiveness: 1 hour If the soul of order and soul light are level: Cell 4,
Wizard/Wizard 4, active at the same time, you Components: V; SBright, clear light scraped from your body, get damage reduction 3/chaotic or casting Time: 1 quick action ignites before fading to evil. If the soul of the order and soul of shadow Range: Personal white pulse. are active for you at the same time, you Target: You get damage
reduction 3/chaotic or duration: 3 rounds or until the endThis spell infuses your body with good. Inky black energy flows through your body,energy composed of positive energy dripping on the ground and stacking withPlan, making it easier to repair inju- Soul of row counters and dispel shower corruption everywhere if lands. When you cast
or are of anarchy, and vice versa.the purpose of magic (healing) magic, this spell adds evil to youryou can choose for the spell to heal special: Legally aligned dragon magic, give you a special sweat number of additional points of damage, equal able to cast a 4th-level wizard against your bona fide enemies. spells can spell as a quick
action. Your spells win the evil descriptor. UN VIGOR on-site checks and immunity to future any magic throws you to the 3rd level or reduce dragon masters dazzled or dazzled (if you are already dealing +50% damage to the well-aligned blinded or dazzled, you can see neither creatures. Level: Wizard 5 As part of the casting of this spell,
if Components: V Additionally, if you do this while you are a wizard, you can sacrifice one Casting Time: 1 full circle under the invisibility effect, truesorcer spell slot from the 5th level; Scope: Personal vision, or any other magic that allows you to do this increases the maximum goal: You can see invisible creatures, you can achieve a level
of spells affected by a touch of Duration: Instantaneous activate the fairfire effect (such as a spell)blackened soul to the level of disgrace - of any invisible creature or objectficed minus slot 1. For example, you have a golden ray of light bursting from the ground within 20 feet as a quick action. Making a level 4 slot to make magic beneath
you, bathing you in a column of this ends the duration of the vision and level 5 spell slot to increase it, healing lighting that dances with an omniscient eye; fairies the fiery effect lasts,you will cope with additional damage to good yellow. for 1 min.aligned creatures with spells on the 4th Special: A character who learns this level or lower. This
spell turns arcane magic of energy magic acquires +1 bonus for special competence: The evil-aligned caster of pure energy from the drastic life, overseeing the on-the-spot checks. Dragon subtype can choose to repair it damage to your body. You finish this spell by activating the defence from good (like a spell, but immediately treating
5d6 points on the wingblast) as a rapid activity. This as part of the casting of this spell, you have the effect of sacrificing a highway slot for evolutionary protection [Air]/Transmutation protection from good. up to level 9; this increases the level: Druid 3, shugenja 3 (air), healing by 1g6 points at the level of theTRANCE of the victim slot. For
example, a 10th-level wizard of highway/wizard 3VERDANT DOMAIN who has spent two components for spelling errors on level 5: V. S slots (one for casting the spell and another Casting Time: 1 standard action Enchantment (Compulsion) for improvement) will heal 10d6 points Range: See text [Mind-Influence] damage. Effect: See text
Duration: 1 round/level (D) or level: Hexblade 3, wizard/wizard 4 This spell does not channel positive components: V, S energy, as divine healing healings do, so spent; see text Casting time: 1 standard action that works the same way for undemanding spelling- Save Throw: None or Fortitude range: 30 feet. Purpose: One being denies;
see text duration: Instant spelling resistance: No or Yes; See text Shooting Throw: Will deny spell Resistance: Yes Special: If you are from dragon wings Hazy wings of fog shape on your sides. (see page 4), this spell heals by bringing you on your orders, an additional 1 point of damage to the wings of dying turns into a large blast of wind
being rolled up. or cloud of fog. A halo of green-and-gold traffic lights surrounds you, VISION FOR THE When you pronounce this spell, large wings of and then snakes out in the mind of omniscient EYE fog - resembling those of the dragon of the nearby enemy. of your choice – a form on your back. You guessing /Evocation [Light] can fly
at a speed equal to your baseYou project instant growth level: Bard 3, cleric 3, druid 3, ground speed (maximum 60 feet) with mental energy that overloads good maneuverability. You can fly with his subtly enemy. The goal also stops wizard/wizard 3, carrying a medium or heavy load orfully, fascinated by 3 circles. Components: V, S
wearing medium or heavy armor. In addition, any being during casting: 1 standard actioneffect of this spell takes –2 penalty field: Personal as a quick action, you can choose toon saves against mind-affected effects Purpose: You transform the wings into one of you create. Duration: 1 minute/level two effects given below. Either way, doing
so immediately ends the special spell: A green dragon capable of your eyes briefly flashing with brilliant light, duration (if you fly when this six-level magic can open your mind to cover every appearance, you fall). • 60-foot gust in the shape of from you get great vision, allowing you to strong wind (like gust of wind magic; see everything in
the vicinity a Fortitude save save clearly affect the effect. You get a +10 bonus for penetrating and applying write resistance.• Cloud with a radius of 20 feet of fog-centered Components: V, S This spell surrounds you with white - on you (like the blurring fog; no casting time: 1 standard action hot flames. At the end of each of your save or
spelling apply resistance). The range: Personal turns, any enemy that is next to you or cloud created, lasts 1 minute. Target: Share your space takes 1g6 points per duration: 1 round / fire damage level. Your melee attacks deal withWREATH FLAMES extra 1d6 points of fire damage. A burst of white hot fire turns into exis- Evocation [Fire]
around you, rotating and twisting Special: Red Dragon capable of voice level: Druid 3, Wizard/Wizard 3, Wu Dangerous. ing wizards on level 5 can throw this magic as a quick action. jen 3 (fire) NEW POWERS 2nd level These new powers are designed for manifestos (see Expanded Amethyst BurstA: Deal 2d6 Force Damage in the 20ft.-
Radius Psionics Handbook) that seek to gain access to the forces of dragons spreading. or expects to face draconian enemies. Many of their powers relate to the abilities of dragon gems (see Monster 4th Level Guide II), which are congenital psionic. Stone BreathA: Get breathable weapon usable anyone in the power list that follows,
powers marked with a circle based on a selected precious dragon. index A are capable of being enlarged. 5th LevelNEW PSION/WILDER FORCES CRYSTAL BODY: Your body becomes a living crystal.1st level new psychic warrior strength channel psychic Dragona: get a bonus of skill checks and resilience based on the selected
dragon gems. 1st Level Psychic DragonA Channel: Amplify bonus of skill checks and resilience based on the selected precious dragon. POWER with concussion. The explosion When you exhibit this force, your DESCRIPTIONs deal with 2d6 points of damage to each body acquires abilities derived from call-creature impacts.
subconscious of crystal dragons, the powers described below are (Monster Manual II 81). You get alphabetically. Increase: For every 2 additional bonus for diplomacy competence you spend, the checks on this power and the resistance to cold 5.AMETHST BURST damage increase by 1d6 points and the power increases by 1.
Reinforcement: If you spend extra Metacreativity [Force] 2 energy points, instead take advantage of a level: Psion/wilder 2 CHANNEL powers of sapphire dragons (Mon- Display: Auditory and material PSYCHIC DRAGONster Manual II 84). Instead of dialing manifesto: 1 standard abilities listed above, you receive +5 bonus for
Psychometabolism's Level of Katter Checks: Psion/Wilder 1, Mental and Resistance to Electricity 10. Range: 25ft*5ft/2 levels) Area: 20ft.-radius burst warrior 1 If you spend another 4 power Duration: Instant indication: Sound points, dots, Take advantage of saving throwing: Reflexive half-producing time: 1 fast action abilities of amethyst
dragons (Monster Power Resistance: No Range: Personal Manual II 79). Instead of winning Power Points: 3 Goal: You scored the above abilities, you get +5 Duration: 1 minute/level (D) bonus for Balance and form a mole of psionic energy in your Power Points: 1 Escape Artist checks, breast immunity, wrapping dens of crystal ecto-
magic magic spell rockets and +5 plasm bonus around it. When the crystal is large in your mind, you imagine a dragon saving against spells and powers with enough, you can blow it out of your made gemstone. You're pouring out your power descriptor. breasts and flies to your enemies. energy in this image, constantly perfecting every
detail. Then you allow if you spend another 6 forces in manifesting this power, you the image to fade out of your mind, sensing the dots, instead stray on to abili, banishing violet crystal pellets of energy that you have poured into it, imbued in your connections of emerald dragons (The Monstrous Manual to a chosen point, where it explodes
its own body. (2, 29, 29, 2 Instead of earning the abilities noted above, you receive +5 bluff bonus and sensory checks • You become vulnerable to all those who show that power, you win and resist sound 20. they are 10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Crystal Dragon (Monster
Manual II 81)-a if you spend an extra 8-foot on 10-foot cones of brilliant light that deals with dots instead of taking advantage of abili- • You can't drink (and thus you can't use 2d6 points of damage and blinds, every neck of topaz dragons (Monstrous hand potions) or play wind tools within its 1-round area. (IN ANNEX II 85). Instead of
getting your successful reflex smartoresis saves half of the damage noted above, you get +10 competence • Your weight increases by a factor and denies the dazzle effect. Bonus for intimidation and swimming five, which causes you to sink into water as well as resistance to cold 30. You also earn a stone. However, you can survive You
can use this breathing weapon as the ability to breathe water (as if under pressure pressure and lack of air standard action, but you can not use it the effect of water breathing spell). at the bottom of the ocean, at least in successive circles. After the crystalline body has expired, a certain number of OCDs expire. multiplied by 1/2 level of
the manifest, the power is spent. Metacracy (Create) Level: Psion/wilder 5 Augment: if you spend an additional display: Sound 2 power points instead of getting Time: 1 standard breathing weapon, similar to that of sap- phire dragon (Man Monster II 84), action and save DC increases by 1. This scope: the personal breath breath From 30-
target: You foot cone that deals 4d6 points of sound duration: 1 round/level (D) damage and makes each creature Power Points: 13 within the area shaken for 1 round. You can visualize your heart pumping Success reflex saves halves ofWood through your body, then slow down, damage, and successfully save after stopping, AMI
eventually turning into denying the shaken effect.cut diamond. You put energy into the diamond, feeling a cool thrill, as if you're spending four more powers, your body turns into a crystal. Dots, instead of getting a breath-ablasing- of an amethyst-like dragonCondiate this power, your brass dragon looks like an eye-eye in the eye (Monster
Manual II 79), and save DCbody turns into a living crystal that increases by 2. This breathing weapon brings you the following GEMSTONE BREATH resistances in the form of a 60-foot line that deals with 6d6 and capabilities. of the damage. Breath is psychokinesis power. Successful reflex saving • You get damage reduction 5/ Level:
Psion/wilder 4 halves damage. Adamantine. Display: Auditory Manifesto: 1 Quick Action If you're using another 6 power• You get immunity against blindness, Range: 30 feet or 60 feet points instead of getting a breathing flame- critical hits, damage ability, Area: Cone-shaped blast or line- similar to that of emerald dragon deafness,
disease, drowning, electric -(Monster Manual II 82), and rescue, poison, stunning, sleep and form of outbreak IT increases by 3. This breathable weapon paralysis effects, and all spells or duration: 1 round/level or until it takes the form of a 30-foot cone that attacks that affect your physiology deals SD6 points of sonic damage and or
breathing (because you have no spent disorienting any creature within the physiology of the area or breathing while crying- Saving Throw: See the text for 1 minute. Power Resistance: To halve the damage and successful Power Points: 7 Fortitude Save denies deafness.• You only take half the damage from acid, cold and sonic attacks.
You channel mental strength into the lungs, if you spend an extra 8 power feeling it spins and radiates as you transform points instead of getting breath weap-• unarmed deal attacks, cuts the air inside you into a powerful psionic force, in a similar to the damage of a topaz dragon equal to a short-sized sword struggling to pull forward from
your lips. (Monster Manual II 85) and saving for you (1d4 points for small charac- DC increases by 4. This breath or 1d6 for medium symbols) takes the form of a 10-foot cone, which you are also considered armed when dehydrating living creatures in unarmed attacks. in the area dealing with 10 points of a dam. Successful reflex saves
halvesI have the following vulner- damage.abilities Conditions: Dragonfire ADEPT damage in the next round. No save is allowed against this Breath EFFECTS damage. The respiratory effects available for dragonfire adepts (see page 24) FIVEFOLD BREATH of TiamaTare described below. Each description begins with the level of mini-
mom, at which the respiratory effect can be chosen. Minimum level: 15th As a full action, you create five different BreathACID BREATH weapons simultaneously: an acid cone, a cone of cold, a cone of fire, an acid line and a line of electricity. Each BreathMinimum level: The 5th weapon deals with damage equal to your normal breathing
weapon damage, and each one allows a reflex save to halve the damage your breath weapon is dealing with acid damage instead of a fire set. Damage. CLOUD BREATH When using this breathing effect, you also take on a number of damage points equal to twice the class level, which can not minimum level: the 10th is reduced by
damage reduction or other similar benefits. Besides, you can't use the breath centered on you. You can choose to apply any weapon in the circle, following the one in which you apply another breathing effect, which you know about the same breathing weapon, this breath effect. while it can be applied to the cone-shaped air gun. For
example, you can create a cloud of cold (with Frost You need to have a no-better alignment to learn or use that breath) or sleep (with sleep breathing), but not a cloud of light calling. or strength. FORCE BREATHDISCORPORATING BREATH Minimum level: 15thOF BAHAMUT Your breathing weapon becomes a force effect. His disability
has a Minimium level: the 15th does not have an energy type, but it affects non-corporeal beings normally. Your breathing weapon loses its normal type of energy and you can apply this breathing effect only to the line shape breath weapon.becomes a blue-and-white line of pure energy. This breathing effects the number of dice of damage
normally treated by your FROST BREATHbreath weapon (e.g. from 7d6 to 14d6). In addition, any creature that is reduced to 0 or fewer points of impact from the Minimum level: a 2ndbreath weapon breaks down (by disintegrating magic). And your breath does damage, instead of a refractory fortitude save halves of the damage that is
done. Unlike reflected, this effect of breathing has no effect on objects, even damage. You can apply this effect of breathing only to the cone-shaped is made of force. Breathing. When using Bahamut's disco-like breath, you also LIGHTNING BREATH takes on a number of damage points equal to twice your class level, which cannot be
reduced by damage reduction or by a minimum level: 2nds similar benefit. Not a good dragon fire, instead of taking your breath weapon with damage to electricity instead of shooting equal to four times its class level. Damage. You can apply this Effect only on line shape You can apply this effect of breathing only on the line shape breath
weapon.weapon. You must have a non-bad alignment to learn or use paralyzing BREATHth this call. LASTING BREATH Minimum level: 15th Instead of dealing with damage, breath weapon paralyzes the Minimum level: 10th all creatures in their field for 1 round. A successful Fortitude Your air weapon damages 2 consecutive savings this
effect. Rounds. When using Breath-Taking, the target absorbs the normal amount of damage from your weapon. You can apply this effect of breathing only to cone-shaped breathing weapons. In the next round, the same goal takes up half of the damage with THE BREATHof. For example, a creature that takes 22 points away from the
initial use of your weapon takes another 11 minimum levels: 5th place of damage in the next round. A creature that takes you can choose to leave up to 4 squares within areano damage from the original use (whether because of avoidance, resistance, immunity, or any other reason) also not from breathing weapon. Efficiently, you can
create one or more small safe zones in the area of breath weapon (usually prevent it from 4 rounds. Successful Preservation of Fortitude reduces the durationineffecting allies). These unaffected squares should not be akja- up to 2 circles.cent to each other. You can apply this breathing effect only to a cone-shaped You can choose to
apply any other breath effect that breath weapon.know to the same breath.you know to the same breath.in. SICK RESPIRATORY DRACONIC INVOCATIONS Minimum level: 2nd Reference to dragonfire adepts (see page Instead of dealing with damage, your breathing weapon is damaged 24) are described in this section. Below is the
format for descriptions of calls, followed by the lists of invocations - all creatures in its area for 2 rounds. A successful Fortitude ions available for dragon fire witch. saving reduces the duration to 1 round. Name: The first line of each call description is a You can apply this air effect only to a conical head that gives the name by which the call
is generator-like. they are known. SLEEP BREATH Grade: The second line gives a reference class. Dragonfire adepts can choose the call from the tour ratings, Minimum level: 10th depending on the class level: at least, less, bigger and darker. Instead of inflicting damage, your air gun puts all the table 2-1: The Dragonfire Adept (page 25)
shows when they gain access to each of them grade.living creatures in their area to sleep for round 1. Every creature that makes the successful will save is instead exhausted for the equivalent of level 1: On the same line as the class is a spell. Any creature whose Hit exceeds the level of your class, which affects the difficulty class of an
uninved by that breath. save throw for calling, checking the concentration made in concert with the call, and interactions with you can apply this breathing effect only to cone-shaped other spells and abilities, such as globe of invulnerability.breathing weapon. Descriptive text: The function and effect of invoca-SLOW BREATH tion is given in
one or more paragraphs of descriptive text, following all of the above data. Minimum level: 5th Instead of inflicting damage, your breath slows down at least INVOCATIONSall creatures in its area for 2 rounds. A successful Fortitudesave reduces the duration of the circle to 1. Delayed creature can water adaptation: Breathe and use a
breathable weapon underwater; To gain swimming speed.take one action movement or standard action every turn, but Beguiling Influence: Earn a bonus for Bluff, diplomacy, not as (nor can you take full action). In addition, he imposed a penalty of -1 on his Armor class and on his attacking rolls and intimidation checks. The reflex saves.
Slow creature moves at half its normal speed Breath of the Night: Create a fog cloud like magic. (circle down to the next step of 5-toot), which affects the Darkness: Creating darkness as a jump distance of spell.creature as normal for reduced speed. The deafening roal: a cone of sonic deaf creatures. Draconian Knowledge: Earn a bonus
of knowledge and multiple applications of this breath effect of the same creature not stack; use only the longer duration. Slow breathing sup- Spellcraft checks.presses any hasty impact on creatures in their area for duration endures exposure: use lasting elements such as magic; slow effect. acquires immunity to breathing weapon. You
can apply this breathing effect only to conical magic Insight: Detecting magical auri; identify the magic dish weapon. Items. Gusts of gust: use wind gusts as a spell; Any creatureTHUNDER BREATH in the area takes fire damage equal to your level. Minimum level: 10th See the invisible: Amplification of darkness; see invisibility as a spell.
Your breathing weapon deals with sound failure instead of firing. A successful Fortitude saves half the damage. You less lesbian can apply this breathing effect only to cone breath Charm: Make a creature consider you a friend.weapon. Draconian flight: sprout wings and fly under good manoeuvrability of breath; fly longer in land. Energy
resistance: Profit resistance 10 to acid, cold,Minimum level: 5th electricity, fire or sound damage. Instead of inflicting damage, a gun imposes Enthralling Voice: make close creatures fascinated.a-6 punishment for the power of all creatures in the area scary presence: make close creatures shaken. humanoid form: take the form of any
baleful geas creature. Larger; 6th stupid nonsense: amplifying the blind to 10 feet. you put magical command of living beings to carry insatiable distraction: use distracted magic as a spell, a spell, service or refrain from action or course of action causing harm to creatures whose effects are dissipated. as you wish. Hit the creature's dice
should be nothing more than a walk Invisible: Use invisibility (yourself) as a spell. level of your class. Twenty-four hours after the target is affected by this reference, it takes 1d4 points of damage from the forcegreater invocations; this damage is repeated every 24 hours there. If Hooray of flame: Aura inflicts damage on creatures that have
been limited to 0, the call immediately hits you. Ends. The creatures are immune to damage to the force, instead of absorbing two points of damage every 24 hours. Baleful Geas: A single creature becomes his servant, but slowly gets sick and dies. This reference functions as a geas/search spell (PH 234). Cooling fog: creating a hard fog
that harms the cold. Absorb magic: use purposeful greater distraction magic with beguiling touch influence and get temporary hit points based on the least level; 2nd of spells successfully dissipated. You can invoke this ability to engage and go around yourCraonal endurance: earn temporary strike points equal to your level. Enemies. You
earn +6 bonus on Bluff, Diplomacy, and IntimidationTrubitersS Fear: Use fear as magic; i.e. 24 hours. cannot attack you. Wingstorm: Create powerful wind gusts with the breath of a night calling out the wings provided. at least; 1stDARK INVOCATIONS A fog cloud spreads within a 20-foot radius around you, like a magic fog cloud (PH
232). Fog does not blockDraconic flight, Greater: Sprout wings and fly on a perfect line of sight, but all creatures in the fog have hiding. manoeuvrability; accelerate on land. Moderate wind or fire, larger than a torch, immediately disperses the fog. Otherwise, the fog is dispersed on its own energy immunity: Strengthening immunity to acid,
cold, after 1 minute. electrical, fire or sound damage. CHARM Create vulnerability: Make the target creature vulnerable to the selected type of energy. Less; 4th You can insult a creature 20 meters away. The creature reinforced veil: use a veil as magic: anyone who succeeds at will, except to deny the illusion takes damage. must succeed
at will save or immediately consider you his companion. It's a language-dependent ability. Besides invocation these differences, this ability works like magic monster magic DESCRIPTIONS (PH 209). There can never be more than one goal fascinated at a time with this ability. If the second being is fascinated, the calls described below are
presented in alphabetical order: you lose your retention of the first creature. the order code. AT LEAST WATER ADAPTATION OF FOG; 2nd larger; 6th When using this you get the ability to create a cold magic haze, like hard fog magic (PH 281). breathe underwater. Also, to achieve a swimming speed equal to takes 2g6 points of cold
damage base ground speed. Your breath works normally at the beginning of your turn. You can only have one freezing mist in an underwater one, regardless of its effect. creates a second cooling fog automatically lasts 24 hours. rejects any cooled fog you have created before. Aura of flame darkness greater; 6th at least; The 2nd You
become excited in an aura of orange fire, which You can create magical darkness, like the magic of darkness (PH emits light equivalent to a torch. You with a natural weapon or a non-stretch melee weapon takes a number of points of fiery damage equal to the level of your catheter. If an attacker has a spelling resistance, it refers to this
effect. DEAFENING REI elements spells (PH 226). In addition, the goal is not to give any effects to their dietary weapon. This invoca- At least; The effect of the 2-roth effect lasts 24 hours. You say a loud roar that fills a 10-meter cone. All creatures, energy immunity in this area that fail on Fortitude saving are deafened for 1 hour.
ABSORBS THE MAGIC OF DARKNESS; 8th you get immunity to acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonicGreater; 6 damage in 24 hours. Select the type of energy when using You can deliver targeted greater distraction spells (PH 223) with the call. If you use this call again while the first duration is still active, the new immunity replaces your
touch, gaining 5 temporary hit points for each level of spells old one.dispelled. For example, if you successfully dispel a wall of ice, you earn 20 temporary hit points. These temporary impact points ENERGY RESISTANCE fade after 1 minute and do not accumulate with other temporary strokes. If you swallow a new spell, you can replace
the old Maladia; 3th temporary points with hit points earned by you gaining resistance 10 of acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic more recent spell, thereby zeroing in on the duration. You can't swallow your own calls. 24 hours. Select the type of energy when using the call, if you use this call again, while the first time the DRAGON flight
action is still active, the new resistance replaces the old one. Less; 3rd ENTHRALLING VOICE When using this reference, you sprout lesser spectral wings; 60, 2014, in New Year's Day. You can fly at a speed equal to your speech, driving all enemies within a radius of 40th of the speed of the earth with good maneuverability in 24 hours.
You who fail to save the Will to become fascinated. To be affected, your wings allow you to cover internal distances with goals, you must have a Hit Zar equal to or less than your castergreat endurance; you earn +4 bonus level control and you should be able to hear, but you do not need to share the theme to avoid non-lethal damage from
forced marches. DRAGON FLIGHT, BETTER is a common language. The targets affected remain fascinated, while to speak and concentrate on the Darkness; 7th effect (up to a maximum of 1 round per level), plus 5 circles as draconian / light, except that the speed of the much is 30 feet faster afterwards. the speed of the earth and your
maneuverability is perfect. Even after the end of the effect, any creature that failed to save your will looks at you in the belt than before. IrsDRACONIC KNOWLEDGE's attitude towards you is regulated one step towards friendly (see Influenza- encing NPC Altitudes, PH 72) for the next 24 hours. At least a few; The second use of this
reference does not further change the relationship. This gives you access to the great ancestors It is a mind-influencing effect. memories of dragon-timeli. You get +6 bonus on Knowledgeand Spellcraft checks over a 24-hour period, and such scary PRESENCEchecks are treated as if you're trained, even if you don't have any skills. Less;
3rd In any circle in which you attack or use your BREATHDRACONIC ENDURANCE, you can use this reference as a quick action. Enemies within a radius of 10 meters from you, who are not saved by the Will, become greater; Shake for 10 minutes. It's mind-influencing fear. Dragons and other creatures immune to creepy pres- You get
temporary hit points equal to your caste level. they are also immune to this call. These hit points last 24 hours or while you reuse invoca-tion (in which case all other temporary visit points are replaced by the new value). EXPOSURE TO THE HUMANOID FORMLESS; 3rd you can take any humanoid form, since the form of change at least;
Third with touch, you give a creature (or yourself) to Abil- special ability (MM 306). You can stay in shape for up to 24 hours or until you take standard action to accept that you will endure hot or cold conditions as if they are affected by a new form or return to your natural form. Grandson vulnerability emptinessSenseDark; 7th Small; You
sharpen your hearing and vision, you acquire blind thought for a certain kind of energy (acid, cold, electricity, 30 feet in 24 hours.fire, or sonic). Successful Fortitude saves the effect;creatures that have immunity to the selected energy type auto- Voracious DISPELLINGmatically manage to save to resist this effect. The vulnerability lasts 24
hours or while you are using Lesser; 4th You can use distraction magic as a spell (PH 223). Each creature a second time, in which case the first effect ends and the new vulnerability and duration take away with an active spell effect, distracted by this call take effect. 1 fault point at spell effect level (no recording). Magic MOVE NOT
VISIBLE AT LEAST: 2nd Small; 2nd You can use defect magic as magic (PH 219). While you get the ability to fade from view. You can use invis-invis- can end the effect as full flexibility (self only) as a spell (PH 245), except that the duration action to determine all properties of an item is 24 hours. (as a spell of identification, PH 243, but
without WINGSTORMrequired components). Larger; 5thPERILOUS VEIL You must have a draconian flight or a larger draconian flight active to use this reference. The 7th you immediately change the appearance of one or more submarines: your spectral wings create a storm of winds around you, repelling and knocking down nearby
creatures. All projects, such as spell (PH 298). Every creature that succeeds on occupants 20 feet away from you is repelled until they are met with disbelief (and thus look through) the glamera is at least 25 feet away and then down prone. A successful takes 5d6 points of damage. Spell resistance is applied against Fortitude preservation
denies effect; these secondary effects are more than one. from your immune system. If the affected creatureStyping GST encounters an obstacle (such as a wall or other creature), both they and the obstacle of each of them absorb 2 points of damage (2nd if they have fallen 20 feet). You can create a strong wind (such as the gust of wind
magic,PH 23S, except that the duration is instantaneous). Each crea- WARLOCK INVOCATIONSture within the effect assumes 1 point of fire damage to castorle, regardless of whether it succeeds on Fortitude Save Because the powers of wizards (see Full Arcane) are to avoid the damage. They are usually incompatible with dragon
magic. However, wizards living in a world where UNSEEN'svids are more active learn to adjust their powers to the destruction of such enemies. These new calls are the least intended; 2nd for use by wizards who expect to face dragons (or similarly provide yourself with great views, allowing you to fear enchanted opponents) in battle. to
see invisible creatures and objects by seeing invisibility stopped (PH 275). Also, you gain 20 meters from the darkness for the 24 mornings. Less; 4th; Eldritch Essenceterrifying ROAR This call-up of ldistich essence allows you to change your eldritch Wast into a deteriorating blast. Every creature struck by Greater; The 5th deteriorating
explosion must succeed in force, or have a powerful roar that fills a 30-foot cone. All damage by 5 in 1 minute. If the goal has more than one type of damage reduction, this effect applies to tours in the area whose Hit Dice are equal to or less than all of them. Multiple applications of this essence do not stack; instead, your swallow level
panicked for 1 round. Every being, the new duration replaces the old one. that succeed the will shake for 1 round instead, during which time you can not make a melee or range attack against or other effect. It's mind-influencing fear. DRAGON CAPE IGNORE PEE BIGGER; 6th Small; 4th Use of this reference makes you resistant to
attacks When you use this reference, you get remarkable resil- and special abilities of dragons in 24 hours. You win the torres of any. type of energy (acid, cold, electricity, fire, or the following benefits that apply to any creature of sound). For 24 hours, you get resistance equal to your type of invo-dragon or dragon subtype (see page 4):
cation level of cationic cathin against the energy type of your choice. If • Immunity to a scary presence. use this reference a second time before the duration of • Damage reduction 5/- against natural weapons (this first expires, new resistance and duration replace the old. stacks with similar damage reduction that you may already have,
such as from the barbaric level). Non-recoverable barrier • Resistance 20 against any acid, cold, electricity, fire or sound damage that is traded in a protective weapon. It's dark. 7th You can summon strength as a spell (PH 298) withADREAD RECALL of this reference. The wall is black and blocks the look of any kind. Less; 4th There may
be only one impenetrable barrier in action at a time, you speak a word that sends crying pain through if you use the call a second time before the duration of the first expires, the previous wall disappears. If your limbs are one target creature 20 meters away. Although this barrier is broken (for example, by a stick of cancellation, a sphere of
seizures is not powerful enough to defuse the creature, destruction, crumbled magic or dishuaria of Mordenkainen, they reduce all their speeds by 1/2 (round fractions, you take 1d10 points of damage. up to the 5-foot step). Made against creatures over 5 feet penetrating blasts away from it (or against creatures outside their own space, for
creatures with a natural range of 0 feet). This effect lasts for greater; 6th; Eldrich Essence 3 circles; successful fortitude saves denies the effect. This call of autumn eldrich allows you to change your ELDRITCH GLAIVE blast into a penetrating blast. made to penetrate at least the target level; 2nd; Blast Shape form discharge resistance. A
creature affected by a penetrating blast must your eldrich blast take on a physical substance, appear successfully to the will or its resistance to spelling is 5 to 1 minute. Multiple applications of this essence do not stack; 1000000000000000000000 As a full action, you can instead make a new duration replace the old one. Single melee
touch attack as it exercises reach If you hit, your target is affected, as if it were hit by your wilderness TEGN THEATRE electrical essence applied to the blast). Unlike the disgusting blow (Complete Arcane 134), you can't combine your Lesser; 4th regath for gun damage. You speak a word of the Dark Speech (Book of Aries Dark,
Moreover, by the beginning of the next turn, you too ness 47), causing a flying creature to be forced down threatens nearby squares, as if possessing a range of weapons, and suddenly. You can influence a target being within 60 you can attack with your ltdrich glave. Feet. The goal you need to make will save or fall 5 feet on a shirt That
are melee touch attacks. Level. A creature that is forced to fall to the ground as a result of this call takes 1g6 points damage per 10 feet travelled If the base attack bonus is +6 or higher, you can (as part and cannot fly again for 1 round of full-round action) make as many attacks with your gley glave as the base bonus attack allows you.
For example, a dragon level 12 wizard can attack twice, once with a base attack bonus of +6 and again with a base attack bonus of +1. The energy of the dragon's soul burns brighter than in perhaps any other species of creature. Historically, even THE MOST EXPERIENCED MILL (see Magic of Incarnum) have proved incapable of
channeling pure draconian Greater; 5th; Blast Shape form energy of the soul. Rarely do a few characters, though, engage in your own blast form calling allows you to invoke your draconian heritage to form an incarnation composed entirely of the souls of dragonkind. eldrich as a 60-toot line. The line of electrodes is damaging all targets in
the area. This is not a dragon soul designed for use by radiation attacks, so it does not require long-range touch. Any creature trying to gain access to the forces of dragons or the tail can try a reflex rescue for damage in the hall. encounter draconian enemies. They follow normal format and rules for soulmelds, with one exception: Only
you earn an ascent speed equal to 1/2 your base ground speed signs of a dragon blood subtype can form soulmeld (rounded to the nearest 5-foot step). with the draconian descriptor. The source of the melth bother's dragon blood - race, template, class feature, DRAGON MANTLE or feat - doesn't matter. The draconian incarnation only
takes care that the melt shares a few of the heritage descriptors: Dragonson with the dragons of the old. Classes: Soulborn, Totemist Chakra: Heart, Shoulders (Totem)NAILS OF WYRM Saving Throw: No Descriptors: Draconian Incarnum Shaped Heavy Bumper Plates That Resemble Blue Dragon Classes: Soulborn, Totemist Hide. The
plates rise above the back and shoulders, like the chakra: Hands, hands (totem) almost winged look. Rescue: do not drag yourself on the embodiment of the Dragons for a pair of dragon units, wreathed in blue fire, cursor over your increase in resistance. You earn +2 accessory bonus own hands and mimic your actions. The hands are
very sharp, fortis saves. cerullonic light. Essence: You acquire resistance to acid, electricity, fire, and this soulmeld is based on the most basic of dragon attack cold equal to 3 × pieces of points of essentia invested forms, giving you nails that deal with damage of 1d6 points if in this soulmeld. You already have resistance to any of you who
are medium. 1d4 if you're small, or 1d8 if you're Large, these types of energy from another source, it's backed up with plus your power modifier. You can attack with a claw resistance provided by this chakra connect. as standard action or with both pinches as a lull (using your base bonus for a faded attack). This already has nail chakra
Bind (Heart) attacks, use either your normal nail damage or the damage given to this soulmeld, which is higher. Blue dragon armor plate (used with your body, invigorating your entire body with draconian energy. This quickly heals functions only when you are on or below half your full normal strokes points. Where X equals the threat
range of your nails on the double doubles (up to 19-20). Number of points of essentia you have invested in your This compensation does not stack with another effect that improves dragon mantle. the threat of your nail attacks. While at least 1 point of essentia is invested in thisChakra Bind (hands) Soulmeld, its natural attacks overcome
the damage reduction as if they were magic weapons. Dragon claws connect to your hands, lengthen and growing jagged spikes. The Bind Chakra (Totem) The damage handed out by your wyrm nails improves from one Long, dragon wings sprouting from the shoulders of your blue drag step (from 1d6 to 1d8 if you're Medium) if you're
already on board a bumper plate. to have nail attacks, use either the normal nail damage, or the damage given for this binding, depending on which of the two is higher. You can extend the wings from this soulmeld to get the ability to fly a short distance (poor maneuverability) as a move action. Bind Chakra (Totem) You can fly up to 3
meters for any point you have invested in your dragon mantle, although Start and dragon hands become more carnal and animated, growing end any such move on a hard surface or fall. to the handle and connects to its shoulder blades. Hard, bright scales scattered around the shoulders, upper chest and upper arms. DRAGON tail
expression unchanged. The eyes and mouth of the dragon's head are filled with brighter, flickering fire that emits light. Descriptors: Dragonclasses: Incarnate, totemist dragons are known for their incredible visual acuity andChakra: legs, waist (totem) imperceptible presence, but even more so for their devastating Gavrach: See text guns.
This soulmeld combines the three aspectsLad formed a row of dragon vertebra floating inches from into one powerful mask. Totemists feed in their normal spine. Ribs grow from the vertebrae, creating the kind of benefits they get from this soulmeld and the effect muches its back. The cape continues to grow behind you, appearance can
be meek and cowardly.stretching into a long dragon tail. You get low light vision while this soulmeld is shaped, if you already have low-light vision, do not win the extraYou form a draconic tail that can hit enemies dealing 1d8 benefit.points of crowded damage + your force modifier. You, Essence: For any point of essentia invested in
yourscan make an attack on a circle with the tail as the standard rear. The tail does not threaten space, you can not use a dragon fire mask, you can get +2 bonus competence on Spot checks.to make attacks of opportunity, and can not be used if the Bind chakra (Brow)are engraved. Your eyes flicker with the same flames that burn in
your Essentia: For every point of essentia invests in your dragon.dragon tail, the tail attack wins +1 bonus attack and damage rolls. You get darkvision at 60 feet (or your existing DarkvisionChakra Bind (Legs) stretches another 10 feet). This dead man's tail grows wide and thick. Chakra Bind (throat)Dragon foil provides you with a measure
of stability. You ring of fire wraps your neck, and the smoke will earn a +2 bonus on Balance and Swimming. from the dragon's head. For every point of the autumn invested in your dragon tail, you acquire the ability to emit a fiery breath as standard Bond improves by 2. Action. The breathing weapon is a 30-foot cone that deals with
2d6Chakra Bind (Waist) points of pounds of damage + an additional 1d6 points of fiery damage for any point of essentia invested in your dragon fire mask. The vertebrae merge into your back, the ribs merge into yours. The goal for the tail is allowed reflex saving for half damage. After using it becomes lively and comes to life, constantly
twitching from one side to the other side. breath weapon, you have to wait 1d4 rounds before you Dragon (no one has reached as is a weapon reaching the to use it again.you, although it still can not be used for attacks on opportun- Chakra Bind (Totem)nity. Its damage increases to 2d6 points + 1-1/2 × the dragon's head turns into a
dense blue mask, forming a hollow shapeA strong bonus. which completely encloses your head at a distance. Fire still trails byChara Bind (Totem) her eyes and open mouth. The tail appears on the skin and bone and becomes you can implement an aura of scary presence once for each round more flexible and animated as a quick
action. All creatures within 10 steps with less HitAs standard action, you can make a swaying tail. All creatures are buried rather than shaken for 1 circle. Successfully Willadjacent for you to automatically break down as if they had been saved denies the effect and makes their creature immune from their dragon tail (Reflex half). the
frightening presence of this mental 24 hours. For each point of the autumn you have invested in your dragonfire mask,DRAGONFIRE MASK the radius of the scary presence increases by 3 meters, and its duration increases by 1 round. Descriptors: Dragons, Fire Classes: Totemist Elder SpiritChakra: Eyebrows, Throat (Totem)Rescue
Throw: See Text Descriptors: Dragon Classes: Embodied Incarnum forms a dragon's head on a boring blue fire that vivirated your chakra: wreath, soul and floats over your shoulders. He looks straight ahead, his Rescue Throw: NoSerpen dragon of blue fire coils in the air above his head, As a nearby god, however, Ashardalon is a force
to vomit and wavy in response to his own movements. even in defeat. He hid in the Outer Plains for millennia, and through the intricate machines and managed every dragon being to have a connection, albeit unsimiled, to replace his heart with that of a balor, to become a creature of the spirit of a full-blooded ancestor of a dragon. This
soul is an even greater supernatural evil. Renewed, the dragon calls on this ancient connection to bring in the dragon to attack the Bastion of Souls in an attempt to destroy everything. You get +4 insight bonus knowledge (arcana), living creatures. There, Ashardalon faced a distant descen-Knowledge (history) and use of magic device
checks, and you dant the druid that destroyed it once andcan make these checks untrained. was killed. Essentia: Every point of the autumn you have invested in Still, his death in the birthplace of all souls (combined your older spirit increases the insight bonus of 2. with his near-zero status) allowed him to resist the Perma-Chakra Bind
(Corona) zero resting place. His essence lacked the power to become truly immortal, the Dragon spinning around your forehead, leaving him only the nebula that matched yours. of the news. You are immune to a frightening presence, Manifestation: Ashardalon with and paralysis paralysis It's like you're a dragon. You earn +4 insight
bonus outdoors on the ground with your long black nails and drag its massive body upIntimidate checks; every point of autumn - from a burning pit. The red dragon, an isotope invested in your older spirit, increases the flames and has a burning bonus of 2. to open where his heart should be. He obeys in anger before turning to Chakra
Bind (Soul) binder and demanding to know why he was violated. The dragon becomes a symbol of the heraldic fire that settles on your sign: A patch of skin above your heart is marked by a deep-seated Crimean sygilhest. of a rolled-up red dragon. You obtain blindness at 5 feet at the point the Sign of Influence of Ashardalon: You are very
starved of the autumn, invested in your older spirit. revenge against those who hurt you or neglect you. Ashardalon requires you to NEW VESTIGE accepts any opportunity to strike an enemy that harms or offends in preference over any other target. This new vestic is intended for use by binders (see Toum of the given abilities:



Ashhardalon gives you some of theMagnies) who seek to gain access to the forces of dragons through his immense power, which he gathered during his life as a dragon and a cooking creature.special pacts. About Ashardalon's Vestige Binding Rules, Creed Ashardalon: You get a bonus from Analytics Control Advisor Magic Rules
presented in Volume of Magic. and Search for checks equal to your folder class level. You can also find objects near you by spelling find an object (PH 249). Ashardalon, the presence of Ashardalon: You can infuriate fear in the hearts of OPAE of your unborn enemies. This acts as the magic of fear (PH 229), except creatures immune to
the dragon's fearsome presence are immune to this Seeker of pure power and wealth, fiendish red dragon effect, and. again for 5 rounds. When you use this ability, the aspect has escaped death more than once, it gives classics a sign displayed through any armor or clothing you wear for 1 part of its forces like dragon and fiend, as well
as part circle, burning as a firebrand (though not actually of its great resilience. Legend: Ashardalon is a red dragon of unusual greed asardalon vigor: Ashardalon gives you some of its immense power. He was trying to control the vast area of land and the endurance he enjoyed in life. When you tied this message, you ravaged it in a cruel
hunt for food, sport, and strength. So great that you get temporary punches equal to twice your bull is the power of Ashardalon that many cults have grown to honor it level. These temporary strike points up to 24 hours. as a deity and followed him into what they believed were sacred wars. Over time, however, an alliance of Rangers and
Elves heart: You share some of the defensive defeated the armies of Ashardalon. Soon after, on a ballyor after contacting Ashardalon's body. This dragon effect faces a powerful druid that has risen to protect you giving damage reduction 10/cold iron and resistance ground, and is almost killed. to fire 30.DRACONIC AURAS level, +2 on
level 5, +3 at level 10, +4 at level 15, and +5 at level 20), and otherwise follow all normal rules deadmen have learned to express the innate magical power of this class of dragon auri.dragons in many ways, including through the use of draconicauras. Dragon shamans (see Player's Guide II) are the biggest- Marshall-greatest scalpers of
draconian auras, but other characters can also Marshall (a class presented in the Miniatures Manual) learn to harness that power. Learn any of the dragon auras presented here in place of dragon auri usually resemble some of the innate great aura. The bonus provided by the dragon aura equals the abilities of the dragons, from a large
presence to an avid bonus, which is usually given by the grand aura of the marshal (+ 1 storks to the energy resistance. and the sheriff's aura (including scope, permissible targets and when it ceases to function). It is also considered a draconian aura Projecting a draconian aura is a quick action, and you can for all the effects that apply to
such auras as doubleonly project a draconian aura at a time. Aura remains in Draconic Aura (see page 16).effect while using a free action to reject it or activate another aura in its place. You can have a dragon aura activecontinentally; Thus, the aura can be in effect at the beginning of dragonsencounter before you take your first turn. A
true dragon capable of casting wizard spells can choose any draconian aura described unless below in place of its famous, your draconian magic wizard and spell affects all allies slot on level 2 orin 30 feet (including- higher. if you become a slot has abandoned foreverunknowledge or killed, but others ( unless later replaced; visible it
remains in force even if you are below). Regardless of the number of incapable of acting. , provided by aFor most characters, learn aura by selecting the draconian aura equals the 1/2 level of the spell, whenracon aura (see page 16). This sub- the nature of the aura has been acquired. If a dragon later accesses a higher aura with a +1
bonus. Members of a certain level of magic may lose some magic and spelling slotclasses, and some creatures, however, may get the ability to at this level instead of at a lower level. He immediately received a draconian aura project from various sources. Famous spelling and spelling slot at the previous level, and the Dragon Lord bonus
provided by its draconian aura respectively improves. For example, a mature adult black dragon loses a famouscharacteristics who take this prestige class (see page 38) win a wizard of second-level magic and a 2nd level magic slot,draconian aura on the 1th level and additional auras on the 4th, 7th, and in return wins a draconian aura
with a bonus of +1,10 level. On level 5, the bonus provided by the two dragons later, when the dragon reaches the category of very old age, the aura of the lord increases to +2. On level 9, the bonus granted decides to increase its aura. Then he loses a famous 4th level of all three of the Auri of the Dragon Lorde increases to +3. The
magic of the level 4 wizard and the wizard slot on level 4, improving with level 10, gives +3 bonus, just like the other three draconian aura bonus to +2. At the same time, if profits nounaras win earlier. A level 2 magier and a second-level wizard slot. Dragon Shaman Dragon capable of exhibiting psionic powers can instead choose to give
up some power and power pointsAs the dragon shaman class in Guide II player introduced equal to twice the power level, minus 1. Otherwise, this is the concept of dragon aura. A dragon shaman can learn features identical to a dragon that gives up the wizard spelling of the Auras presented here in place of those in the Player and spell
slot. Manual 2, but cannot accept the same aura more than once. The shaman still has to adhere to the boundary of draconian aura AURA EFFECTSknown (three on level 1, with one additional aura acquired at each odd number level, up to a maximum of seven in the 9th Aura gives a bonus to a certain statistic or group of statistics, as
noted below, Advantages of multiple draconian level). The bonus provided by the dragon aura is equal to bonus auri overlap rather than stacking.usually provided by draconic aura of character (+ 1 in 1stEnergy: This aura gives you a bonus to save DC for at the start of the ceremony, the wizard must indicate your acid, cold, electricity or
fire effects; choose a kind of what level of spell slot he offers and which dragon to cook when you win the aura. (Dragon shaman must choose the aspirations to enter (chosen from among those described on energy pages associated with his totem See. P. 13,90 and 91). The wizard must have an uns listed spelling slot in Player's Manual
II). The bonus applies to spells, powers, level, level, to begin the ceremony. After 1 hour of magical abilities, supernatural abilities, or any other continuous meditation capability, it should experience a concentration that either has a suitable descriptor or inflicts damage on the check (DC 20+ spell slot offers). A wizard with five or the chosen
type. more ranks in Knowledge (arcana) gels +2 bonus on this check. If the wizard is in the presence of a suitable Dragon Insight: This aura gives you a bonus of deciphering Script, and wishes to force this dragon to enter the pact, it receives knowledge, and Spellcraft checks. +10 bonus per check. Strength: This aura gives you a bonus
of checks at the level of cash registers If the check succeeds, the wizard has made contact with made to overcome resistance to magic (and a dragon-level manifest ready to enter dragonpact. they are going to the ceremony for another hour; every hour after the first spin gives a cumulative bonus +1 for Concentra's presence: This aura
gives you a bluff, Diplo- tion check bonus. If the ceremony is interrupted, the wizard must curl up and intimidate. start again. Resistance: This aura gives you resistance to acid, cold, the title for each type of dragon flame (see pages 90 and electricity, or fire (choose one when you get an aura) equal 91) shows which dragon varieties can
get into this to 5 × your bonus. (A dragon dragon must choose a dragon. But if the wizard is not in the presence of the species associated with his totem dragon; see page 13 of the Dragon Player he contacted during the ceremony, he has Manual II). no power to dictate exactly which dragon — or even what kind of dragons meet its
enthusiasts. The identity of the solution: This aura gives you a bonus for Concentra, a dragon that enters the dragon is not crucial to completing the checks on the life and savings against fear, paralysis, and sleep the task, although it should be of the right kind, at least effects. age that is in adulthood and can shed spells at the level of the
lot offered by the wizard. In tact, the dragon needs the senses: This aura gives you a bonus of Listen checks, does not reveal your identity to everyone, although it always knows the on-the-spot checks, and initiative checks. the identity of the wizard. If desired, the dragon can become a significant NPC in the campaign, perhaps a mentor of
the kind Stamina: This aura gives you a bonus for the Wizard Constitution. Dragon, which enters into a contract with a wizard, checks (but not skill checks based on the constitution) and Forti can view the mortal as an ally, a business comrade, a potential hold of rescuers. or bi-pilgrim, depending on its alignment and personality. Speed:
Aura gives you a bonus for Climbing, Jumping and Swimming Control. It also increases your ascent, fly, and swim once the wizard finds out He must negotiate speeds of 5 × your bonus. (The aura does not give you a pass or with the dragon for payment. The wizard can offer gold, gems, and/or artistic objects worth a total value equal to
the level of spell slot square, × 100 endurance: This aura gives you damage reduction 1/gp. For example, a wizard offering a level 4 spell slot should be magic for every point of the bonus. also offer treasure worth 1600 gp (4 square × 100). However, this is only the initial offer. The wizard should try DRAGONPACTS bluff, diplomacy or
intimidate check against DC on the 15+ spell offered. Depending on the dragon-style wizard is a mystical deal made between a wizard of negotiations, the DM should feel free to apply modifier and powerful dragon. In exchange for gold and a small por- (in the range of -4 to +4) per check. Then consult the wizard's magic power table
(spelling slot), with the dragon below, to determine how the wizard should change his original retribution of the wizard accessing one or more spells as abilities. to satisfy the dragon. The Dragons don't get into these pacts lightly, the deal also costs them a bit of personal power (in the form of lost points for a score check). Minus DC
modifier –5 or more DRAGONPACT creation –1 to –4 +25% To make a dragon wizard from level 4 or higher (i.e. +0 to +4 +10% sign with at least four sorcerer levels) should take +5 to +9 mystical ceremony in which he establishes psychic contact +10 or more +0% with a real dragon (i.e. a dragon with twelve age categories, such as a
red dragon). The real dragon cannot begin this ceremony – 10% (although he may try to persuade a wizard to do so), nor can he try to establish a dragon with another dragon. A dragon-type sorority (like a half-dragon wizard) can still create a dragon's walk as long as it's not a real dragon. For example, the wizard offers a 4rh level slot and
1600 day. The level of actors for these magical abilities equals the GP should try DC 19 Bluff, diplomacy or intimidation at the level of wizards for his spells and save DCcheck. If he gets a score of 14 or less (if there are negotiations- (if any) equals the 10 + level of the spell + the wizard nailed badly), he misses the check by 5 or more and
must modifier. A adept of the pact (see page 46) earns more pow-increase of its proposed treasure by 25%, resulting in the last misguided magic abilities than normal, and also wins a bonus of 2000 GP. On the other hand, if he gets a result of the swallow level for these magic abilities.24 (by agreeing well), he shall make the verification by
the and the Dragon also loses hit points for the pact can reduce its proposed treasure by 10%, repenting the final based on the level of the spell won: price up to 1440 gp. Once the negotiation is a slot-won HP Lostcomplete, the proposed treasure 10 immediately disappears from the sort- 2nd, 3th or 4th 25th cerer owns and appears in
50th, 6th or 7th 8th or 9th in a treasure trove of the dragon. This treasure should No wizard can be a party of moreince present during the ceremony. If the dragon has melted. (The asorcerer doesn't have enough treasury hands to pay for the dragon's secretcet, the second dragon emoji-emoji that is yours, for details. The dragon usually
loses one of its daily spells to have a small number of debris at the right level, powerful dragons instead of the dragon, and the dragon wins a large number of weak pacts that, with a particular omission of the same, do not have much remuneration. , but anspells famous. An additional 8th or 9th level merit slot is the wizard wins one or
more desired power boost.more magic-like abilities, based on if any side of dragonpact specific dragonpact enters the game, the other side loses all and spell slot. For the advantages of the pact, but not the embarrassment, a wizard who offered flaws (lost a spell slot or lost a hit4-level spell slot for the points on the levers) until a year had
passed. If the wizards of master dragon gainscharm man 3/day and shine of eagle 2/ A wizard associated with dragon speech accepts some draconian featuresCREAtative NEW DragonPACTS magic or 6th level spell. DM is free to create new dragon fixations for any kind of dragon. The fifth magic-like ability acquired should be a good
7th level Use existing pacts as a template for creating new ones, with spelling or spell on the 8th level. Stick mainly to spells that are counter-counteracting or have the five magic-like abilities should fit into a single common use. Avoid those that are useful only in a very specific topic. Their effects should not be similar (you don't have to
have situations or just out of battle. and succumbs to a certain kind of dragon – either to get acquainted with the significant material components or to focus even better, for more than one species. The cost of spells you include. Spelling-like abilities do not require such costs, so the spell is more valuable than you. Avoid the first magic-like
ability should be a useful 1-level spell with XP. Spell. Not all acquired spells must be a wizard/wizard The second ability, similar to magic, which should be a good second-level spell, but avoid more than one or two types of spell or a weak spell of level 3. Giving up the wizarding magic prophetic slot to access unsorted spells can be a
powerful trade, especially when the spell-like, the third magic-like ability that should be a good level 3 capability doesn't match the normal arcane niche, such as writing on level 4). The fourth ability, similar to the magic that is used, should be a good dead party of the 5th level, which returns to life within this period, the benefits of the so-
called sacrifice of gold, gems and art objects, immediate return is required. However. Subtract the average price for the previous spelling slot from the average price for the new spell slot to find the newVisible Signsible Signs of a Dragonpact base price, and then roll Bluff, Diplomacy or Siniwhen entering a dragon list sign, a certain degree
of verification as normal to determine the price adjustment of the healthy flows through the link between it and renegotiation. The success or failure of previous negotiations. When the creature gives abilities similar to magic, it has no effect on this control of character, it also leaves behind traces of its unique magical nature. The end result
is that the characters who enter, for example, if the wizard of the previous example of the dragon exhibits draconian physical characteristics, wishes to offer a level 5 slot in place of the 4th level slot, a thile of small cosmetic changes in large physical physical, the new base price will be 900 gp (2500-1,600), modified by the result of its
negotiating.3 These visual cues have no obvious in-game -cultural opinions to dragons range from land that breaks down the dragon dragon, and as such prejudice or prejudice depends on the individual campaign. But they make a visible mark on character Once the dragon enters, it remains mandatory, while both as someone bargaining
with draconian. and in a year change the death of one of the two (dragons take long view, and recognize the presence of To determine visual effects on a computer that enters into resurrection magic). But while both parties still live, it's a draconian act. dm can be thrown on the table below or just one can give up the pact for some reason.
Often thischoose from the table at will. occurs when a hero player decides to track down a differentd20 effect with another dragon.1 Small, scaly scales of dragon color appear on for a wizard to abandon the pact, he must abandon the use of hands, face and feet. of all the magic-like abilities provided to him by the pact for seven2 Eyes
color pale in the dark days. At the end of this time, a simple 1-hour hair changes the color of the scales of the dragon. meditation ceremony allows him to break pact.4 Small horns or chitin bulges on the face. The language becomes serpentine, visible when speaking. To abandon a contract, the dragon must destroy the treasures6 The
skin is slightly stained with the color of the dragon. From the withers equal to the amount paid by the wizard, 7 Voices becomes rude and credible, like that of entering the pact, and then perform his own one-hour ritual. For obvious reasons, dragons hate doing this. If a dragon ever8 Eyes develop an additional set of nictitating desires to be
free from pact, it usually tries to manipulate the wizard to be the one who breaks it, because it allows the membranes visible when the character flashes. (If 11 claws become thick and curved, resembling a dragon breaking the pact without the wizard's prior knowledge, the hero will be surprised when he suddenly loses his dragon claws.
The wizard regains his lost spell the next time he usually prepares his spells. The face of the dragon is 12 becomes angular and vaguely dragons. 14 Exquisite dragon tattoos appear on the hands, normal strokes return to their normal value, and the lost or her face seems to glow faintly. the dots can be healed in any way.15 Two bone
edges rise from the back, like lumps on the shoulders of the blade. Dragonpacts in the game have their horns. 17 Trout spots of the same color as dragon scales Dragonpacts offer heroes a chance to indulge in a spell to get multiple applications of magic as abilities. In fact, a pact appears in the temples and jaw. 19 The skin becomes
more difficult and stiff, giving the Dragons, on the other hand, value pacts not only because of the appearance of the dragon's skins and for greater height, but also because they create a network of allies. Every 20 Eyes develop spread like irises resembling the dragon's eye. Renegotiating an existing dragon paparazzo is a simpler
campaign, especially when a well-aligned wizard – know-a-new: this requires only one or unconscious – enters into a contract with the malice of meditation and without checking the concentration. An addidon. If, months later, computers encounter the dragon, the theocerator may have remorse in the battle with his business 7th day
blesses 3 days, less recovery 3/day, fire shields (hot)partner. Alternatively, a wizard who bleeds dragon 3/day, mass treatment light wounds 1/dens on the same aligned dragon can end up with a powerful ally only when he needs it most. of course, this 8th bless 3/day, less recovery 3/day, fire shields (hot) does not mean that the character
can simply tell the dragon what 3 / day, mass mild wounds 2 / day to do. An evil dragon almost certainly sees the connectionas one of the master to lower himself, while even the noble golden dragon 9th blessed 3 days, a smaller restoration 3 days, a fire shield (hot) probably sees the wizard as a naïve partner. 3/day, mass light wounds
3/day, Sunburst 1/day Subly Whisper of master (Green, Red) Dragonpact system allows DM to justify the construction of Spells As Abilities Extraction nettrum of allies or servants for a powerful dragon- net slot face 2 / day job that any computer enemies of this dragon will be well advised 2nd charm man 3 day, glitter of eagle 1 / dayto to
take first. Killing a wizard taking part in a dragon dragon's dragon on extra magic slots but not restoring the lost 4th charm man 3 days, 2 points on an eagle, so beating the servants before you stick to the big 5th charm 3/day, the greatness of an eagle 3/day, the hint of thought, makes the last battle easier. Of course, the 1/day dragon will
know that his allies are dying without necessarily a 6th charm man 3 day, the splendor of an eagle 3 day, suggesting why, a desperate race with time 2/day between the dragon and his would-be assassins erupts. 7th charm man 3/day, greatness of the eagle 3/day, proposition 3/day, dominate man 1/dayDRAGONPACTS 8th charm man
3/day, 3 days eagleo, proposalPresented below are eleven varieties of the dragon, each one 9th 3/day, dominate man 2/dayrelated to one or more types of real dragons (including charm man 3/day, splendor eagle 3 day, proposed chardole, fang and brown dragons, as described in Monsters ofFaerûn for the setting of the forgotten real).
3/day, dominates man 3/day, mass charm monster 1/dayBreath of winter doom (Silver. White) Elusive Disciple of Twilight (Shadow) SpellingWriting Magic Action Abilities Acquired Slot Magical Abilities Acquired 2nd Blurry Fog 2/Day 2nd Expeditionary Retreat 2/Day 3rd Protective Fog 3/Day, energy protection (cold) 3rd expedition 3/day,
non-falling 1 day 4th day 3/day, non-falling 3/day, not falling 2/day 1/day 5th quick retreat 3/day, non-fall 3/day, energy protection (cold) 3/day 6-day 6th 3/day, indecisive 3/day. 5th blurred 3/day, energy protection (cold) neck dimension 2/day 3/day, 6th day 6th blurred fog 3/day, energy protection (cold) 7th fast 3/day, non-falling 3/day,
door size 3/day, shadow walk 1/day 3/day, ice storm 2/day 7th fog 3/day, energy protection (cold) 8th expeditious retreat 3/day, not falling 3/day, 3/day, 3-day 3rd dimension door, shadows 2/day 3/day, icy rain 3/day, cone of cold 1/day 8th blurry 3/day, energy protection (cold) 9th expeditious retreat 3/day, non-defection 3/day, door sizes 3
/day, shade walk 3/day, table 3/day , ice storm 3/day, cone of cold 2/day 9th shines 3/day, protection from energy (cold) inflicted critical wounds 1/day 3/day, ice storm 3/day, cone of cold 3/day, polar beam festering Corrupt of Darkness (Black) 1/day SpellChampion of Golden Orb (Gold) Slot Magic Abilities, won 2nd rays of enfeeblement
2/day Spell 3 beam of enfeeblement 3/, Melf's acid arrow 1/day Slot abilities, similar to magic, accumulated 4th beam of enfeeblement 3/day, acid arrow Melf 2/day 2 days bless 2/day 3 days bless 3/day, less restoration 1/day 5th beam of filling 3/day, acid arrow on Melf 3/day, 4th blasts 3/day , less recovery 2/day 5th day blesses 3 days,
less recovery 3/day, fire shield (hot) infection 1/day 6th beam of 3/day , Acid arrow Melf's 3/day, 1 day 6 bless 3/day. less recovery 3/day, fire shield (hot) infection 2/day 7th beam 3/day, Melph acid arrow 3/day, contagion 3/day, acid haze 1/day8th rays of wrapping 3/day, melf acid arrow 3/day, magic defence contagion (Fang) 3/day, acid
haze 2/day Spells 9th drain 3/day, acid arrow of Melf 3/day, 3/day accumulated infection with acid 3/day, 2nd shield 2/day 1/day 3/day 3/day, magic distraction 1/day 4th shield 3/day, spilled magic 2/dayFlames of Crimson Wrath (Red) 5 shield 5 shield 5 shield Three/ day, distraction magic 3/day, less globe of spells invulnerability 1/day
Slot Abilities similar to magic 3/day, distracts magic 3/day, less globe 2nd burning hands 2/day 3rd burning hands 3/day , energy protection (fire) 1/day invulnerability 2/day 4th 3th pallet hands 3/day, energy protection (fire) 2/day 3/day 3/day, dissipate magic 3/day, less orb than 5th shield 3/day, energy protection (fire) invulnerability 3/day,
repellent 3/day, fireball 1/day 8/day 3/day, dissipates magic 3/day, less globe than 6th orb 3/day, protection from energy (fire) inesulability 3 day/, 2/day 3/day, fireball 2/day 9th shield 3/day, magic dissipation 3/day, less globe than 7th burning hands 3/day, energy protection (fire) invasion 3/day, repellent 3/day, spell, turning 3/day, fireball
3/day , eyebite 1/day 1/day 8th burning hands 3/day, energy protection (fire) Tyrant of the desert sun (Blue, Brass. brown) 3/day, fireball 3/day, eyebite 2/day 9th burning hands 3/day, energy protection (fire) Spell Slot abilities acquired 3 / day, fireball 3 / day, eyebite 3 / day, incendiary cloud 2nd quiet image 2/day 1 / day 3rd quiet image 3
/ day, blur 1 / day 4th quiet image 3 / day, blur 2/dayFriend of wind and rain (Brass, Brass, Bronze, Silver) 5th team, 3/day, blur 3/day, Hallucinations Terrain Spellin 1/Day Magic Slot Yield 6th Silent Image 3/Day, Blur 3/Day, Hallucinations Terrain 2 2nd Sense Items 2/Day 3rd Smile Items 3/Day , wind wall 1/day 2/day 4th wall elements
3/day, wind wall 2/day 7th card/day, blur 3/day, hallucinations 5th wall elements 3/day, wind wall 3/day, flight 1/day 6th turn items 3/day, wind wall 3/day, fly 2/day 3/day, waves of fatigue 1/day 7 elements smiling 3/day, wind wall 3/day, flight 3/day, 8th silent image 3/day, blurring 3/day, hallucinations of terrain control time 1/day 3/day,
waves of fatigue 2/day 8th mouth elements 3/day, wall of wind 3/day, flight 3/day, 9th image 3/day , fog 3/day, hallucinatory control of terrain management time 2/day 3/day, waves of fatigue 3/day, sun beam 1/day 9th service items 3/day, wind wall 3/day, flight 3/day, Unbridled Fury of storm (Blue, Bronze), Control time 3/day, whirlwind
1/day SpellLord on the hill and mountain (honey. Red) Slot spells as abilities, 2nd shocking catch 2/day Magic 3rd shocking catch 3/day, protection from Slot Spells as abilities accumulated 2nd spider climb 2 / day (electricity) 1 day 3rd spider climb 3 / day, bear endurance 1/day 4th shocking catch 3 / day, energy protection 4th spider
climb 3/day, bear endurance 2/day 8th spider climb 3/day, bear endurance 3/day, spike stones (electricity) 2/day 5th shocking grip 3 day, energy protection 1/day 6th spider climb 3/day, bear endurance 3/day, Spike stones (electricity) 3/day, call lightning 1/day 6th shocking catch 3/day, energy protection 2/day 7th spider climbing 3/day,
bear endurance 3/day, spike stones (current) 3 /day, call lightning 2/day 7th shocking catch 3/day , energy protection 3/day, stones 1/day 8th spider climb 3/day, bear endurance 3/day, spike stones (electricity) 3 /day, lightning call 3/day, chain lightning 1/day 3/day, stonekin 2/day 8th shocking catch 3 /day, energy protection (electricity) 9th
spider climb 3/day, bear endurance 3/day, spike stones 3/day, lightning call 3 / day, chain lightning 2 / day 9 shocking catch 3 / day, energy protection (electricity) 3 /day, stonekin 3/day, earthquake 1/day 3 /day, call lightning 3 / day, chain flash 3/day, maximum call storm 1 /dayCOMPANIODNRASCPNITICS your armor class to -5 and add
the same number to the pool bonus. Any other member of the team can use immedi- believe that Yo is a remnant of the long dead dragon souls, they have been ingesting action on lake 1 point of the bonus pool and receive accompanying spirits provide the whole side of the players' heroes + 1 morale bonus on their next rescue throw or
improve a small measure of draconian strength. of the next spell, which she casts 1. Unused dots disappear at the beginning of the next turn, and your accompanying spirits are described, starting on page 111. Dungeon Guide In this book, add the types of dra-conical spirits below 10 Table 6–10: Accompanying Spiritual Benefits, Level 2
Benefit: The Accompanying Spirit Creates Under Specific Characteristics, a Magical Feedback That Causes You Damage That You Receive in Damage Dealing with Enemies. If you have accepted damages equal to RADGONKUL SPIRIT BENEFITS or exceeded 25% of your full normal strike points during the previous round, you can get
a bonus +2 moral damage to the damage rollers While mystical traditions that teach comrade spirits you do in turn, whether the damage comes from this call that of dragon diversity, this companion is useful your weapons, your spells, or other effects that generate. If someone who fights a melee. It's unused, the morale bonus disappears
at the end of your order. 1st degree benefit: Every day the team collects bonuses +2 insights into third-floor damage rolls: This benefit replaces the benefits of the 1st row. number of team members. For each lime, the next is identical in that the In addition to each team member being 24 hours old, a student member can add one of the
bonuses to it can take more points from the bonus pool. Member can applaud damage roll (free action) as soon as you solve the pickup up to 5 points and receive up to +5 morale bonus on her assault. For example, a dragon spirit connected the next rescue throw, or she can take up to 2 points and win up to a team of six grams of the
team + 2 bonus of six other than +2 bonus to her effective level of acting video on her next spell. melee rolls per day that can be shared between the group or used entirely by one member. No team member can claim a level 4 benefit: This benefit replaces level 2 compensation. more than once per circle. It is identical to this benefit,
except that the bonus on the damage rollers improves to +5. 2nd degree benefit: As a 1st level benefit, except that every day a team receives several +1 insight bonuses 5th floor benefit: The accompanying spirit can fill one or a melee assault rolls equal to the number of team members. More learn members with the fury of the dragon
ramp, At any time over the next 24 hours, a team member can provide the benefits of rage magic (PH 268) for a total of 2 add one of the bonuses for its melee attack (fast action) circles of a team member. Each team member can be activated immediately before a roll. For example, the dragon spirit has the effect of cancer, but the total
duration for a team-related team of six grams + 1 bonus of six teams is limited to 2 rounds per member. For example, with different rolls of melee attack per day that can be shared by a team of four, a member may be angry about S circles, either among the group or used entirely by one member. No team can be angry in two rounds.
member may use this benefit more than once in each round. MAGIC ITEMS 3rd floor Benefit: This benefit replaces level 1 compensation. It is identical to this advantage, in addition to giving +5 insights whether inspired by the great grace of dragons or terrifying bonuses (instead of+ 2). Cruelty, many magical objects owe their existence to
the power 4th grade benefit: This benefit replaces the 2nd level benefit. It is identical to this benefit, except that it gives +2 insight to the dragon. This section includes various such elements. bonuses (instead of +1). Most are designed for use by the players' characters, although a few 5th-floor benefits: Every day. The team collectively
wins a number of automatic confirmations of melee critical threats are useful for the dragons that these characters can encounter. number of team members. Once a critical threat is released, a team member may take immediate action on the market price of the M AGIC ITEM S automatically confirms the critical threat. The critical threat
leads to a critical hit; no confirmation roll is required. No 1000 GP team benefit more than once a day. The 1,000 GP Elixir of the blind magnetic SPIRIT 2,000 G less 2,000 GP Dragonskull spirits have an affinity for groups that s:Rike Ring of Dragon Zeal, less 2,500 GP fear in the hearts of their enemies -groups with a small amount of
explosive breath, a greater 3,170 gp swagger and a threat that have no mind to bleed. Dragon slager nails 6,000 GP 1st-level benefit: If you are next to the enemy at the end Shield winged cross of your turn, you can take swift action to take punishment for the Ring of Draconian Jealousy, greater 6,000 GP tailbands on the impact 8,000
GP stick of dragon heart 10,000 GP stick of dragon blood, less than 11,000 GP amulet than may 13,000 GP Hint of mysterious appearance 15,000 GP Tome on wyrm 40,000 GP genus of dragon blood, greater 6 0,315 GP Sword of the great harlot AMULE OF COWARDLY POWER EFFECT: Passing through the dragon created by a snab
of mysterious appearance features such as dimension doorThis amulet enhances your ability to inspire in your magic with a range of 120 feet. enemies that make you scarier than you. A mysterious face-off has three charges a day. Description: This bronze necklace is formed in the form However, the wearer can choose to spend all three
charges of a roaring dragon head, built with a sparkling ruby, to have the cape beaming it and up to 50 pounds of objects. When the wearer's formidable presence becomes 190 km.active (or when the wearer does a magic of fear), the eyes of the temullet flash glow with a burning red light. Aura/Casteur level: Moderate spell; 9th.
Construction: Craft quirky element, teleport, dimension Activation: Amulet of fear can function automati- door, 6500 gp, 520 XP, 13 days.cally, as long as it is worn. Weight: 1 kg. Price: 13,000 GP. Effect: When worn, the amulet can double the innate presence radius of the wearer-innate (up to 60-foot radius for age category, in the case of
dragons) and increases DragonSlayer KLAWITS save DC by 2. If the wearer does not have a scary weighting, the amulet does not give this ability. Perhaps the most dangerous enemy that can stand up is another dragon. With this in mind, the great creatures designed in addition, if the wearer throws any spells or magic-like these magical
claws to help them fight dragons who are trying to cope with the descriptor of fear, amulet increases their conquest their sprouts. More aggressive dragons use these claws DC than 2. This bonus does not accrue with this by claiming the vote of those they consider weak. Focus on spells or greater focus on spelling. This ability func-tions
whether the wearer has an innately scary description: heavy, dark metal products fit smoothpresentation. wearer's claws as comfortable gloves. Dragons snow-shaming occupy the same body space as gloves. Aura/cutter level: moderate necromanity; 7th. Construction: Craft quirky element, craftsmen must possess a prerequisite:
Although dragon snowflakes are made for a scary presence special ability, fear, 5,500 GP, 440 XP, dragons, any creature that has a nail attack can carry them,11 days. and they are resized to fit the user. However, dragons layer nails Weight: 1 lb. donate a negative level when worn by any creature that is not priced: 11,000 gp. dragon
type or dragon blood subtype. The negative level remains as long as the claws are worn out and disappear when the creature removes the claws of the dragons. This nega- tive level never leads to actual loss at the level, but it can not beMYSTERIOUS occurrence overcome in any way (not even recovery or desire), while the dragonsley
nails are worn out. Enemies of Shadow's Fang Cabal (see page 144) sometimes see a ghost dragon appear in its peripheral A, which is not claw attacks does not gain vision benefit. Heart later, they see a figure with black invisible from the claws of dragons. from the open mouth. Usually that's the last thing they see. Activation: Activating
the claws of dragon slates is a free action. The wearer can use the nails once in a circle, next to maxi- Description: A mysterious appearance's mother is a fashion mom three times a day. Before you make an attack roll, from multiple layers of fine silk. At the hem is the order of the wearer must declare, on which attack the additional
damage shiny red scales taken from Vaeratrux, the secret will be applied. Dragon Master of Shadows Teeth. Effect: When the wearer makes a nail attack, dragons pour when the cape is activated, a spooky seeming phenomenon cope with an additional 1d6 points of damage. Against the dragon's head of a creature appears next to the
user, and its jaws open. The dragon type or dragon subtype, the nail when the wearer enters the jaws, he beams to instead of coping an extra 3d6 points of damage and treats the desired location and emerges from the second untucked as magical weapons for the purpose of overcoming dragon damage a fraction of a second later.
Reduce. Sidons members created dozens of Aura/Caster-level masks: Moderate conversion; It's a mysterious case of the best agents. Many of them have spread construction: Craft quirky element, creator must be out of reach of society, however, taken from agents dragon subtype, magic weapon, 1250 gp, 100 XP, 3 who failed to
complete their assigned missions. Days. Weight: 6 lb. Activation: This is standard action to summon the price: 2,500 gp.power per from a mysterious appearance and a step in its mau. Once the user arrives, the user He can't take any other action until his next turn. Elixir of blindsight construction: Forge ring, hasty, 1,000 GP (or 3000
GPAs dragon hunters become more talented in their pursuit for a larger ring), 80 XP (or 240 XP for a larger ring), 2 days (or larger, dragons have been forced to crack by creating new 6 days for larger rings). The eyeliner elixir,which gives the tibia the perfect vision in a limited range, Weight: -. Price: 2000 GP (less) or 6000 gp (higher).
Description: This liquid is blood-red and DRAGON BLOND STICKS viscous, like watery syrup. When you get a drink elixir, the liquid race This powerful rod nourishes the possessor's draconic in his blood in a flash, and it feels every blood line to improve his magical abilities.his senses come to life. While the wizard can gain access to the
power of the rod, Premise: Only a creature with blind- real dragons gains even greater benefit.sense gains every benefit from this element. Description: This 1-meter- rusty activation: drinking an elixir on a blindly colored rod is carved from the bone of arequires standard action, which provokes dragons and covered with dragon
runes.attacks of opportunity. When the stick is activated, dark red blood flows down the stick, soaking the hand of Effect: After taking away this elixir, wielder.user wins a blind picture with a range equal to a condition: A smaller stick of dragon bloodshed normally blindsense range for a period of functions only for dragon characters10
minutes. Type or dragonblood subtype, as well as for any character with at least 1 sorcerer level. Aura level /Cutter: pale divination; CL5th. Activation: Activating less rod than the dragon's blood requires the same normal construction action: Craft quirky element, requires to cast the selected spell (see Effect, scattering /clairvoyance, 500
GP, 40 XP, 1 below). The stick can be activated three timesday. Weight: —. Day. Price: 1,000 GP. Effect: When activated, a smaller stick than dragon blood allows the attache to rework any spell ofring on DRACONIC ZEAL to the 2nd level, which he threw in the previous round. This does not use another spell Dragon can pounce on more
than one slot. Only spells with casting time 1 loom enemy with claws, teeth, wings and tail. Less action can be processed using the smaller smaller ring than a draconian entus, giving its carrier a stick of dragon blood. similar ability to attack multiple enemies. Description: A smaller ring of draconian diligence is the Dragon-type Vieders,
rather than being able to reusivity ivory carved to resemble hundreds of all sorts of spells such as level 2 ability that includes dragon scales. When the ring was used in the previous circle. This is not activated, emits a roar like that of daily limit for this smooth dragon. Ability like magic. Activation: Once a day, the user can call the Rod also
functions as quarterstaff.the ring (quick action). Option: A larger stick than dragon blood allows the troubler to rework any spell to level 4 Effect: As soon as the ring is activated, he throws in the previous round, or to use the every serifetto can make a melee attack using spells such as his ability to level 4 he used in the highest base bonus
attack against each of the three diffs previous round. It functions as fewer enemies at a distance (full-round action). a rod of dragon blood. This effect is applied only during the circle in which the ring is activated. If the wearer activates the Aura/Caster Level ring: Strong transmutation; CLbut can not take a full circle of action during this
round, 17th.the effect is lost. Construction: Craft stick, creator should be able to Aura / Caster level: weak transmutation; 10th. Voices spells without preparation, 5,000 GP (or 20,000 Variant: A larger ring of diligence features of irritating diligence, except that it allows the user to attack rod of GP for a larger stick), 400 XP (or 1600 XP for a
larger stick), up to six adjacent near enemies. 10 days (or 40 days for a larger stick). Weight: 4 kg. Price: 10,000 GP (less) or 40,000 GP (larger). Rod of Dragon Heart effect. Thus, it immediately moves 3 meters in each direction of its suffocation. If the movement takes it beyond the Dragon Lords (see page 38) and other leaders of war
hold these limits to the attack of the area, it is not necessary to try rods in battle, allowing a wave of fear to wash over their enemies, reflex rescue. it's like there's a dragon. Aura/Castor level: Moderate removal; 8th. Description: Stick of the Dragon Heart is an iron manhole for construction: Craft Magic hands and armor, size 1 leg long with
a small cage on top. In the cage there is a door, 1670 GP, 120 XP, 3 days. purple crystal shaped like the heart of the dragon. When its carrier is Weight: 15 lb. engaged in battle, fleeting visions of small dragons appear Price: 3,170 gp. in the air above the rod of the dragon's heart. The visions are clearly not real, and everyone only stays
for a second or two of the GREAT BLISS before it disappears. But for opponents of the staff, the short images have a restless, sinister quality. When bathed in the blood of dragons, no sword is more deadly against a dragon enemy than a sword than a great forging. Activation: To activate the dragon's stick heart, a long-lasting servant
imbued with feeling and heartfelt loathing current strokes must be equal to or exceed half of its full normal for all dragons, the blade and its carrier are looking for dragons to Points. He must hold the stick in one hand and pronounce the beheading, but the sword is always for more force-command word (standard action), which is often an
ancient fulyder. the name of the dragon, such as Paelchorontrax or Tueranatru. The stick is active for a maximum of 10 rounds per day, split Lore: These swords created by Brannoury (see page up, however, the present one likes. He can turn off the stick with 143), are more powerful versions of dragonbane swords mental command (free
action). (DC 15 Knowledge [arcana]). Seven swords of great defense are known to exist and all are fully conscious. However, not while the stick is active, if the current points of the attache are still in the hands of the Godwalkers (DC 25 Knowledge high below half of its normal points of normal strokes, the rod immediately [arcana]).
Excludes. Description: A sword from the great defensive is a wide-blade effect: Enemies within 30 feet of the current, when it durability with fang decorated crossed arrows and ruby insert activated rod (or which come within 30 feet of already in pommel. active rod) should try DC 16 will save. Enemies who fail to save are shaken while
remaining 35 meters from the Sword, shining like many magical weapons, but its true rod. Enemies who make their rescues are immune to the effects of power becomes apparent after it activates its dragon blood stick on the dragon's heart for 24 hours. Creatures immune to consumption force (described below). Then the frightening
presence of the sword dragon is immune to the effect of the rod. turns bright red, and a rotating cascade of crimson energy surrounds the sword, pull, and the dragon they are Aura / Caster level: moderate necromanity; 7th. Struggle. Construction: Craft stick, fear, 4000 gp, 160 XP, S days. Weight: 5 lb. Personality: Originally created by
Branauer. price: 8,000 GP. The swords of the great hips are in many ways similar to the dragons they hate: the single-minded, ruthless and endless swords of the crusaders' patient ghosts. The sword of great grief knows he needs a strong hand to master it, so that he acts as a friend and is trusted to be invented by remarkable members
of the class of the rapid prestige of the wing he brings, offering advice and support when asked. (see page 50), the shield of a winged crusade provides protection in a battle of melee and against attacks on areas where only two dragon events can put such a sword at odds with a breathing weapon. it is a drag. First, if the holder refuses to
face a dragon in battle, the sword of the great defenses immediately tries a description: The shields of the winged crusade are heavy shields to take control of it. Second, if the sword finds out about blunt red metal. Their design has a scaly appearance. The separation of a more powerful potential owner silently observes for a second
before the effect of the shield translocation is time and tries to gently conflict between it is a sharp sound, sound, fades second or two behind the current owner and hopes that he will be his future master. translocation is complete. These swords speak common, Elven, dwarf, and activation: Bonus shield +1 accessory to Armor Draconic.
The class is always active. Once a day. the user may use its transactional effect as an immediate action. Int 10, Wis 17, Cha 17; speech and telepathy; 120 feet and hearing; The ego is 17. Effect: The shield of the winged crusade is +1 heavy shield of steel that can save its butler from attack on the spot. The user, who is Active: Because it
is a smart weapon, the sword is not in the instantaneous effect zone, which the big shave takes its own action during its dexterity allows a reflex to reduce its effect (such as a bend of a fiery spell. Effect: The sword of the big lunch is +1 the dragon-naked word with two smaller forces, which it is ready to use on behalf of its master. Three
times a day, everyone can use resistors (20 points, choice of energy type sword) and remove the fuent. But in battle with an early dragon, the sword of the great uura becomes something much more. As soon as the attache successfully inflicts damage on a dragon with the sword, activates its dragon consumption power,At the end of each
of the corners of the drawr, check that the wizards have defeated the dragon this circle. If so, his bonus increases by 1 for future attacks against the dragon. If not, its amplification bonus decreases by 1 for future attacks against this dragon. An hour after the last time the sword inflicts damage on a dragon, this effect disappears, and the
sword bonus returns to normal. A sword from the big bullying bonus may not be subtly below +1 (or the normal narrow-gauge boost bonus if it improves after +1), nor can it rise above the age category ofdragon (including the benefit of bane Tailbands from impactquality). For dragons without an age category, treat the age category as 1/4
of Dragon's Hit Dice (maximum age category Activation: The back bands of the impact feature automatically from 10 for a dragon with 40 or more Hit Dice). while worn out. Variants: As written, the sword of the great defensive is an effect: A tail attack equipped with a tail of aneutral, recalled underweight fruit of chromatic and metallic effect
is considered adamantine and magic for wholedragons. But DM can change its alignment and its reduced damage reduction. In addition, the tail focuses to get a sword variant that hates only evil impact dragons allow the user to apply more of their strength bonus (or only good). in case of damage rolls for tail attacks. Refer to the table
below to It is also possible to change the sword into another type of weapon. Just take 15 GP off the price, and add with the new weapon. Normal tail wearing at Aura/Katter level: Strong transmutation; Cl 15. Str Bonus × 1/2 Str Bonus Construction: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, find bonus crea- Str bonus Str × 1-1/2 ture, resist energy,
eliminate fear, 30,315 gp, 2400 XP, 60 days. Bonus × 1-1/2 Stro-bonus × 2 Weight: 4 lb. Aura/Castor Level: Moderate Re-creation; 11th Cl. Price: 60,315 gp. Construction: Craft quirky item, power bull, 3000PPM IMPACT GP, 240 XP, 6 days. Weight: 10 kg. Heroes who face the most powerful dragons know to fear the price: 6,000 gp.their
tail slaps more than their bite. These are the latest in a series of already infamous destructive capabilities of WYRM's TOME infestation. Preferred by the spelling of the persons who hunt dragons, a tomen of wyrm Description: Each of these three gradually larger gradually increases the power of the so-called so-called jewel in its own
right, with gem runes thickened by carrion: A tome of wyrm describes dozens of battles of strength. The three lanes sneak over the wearer's tail and between magistrates and dragons (DC 10 Knowledgeare magically behaves in place after they are held, spread evenly covered [arcana]). Wyrm wizards (see page 55) have created themes
to help length it. Tailbands of impact occupy the same space on them conduct research by overcoming magical body defenses like boots. rising over time (DC 20 Knowledge [arcana]). Condition: While they are made for the impact while they are scratched, any creature that has an attack on the tail can carry a Description: A wyrm tome is
covered with leather gri-them and they are resized to fit the wearer. A creature that makes a moare with binding hinges and a spine made of dark does not have an attack on the tail does not benefit from wearing the iron. Embossed, radiant eye with a barrel with cut strips. on the cover. The eye remains severely darkened unless the
dragon intercepts the owner of the tome or the owner tries to save effect: a smaller amount of explosive breath is thrown like a splash against the frightening presence of the dragon. Then he opens a gun and it has to be pointed at an intersection. After the battle is over. impact, the vial breaks down, releasing the energy of its 20-foot-tall
current centered on the pre-condition point: Anyone can carry a moment of wirma, but its impact. This applies to 6d6 points of acid, cold, electricity, or magic is beneficial only to those who sing spells. fire damage, depending on the breathing weapon of the dragon that created the vial (Reflex DC 18 half). Activation: A wyrm tome functions
automatically, but only when worn in one hand. If left in the Variant: A larger version of this element can be made from or another container, it still records battles (as described below), real dragons of ancient age or older. A larger bottle with explosives, but does not improve the level of wood of the owner. 10d6 damage points (Reflex DC
22 half). Effect: A word processing program bearing wirma toum in one Aura/Caster level: moderate transmutation; 6th Cl. Hand earns + 1 insight bonus to his spell construction level: Craft quirky element, creator should be that it is aimed at an enemy dragon or includes an enemy dragon real dragon aged or older with a breathing weapon
that in his field. This benefit applies to all affected creatures dealing with acid, cold, electricity or fire damage, 500 GP (or 1.000 of the spell, not just the dragon. gp for a larger cup), 40 XP (or 80 XP for a larger cup), 1 day (or 2 days for a larger cup). At the end of each of the turns of the swirl, determine whether the weight: -. he did magic
that harmed an enemy dragon. (To that end Price: 1,000 GP (less) or 2,000 GP (larger). There were secrets that Kragotial had risen above a row that amounted to the highest spell he had not been denied; these secrets were magren's birth right, and now the owner can throw. This effect disappears, and the tome is for the legends of
dragon scales, sneezes, when Mahgren begged for a bonus to normal. for giving his father his dragon father. Now the dragon's smile was rictus, his long tongue skating, a damp landing spot for flies Every page of a mute wirma describes a battle against He would not go down with his half-dragon son no more. Mahgren took a dragon , a
short story that explains who is present, deep breath and opens the book. how the battle unfolded and how the dragon died (or how its attackers got away). After each new battle with the dragon, the secrets of dweomered dragon scales are zealously guarded tome magically adds a new page describing this battle. their draconian artists.
However, such hidden erudites set After this 200-page book is complete, each new entry overwrites adventurers on the go, so the descriptions that follow the oldest record. creations to help you when you finally reveal these on your computer. Once the process is known, creat- Aura / Caster Level: Moderate divination; 10th. Ing
dweomered dragon scale can become an adventure construction: Craft quirky element, discovering dragon †, in itself. 7,500 GP, 600 XP, 15 days. Weight: 5 kg. Dragon rocks can come from any kind of price: 15,000 gp. dragon, although each variety has its own specific taste. Most of the magnified scales of chromatic dragons cope with
the explosive breath with the energies associated with these creatures – fire, cold, electricity and acid, but others mimic their many spells as a smaller amount of explosive breath, possess highly controlled quan-abilities. does not resemble the dragon's breathing. Appreciated by dragons and their allies, this item offers a surprise for
Crafters tend to use scales of metal dragons to fash those who think they know what to expect from the enemy. ions magical elements that do not include elements and energies so directly. Even so, each dweomered dragon scale has powers Description: This smoky crystal vial is closed with deeply connected to the scale of the metal
dragon used Io creating a golden stopper, a ceiling from a faintly glowing piece to a clear element. Quartz. When it breaks down, destructive magical energy bursts out, looking very much like a dragon deploying its wings Lungs from Oriental Adventures and Dragons before dissipating into the air. Born in the set-up of the Forgotten Realms
campaign have a diverse activation: A creature can throw a smaller vial of explosive breath as an attack, either as a standard action or as part of a complete attack. Moving the vial as an attack with range provokes attacks of capabilities and unique abilities, and magical objects made of scales receive mental instructions in the Dragon
about the effects of these creatures are wondrous and unusual. and how to activate it. Dweomered Dragon Scales Market Price Effect: A word command causes an amber pinwheel up to 2,200 GP create an invisible dome of force 10 feet tall and 20 feet in point 2,400 GP diameter. The dome blocks particles (dust, sand, Beruto on carp
dragon 2,500 gp snow, and the like) and non-magical projectiles of any size. Dark clasp Magic projectiles, spells, water, gas attacks and wind (but Sonorous scale 3,000 GP not flying debris) can pass through a dome. This also applies to the River Dragon Kuribune 3600 GP in the orb; for example, someone in Tarekazari of the winded
dragon 3900 GP dome can not shoot non-magical long-range attacks on the enemy of 4,400 GP outside. Any material covering the dome when this shadowy tiara effect 5100 GP ends fills the space previously occupied by a dome. Brassley clamp 6.165 gp Kodate on spiritual dragon Second word command creates the illusion of sand
Dune with (it has the same dimensions as the dome of strength. Both Iyaringu of the Earth Dragon 7,500 gp Pearly okimono on sea dragonEbon mask 9,000 GP abilities can be in force immediately. CLOpalescent amulet 9000 GP 10th. Crimson Claw 10,000 gp Fanged Ring Construction: Craft Quirky Element, Hallucinations, Emerald
Eye Patch 10,000 GP Wall of Strength, 1950 gp, 156 XP, 4 days. 12,000 GP sterling 12,000 GP weight: 3kg. Azure Skull Price: 3900 gp. Bronze cuff 15,000 GP Cupric Brooch AZURE SKULLGOLDen visor 18,000 GP Watery hachimaki of typhoon dragon 22,000 GP In addition to their obvious protective qualities, these 24,000 GP 24,000
GP PINWHEEL items are popular among spellers for use as hidden weapons for when everything else fails. This visible toy was first made of jann, and later Description: This large, brilliant blue dragon scale is modeled with some tribes of nomads inhabiting the Raurin krai in mitra and located with blue sapphires and tourmalinesdesert of
Fireun. They use it to protect themselves long in a decorative pattern. It fits tightly above the head, occupyingdesertic marches. body space such as a magic handlebar or hat. Description: Resembling a rich toy child, this brown activation: The resistance and bonus to the natural armoured rock is gilded with rose gold. It is drilled into the
function continuously while floating. Once a day, the usermidle and fastened to a short silver rod, allowing to rotate can rotate, can use lightning with a purely mental standard action.free. Anyone who gets a skullcap gets a mental construct: amber pinwheel has two abilities, both in Draconic the effects of the element and how toactivated it
by placing it in the ground and talking com- activate it.mand word (standard action). The effects last up to 12 effects: Azure skullcap provides body wear resistance, although if a pin shifts from its location, electricity 5 and +1 accessory for natural armor.its effects end immediately. Any command can be used in addition, the user can use it
to produce lightning bolts once a day. Anyone who gets an amber effect. MSPAEKCIINALG DRAGON SCALES create an item.) The rock must come from a living dragon who refuses normally, the creator of the dragon rock, simply to give up one of his scales. Moreover, if the dragon dies, it will purchase the rock as part of the price of
gold to create the gelatinous rock will lose some of its strength. This price implies that the creator uses very rare rare be used in the magic element. (Alternatively, a scale that is not provided for acquiring time and money. However, willingly do not eliminate the cost of gold or XP to create you can add more flavor to these magical elements
by adding a different element.) requirements for the creation process, such as the following. The scale must come from a dragon that died very soon. Players' signs should go on a dragon rock journey in dragon scales the way people throw hair so that computers pay the normal cost of creating the item. (Alter must be brave enough to
enter the dragon's den and take a more successful way to eliminate the gold or price of XP on a valuable component. Aura / Caster Level: abjuration and evocation; Construction: Craft Wondrous Element, Blur, Fire Shield, 2,550CL8th. GP, 204 XP, 6 days. Construction: Craft quirky element, stiff, lightning Weight: 1 lb.boll, resist energy,
7500 gp, 600 XP, 15 days. Price: 5100 GP. Weight: 1.5 kg. BERUTO OF CARP DRAGON anyone who wears this scale can summon a powerful whip of clean energy. This belt provides the wearer with swimming speed and the ability to Description: Shaped to fit easily on the wrist of a creature, thisroom water. Bronze dragon scale is set
with a pair of tiger eye topises Description: Decorated with scallops. This hemp belt and on the edge with bronze studs.has a heel made of pitiful rock of the dragon. Activation: Twice a day, the user can summon activation: Beruto the features of carp dragon continues - whip with quick action. It can be rejected with a free appeal. Anyone
wearing bronze cuffs receives mental instructions while wearing them, occupying the same body hole as a belt. in the Draconian effects of the item and how to activate it. When they first appear, the telepathic instruction of the wearer (simultaneously with the language of the Spirit and the Draconian tongue) of the Bronze Cuff can be worn
with magic staples on the same effects of the element and how to activate it. hand without affecting the ability of any magical element, but it does not work when a magic ring is worn on the hand of the effect: The user gets the ability to breathe the water, but loses the ability to breathe air. It also gains the same swimming speed equal to
the speed of its base ground, along with the other Effect: When a bronze cuff is activated, +1 brilliant energy benefits of swimming speed (see Mode modes, MM impact strike appears in the hand of the hand bearing cuff. 311). After removing the carp dragon beruto, the user (If this hand already holds an object, the cuff fails to breathing of
the air. The whip stays for 5 rounds or until it is released; otherwise, it cannot leave the hand of the troubleer for any reason. Aura/Castile level: Moderate transmutation; 7th. Construction: Craft wondrous elements, water breathing, 1100 Aura / Castile level: Strong spell; 16th cl. GP, 88 XP, 3 days. Construction: Craft quirky element, full
flash or weight: 1 lb. lightning rod, continuous flame, gaseous shape, 9000 GP, 720 XP, Price: 2.200 gp. 18 days. Weight: —. BRASSY BLAKERY Price: 18,000 gp. These blottal enemies with boiling heat while deflecting CRIMSON claw attacks. Easy to hide from random search, purple claw is another description: This pair of brass
dragon flakes, each around a handy hidden weapon for each character. the size and shape of a man's fist, are formed in mitral and have moonstones in the spiral pattern. Attached to the back of each is a lock and a leather strap so that they can be worn on the forearms. Activation: Once a day, the user can create a shield of overheated



air with purely mentally fast action. Anyone who dates back to armored jumps receives mental instructions in Draconian about the effects of the item and how to activate it. Effect: Activation of brass locks surrounds the user in a shield with overheated air up to 10 cartridges. The twinkling heat waves give him a cover-up, forcing a 20%
missed chance of attacking him. The user can disable the effect as standard action. In addition, heat deals with 2d6 points of fiery damage to any creatures hitting the wearer with a natural attack or weapon melee. He is immune to the heat of his own birches. Aura/Katter level: Moderate removal and illusion; 10th. Red Dragon, up close
and personal
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